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Local scour is associated with a considerable number of bridge failures worldwide. It occurs at 
bridge piers and abutments as a result of interactions between complex flow features and the 
channel bed. The number of factors involved in the interactions makes it difficult to predict. A 
lot of research has therefore been performed by several investigators to gain insight into the 
scouring process and scour prediction. Currently, local scour is estimated using physical models, 
empirical formulae or numerical models. Of these methods, the use of numerical models appears 
to be more economical and ideal as it permits flexibility in the choice of flow parameters and 
allows different scenarios to be easily studied. The aim of this research was thus to investigation 
into the use of the commercial CFD code FLUENT 6.2 for scour prediction based on the 
Movability Number. 
The research, which focused exclusively on local clear-water scour at bridge piers, stemmed 
from previous works performed by Armitage & McGahey (2003) and Cunninghame (2005) in 
which the Movability Number approach was developed and assessed. Results from these studies 
indicated that there was considerable potential in the Movability Number approach and, also, 
there was a need for a completely automated procedure for scour prediction based on the 
approach. For the current research therefore, an 'equilibrium model' was developed in which the 
river bed was successively modified in response to computed bed Movability Numbers until the 
final result reflected an equilibrium clear-water scour hole. 
Unstructured grids were generated in GAMBIT 2.2 and imported into FLUENT for the 
simulations. The symmetry condition was applied and the grids were fined up in regions where 
large velocity gradients or changes in other fluid properties were expected. Before the clear-
water scour evolution simulations were carried out, the performance of the standard k-& model 
was compared with that of the Reynolds Stress model, and standard wall functions with non-
equilibrium wall functions for a flat bed. Both turbulence models predicted similar scour 
patterns. Results of the numer cal simulations were compared with data from a physical model 
and it was found that the no -equilibrium wall functions predicted scouring in regions on the bed 
where scour was not observed in the physical model. The standard wall functions, on the other 
hand, appeared to give realistic results. Since the standard k-&model involved the solution of two 
transport equations whilst the Reynolds stress model involved the solution of seven, the former 
was used with the standard wall functions for the scour hole evolution simulations. It was 
believed that this would result in shorter simulation times. A scour potential was defined as the 
difference between a computed bed Movability Number and the critical Movability Number 
required for sediment movement. Scour was considered to occur at those locations where the 
scour potential values were greater than zero and the grid nodes were displaced in response. 
User-defined functions were written to perform the bed modifications and ensure the integrity of 
the mesh as the bed geometry changed. 
Five physical scour experiments were simulated numerically. These physical experiments were 
performed as part of the research and were carried out in a 0.6lm wide tilting flume in the 
Hydraulics laboratory of the Civil Engineering Department at the University of Cape Town. 
Results from the numerical simulations were compared with those from the physical models. 











Although, the numerically estimated equilibrium scour depths were relatively close to those from 
the physical models, the shapes of the scour holes were not that similar. This was attributed to 
numerical difficulties in accurately predicting the flow field (and hence the Movability Numbers) 
at the bed. It was recommended that ways of improving the accuracy of the flow field prediction 
be found in order to accurately predict the bed Movability Numbers. In general, however, the 
Movability Number approach showed considerable potential for use in the prediction of local 
clear-water scour. 
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Local scour is worldwide problem. It occurs at a considerable number of bridge sites and is a 
primary cause of failure. The protection of bridges against local scour is thus an essential part of 
design and construction. Many factors contribute to the development of local scour thereby 
making its estimation difficult. Consequently, a lot of research on local scour has been 
performed by different investigators to provide a better understanding of the scouring process 
and to suggest ways of estimating it. Despite the volume of research that has been performed, 
there is no universally accepted procedure for local scour prediction. At present, local scour is 
generally estimated using empirical formulae, physical models and/or computational models. 
Empirical formulae tend to give widely varying and inconsistent results whilst physical models 
are expensive to run and may give results distorted by scale effects. Computational models, on 
the other hand, are not bound by the same constraints and are likely to offer a better solution. 
Unfortunately, there is currently a lack of sufficient computing power for the accurate modelling 
of all the processes involved. Computing power is, however, growing rapidly and this is making 
the computational model alternative increasingly attractive. The promise that computational 
modelling holds has in fact made it the focus of research for the past couple of years e.g. Olsen 
& Melaaen (1993), Olsen & Kjellesvig (1998), Kothyari & Raju (2001), Yen et al. (2001), etc. 
Most of the developed computational models for local scour prediction solve sediment transport 
equations in addition to the governing fluid flow equations. A problem with this approach is that 
the solution of the extra (sediment transport) equations imposes additional computational and 
memory loads on the machines. Incipient motion criteria may be used for the scour prediction 
instead of the sediment transport equations. They appear to be more attractive since no extra 
transport equations are solved and so memory requirements and computational time are 
significantly reduced. Incipient motion criteria alone can only be used for clear-water scour 
prediction and result in the maximum scour depth which is normally used in design. Armitage 
(2002) focused on this approach and developed a scour prediction model based on the 
Movability Number criterion (Liu, 1957). The viability of this model was assessed by McGahey 
(2001) and Cunninghame (2005) using the commercial CFD codes CFX 4.3 & FLUENT 6.2 
respectively. The assessments involved the comparison of CFD predicted channel bed 
Movability Numbers with local scour data from physical experiments. Results from both 
investigations were encouraging enough to suggest that the Movability Number approach could 
be a viable option for scour prediction with the current crop ofPCs. 
Cunninghame (2005) went further to develop a scour prediction routine in which scour was 
estimated in stages. Based on the scour patterns suggested by predicted bed Movability Numbers 
at each stage, the domain mesh was manually modified in GAMBIT to reflect scour. The 
procedure was tedious and the routine was not continued until an equilibrium scour hole 
developed. The current research stems from the investigations performed by McGahey (2001), 
Armitage (2002) and Cunninghame (2005). The aim of the research was to develop an automated 
procedure for scour prediction based on the Movability Number approach. The commercial CFD 
code, FLUENT 6.2, was employed and adapted to achieve the aim. Physical experiments on 
local scour development were also performed in the laboratory to obtain data for the validation 
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of the numerical model. The outcomes of both the computational and physical studies are 
presented here. 
Local scour results from interaction between the complex flow features that develop around a 
structure and the sediment which constitute the river bed. Knowledge of sediment transport is 
necessary in understanding the process of local scour. Sediment transport is dependent on the 
nature of the boundary layer, which is affected by the conditions of flow. The modelling 
approach adopted for all wall affected flows is also in turn dependent on the characteristics of the 
boundary layer. Chapter 2 thus begins with a discussion on the boundary layer and the shear 
stress and velocity distributions in open channel flow. It then goes on to introduce the concepts 
of sediment transport and local scour. Brief descriptions of some sediment properties are given. 
Incipient motion is introduced and the different approaches to incipient motion are touched on. 
This is followed by a discussion on the movability number approach. The different types of 
scour are then looked at briefly and the chapter is concluded with an explanation of local scour 
around bridge piers. 
The use of computers to solve fluid flow problems is referred to as Computational Fluid 
Dynamics (CFD). Chapter 3 discusses the basic elements of CFD. It introduces the basic 
equations governing all CFD models, the various discretisation schemes, the different types of 
grids, and general numerical modelling issues related to CFD. The chapter concludes with a 
summary of previous attempts made at modelling local scour around bridge piers. 
It is essential that every numerical model be assessed for its adequacy in producing results. 
Physical experiments were performed at the Civil Engineering Hydraulics laboratory of the 
University of Cape Town to obtain data for the verification of the numerical model. These 
experiments are described in Chapter 5. The laboratory equipment used is presented, and the 
approaches and criteria that were employed are explained. 
The modelling approach used is very important as it determines the level of accuracy of the 
solution that is obtained. Chapter 6 elaborates on the numerical methodologies that were adopted 
for the scour prediction including, inter alia; the grid sizing, the free surface and turbulence 
models used, the near-wall treatment adopted, the boundary conditions that were applied, the 
user-defined functions that were developed, and the deformation models that were used. 
The outcome and findings of the research are presented and discussed in Chapter 7. The 
conclusions drawn from the research are given in Chapter 8 and recommendations for future 
research are presented in Chapter 9. 
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A review of local scour and associated phenomena 
River flows are inherently two phase boundary layer affected flows in which sediment is 
continually being transported along the bed or in suspension by the moving water. The sediment 
particles interact with each other and the flowing fluid throughout the water column. These 
interactions are dependent on the physical and chemical properties of both the particles and the 
flowing fluid and may lead to scour. Scour, which is the removal of sediment particles from the 
river bed, around a pier is due to complex flow features which develop as a result of the presence 
of the pier. Understanding the boundary layer theory is essential in understanding sediment 
transport and the scouring phenomenon. The distributions of shear stress and velocity at the 
boundary dictate the nature of the sediment transport and the modelling approach that is used. 
This section starts with a description of the shear stress and velocity distributions in an open 
channel. It briefly describes the boundary layer and how it is formed. The sediment properties 
relevant to the research are then outlined. This is followed by an introduction to sediment 
transport. Various approaches have been used to predict whether or not there will be particle 
motion. These approaches are discussed briefly and the Movability Number approach is 
elaborated further. After this, the different types of scour are mentioned and the section is 
concluded with a discussion on the formation and evolution of the local scour hole. 
2.1 Shear stress distribution 
According to Massey & Smith (1998), real flow has two basic characteristics; i) there is no 
discontinuity of velocity within the flow, and ii) the velocity of the fluid relative to a solid 
surface is zero (no-slip condition). In open channel flow, the velocity increases with increasing 
distance away from the bed. As a result of the relative movement between the layers of fluid 
particles, shear stresses are present. Consider a steady uni-directional flow over a rough bed 
(Figure 2-1). The forces acting on the control volume ABeD are considered to be the hydrostatic 
pressure forces, P j & Pz, the weight of the fluid element, W, and the shear stress acting along 
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Figure 2-1: Uni-directional flow in an open channel 
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For uniform flow, the pressure forces are equal and so Pz -~ = O. Thus for equilibrium, 
WsinB-T = 0 
(2.1) 





Hence the shear stress varies linearly with depth, increasing from 0 at the free surface to a 
maximum value, To, at the bed. The maximum value is given as: 
(2.4) 
The shear stress at a given point in the flow is considered to have two components; i) the laminar 
component, T[, which is due to molecular viscosity and ii) the turbulent component, T( which is 





Figure 2-2: Shear stress distribution through a column of flowing fluid 
(adapted from Yang, 1996) 
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The laminar component is given by Newton's law of viscosity (Yalin, 1972; Massey & Smith, 
1998; Nalluri & Featherstone, 2001; Chadwick et al., 2004): 
(2.5) 
where f.J is the coefficient of dynamic viscosity and au/ a y is the velocity gradient. The turbulent 
component is dependent on fluctuating flow velocities with components in both the horizontal 
and vertical directions. Several relationships have been used to represent the turbulent 
component. A simple and popular one is the mixing length model. In a bid to relate the rate of 
momentum transfer to the mean pattern of flow, Prandtl (1925) introduced the mixing length 
theory. In this theory, a characteristic linear dimension, I, called the mixing length is considered 
to represent the average distance a small mass of fluid (moving towards a region of lower 
velocity) will travel before it loses its extra momentum and take on the mean velocity of the 
region into which it flows. Based on this theory, Prandtl's mixing length model may be 
expressed as follows (Rouse, 1939; Massey & Smith, 1998): 
(2.6) 
where p is the density of the fluid. According to White (1991), Prandtl and von Karman 
developed three relationships for I. In the region of flow where viscous shear dominates, it was 
determined that I ~ y2 . The value of I for the region where turbulent shear dominated was found 
to be constant. In the region where both types of shear were important, the relationship was 
determined to be I ~ KY, where Kis known as the von Karman constant. 
Turbulent action in a flowing fluid reduces as the boundary is approached. Close to the bed, the 
velocity gradients are large and viscous effects are significant. Turbulent action here is small and 
the shear stress is mainly due to the laminar component (viscous effects). The significance of 
viscous effects reduces with increasing distance from the bed as turbulence increases and 
momentum transfer between small fluid elements become greater. The velocity gradients in the 
more turbulent regions are smaller as the velocity distributions are more uniform. In these zones, 
viscous effects are less significant and the shear stresses are mostly due to turbulent fluctuations. 
This is seen in Figure 2-2. 
2.2 Boundary layer 
Prandtl suggested in 1904 that flow could be considered in two parts; i) flow in the so-called 
boundary layer where shear stresses are of importance (inner layer), and ii) flow beyond the 
boundary layer (outer layer) where velocity gradients are normally small and so viscous effects 
are negligible (Liu, 1957; Massey & Smith, 1998). 
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The boundary layer is the region close to the bed where the velocity increases rapidly and 
approaches that of the main stream. The rapid change in velocity is due to the fact that the 
velocity of the fluid relative to the bed should be zero. The development of boundary layer is 
described in the following paragraph. 
Leading 
edge 
Nominal limit of 
Transition 
region (short) -------T 
Laminar 
Figure 2-3: Boundary layer along a smooth flat plate 
(adapted from Liu, 1957, and Mass y & Smith, 1998) 
Velocity 
profile 
Consider flow over a thin, smooth flat plate. It is assumed that the plate is parallel to the 
oncoming fluid and there is a zero pressure gradient. As the fluid flows over the leading edge of 
the plate, the fluid close to the surface is retarded due to viscous friction giving rise to the 
boundary layer. With increasing distance from the leading edge, more of the fluid is retarded as a 
result of shearing action and the thickness of the boundary layer increases. Flow in the boundary 
layer is thus far laminar and the velocity gradients are large. The thickness of the wholly laminar 
boundary layer, 8[, may be determined from (French, 1994): 
(2.7) 
where x is the distance from the leading edge and Rex is a Local Reynolds Number defined as: 
Re = uoox 
x 
V 
where Uoo is the undisturbed approach velocity and v is the kinematic viscosity. 
(2.8) 
The laminar flow becomes increasingly unstable with the increasing thickness of the layer. It 
gets to the point where the flow becomes turbulent. Even under this condition, a thin layer of 
flow exists right next to the surface that is laminar (See Figure 2-3). This region is referred to as 
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the viscous sub-layer. According to Massey & Smith (1998), transition is difficult to prevent at 
Rex> 2 x 106• Nalluri & Featherstone (2001) state that turbulence generally occurs at Rex = 5 x 
105. French (1994) suggests that the transition generally takes place between 5 x 105 and 106. 
The change from laminar flow to turbulent flow occurs over a very short distance and this region 
is referred to as the transition region. The velocity gradients in the boundary layer reduce with 
increasing distance from the surface and the velocity approaches that of the main stream at the 
boundary layer fringes. In reality, there is no definite limit of the boundary layer. It is generally 
assumed that the boundary layer extends to the point at which the velocity is 99% of the main 
stream velocity (Liu, 1957; Massey & Smith, 1998; Chadwick et ai., 2004). The velocity 
distribution through the turbulent layer is also shown in Figure 2-3. The approximate thickness 
of the turbulent boundary layer, 8(, for Rex < 107 may also be determined from (White, 1991): 
(2.9) 
The presence of roughness elements on the solid surface may have an effect on the boundary 
layer and flow in the main stream. If the main stream flow is laminar, roughness has no effect as 
the shearing action is solely due to viscosity throughout the fluid. In the case of turbulent flow, if 
the average height of roughness is smaller than the viscous sub-layer, the viscous sub-layer 
dampens the impact of the roughness and so there is little or no effect on the turbulent region. If 
the roughness elements protrude beyond the viscous sub-layer into the turbulent region, they will 
shed eddies and the turbulent component of shear stress will increase close to the surface (Nalluri 
& Featherstone, 2001; Chadwick et al., 2004). 
2.3 Velocity distribution for turbulent mean flows 
Yalin (1972) illustrates the derivation of the velocity distribution in the turbulent region of flow 
by representing the mixing length, I, in Prandtl's model with Ky and integrating Equation 2.6 
from Ymin to y, where Ymin is the lower limit equal to the larger of the thickness of the viscous 
sub layer, 8, and the height of roughness, kr. Considering the relative size of the viscous sub-
layer thickness to the roughness height in the analysis, the following relationship for the velocity 
distribution is obtained: 
u 1 Y 
-=-In-+B 
u. K kr r 
Where u is the velocity at a depth Y and u. is the shear velocity given by: 
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The value of Br is dependent on the value of the roughness Reynolds number, Rek = u.kJv . 
Nikuradse (1933) determined the relationship between Br and Rek for equal size sand grains 
tightly glued on the boundary. Figure 2-4 indicates the relationship that was observed. The 
variables Br and kr are substituted with Bs and ks respectively for sand. 
11 
~ -~ / 
8 
8.5 -/ 
V'i ~ - - -- --- -1- ---- - -- --- ---
/ i 
V ~ ! Completely rough ~ / 
Smooth , Transition 




o 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.4 2.6 2.8 3.0 3.2 
109( u:s ) 
Figure 2-4: Relationship between Br and kr for uniform sand (after Nikuradse, 1933) 
From Nikuradse's (1933) experiment it was noted that 
For Rek < 5: 
Bs = 2.51n u:s + 5.5 
(2.12) 
For Rek > 70: 
Bs = 8.5 
(2.13) 
According to Van Rijn (1993), turbulent flows corresponding to Rek < 5 are referred to as 
hydraulically smooth flows. These flows are characterised by the fact that the velocity 
distribution is independent on the size and nature of the roughness elements. This can be seen by 
substituting Equation 2.12 into Equation 2.10 and taking Kas 0.4. The result, Equation 2.14, is a 
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Fully developed turbulent flows or rough turbulent flows are those flows in which Rek > 70. The 
velocity in this type of flow is dependent on roughness and independent of molecular viscosity. 
The roughness elements are exposed to the turbulent region of flow, hence the term fully 
developed turbulent flow. Turbulent flow given by the condition 5 < Rek < 70 is considered to be 
in a transitional regime. The velocity distribution for a transitional regime is dependent on both 
the viscosity and roughness (Van Rijn, 1993). 
For hydraulically smooth flows, the relationship between the dimensionless velocity and the 
dimensionless depth within the viscous sub-layer is linear (Yalin, 1972) i.e. 
(2.15) 
where Re. = u.h/v. The equations for hydraulically smooth flows are also presented by Versteeg 
& Malalasekera (1995), Chanson (2004), Fluent (2005) etc. The velocity distribution for 






1 k)h u 
o u. 
Figure 2-5: Velocity distribution - hydraulically smooth flows (after Yalin, 1972) 
It can be deduced from Equations 2.10 & 2.13 that the velocity distribution for rough turbulent 
flow is dependent on the height of roughness. Substituting Br = 8.5 into Equation 2.10 results in 
a velocity distribution equation that is different from that of a hydraulically smooth flow. The 
distribution is however still logarithmic as shown in Figure 2-6. 
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Equation 2.10 (Br = 8.5) 
u 
u. 
Figure 2-6: Velocity distribution - rough turbulent flows (after Yalin, 1972) 
2-8 
It can be noted in Figure 2-5 that Yalin (1972) ignored the fact that there is a transitional region 
between the viscous sub-layer and the turbulent layer. Figure 2-7 is adapted from Schlichting & 
Gersten (2000). It illustrates the velocity profiles within the different sub-layers of the boundary 
layer. At present, there is no obvious relationship for the velocity distribution within the 
transitional regime. Some investigators simply assume that the viscous sub-layer and the 
turbulent region coincide at a value of u.y / v between 11 and 13 (Yalin, 1972; Rooseboom, 
1992). Fluent (2005) suggest that 11.8 is a generally accepted value. Curves are also sometimes 
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Transitional layer 
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Figure 2-7: Velocity distribution - inner layer (after Schlichting & Gersten, 2000) 
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The outer region occurs at u.y Iv > 500. The velocity distribution within this region is more 
dependent on the bed slope, flow depth, maximum flow velocity and large scale eddies instead of 
molecular viscosity and boundary roughness (Graf, 1998). 
2.4 Sediment properties 
2.4.1 Sediment size 
According to Julien (2002), the size of a sediment particle is its most important physical 
property. The size of a sediment particle, among others, dictates the ease with which it will be 
transported. Sediment size is easily defined and, depending on the definition being used, may be 
relatively easy to determine. Several definitions have been used to describe sediment size. These 
include (Yang, 1996; Raudkivi, 1998; Julien, 2002): 
• Sieve diameter - this is the length of the side of a mesh square opening through which the 
sediment particle will just pass. 
• Sedimentation diameter - this is the diameter of a sphere with the same density and fall 
velocity as the particle in the same fluid and at the same temperature. 
• Nominal diameter - this is the diameter of a sphere with the same volume as the sediment 
particle and is usually determined by the volume the particle displaces. 
• Standard fall diameter - is the diameter of a sphere of specific gravity of 2.65 with the same 
fall velocity as the particle in quiescent distilled water of infinite extent at a temperature of 
24°C. 
• Triaxial dimensions - these are lengths a, b and c along three mutually perpendicular axes 
through the particle such that a is the longest, b is intermediate and c is the shortest. 
Generally, the definition used depends on the particle size e.g. the sieve diameter may be used 
for particles sizes ranging between cobbles and fine sand whereas the sedimentation or standard 
fall diameter may be used for sediment finer than fine sand (Chien & Wan, 1999). 
2.4.2 Shape 
The form which a particle takes is also important in the study of sediment transport. One 






where SF is the shape factor. Applying Equation 3.1, a perfectly spherical particle will yield a 
shape factor of 1. It has been determined that naturally worn quartz particles have an average 
shape factor of 0.7 (Yang, 1996). According to Armitage & McGahey (2003), the shape factor is 
used to take the deviation of a particle from the spherical into account as it is generally assumed 
that particles are reasonably spherical. 
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2.4.3 Fall velocity 
This is the terminal velocity that a particle attains in a quiescent column of water that is 
unbound. The fall velocity is dependent on particle size, shape, surface roughness, density, and 
viscosity and density of the fluid. The fall velocity, OJ, is also influenced by fluid boundaries, 
turbulence intensity levels and particle concentration (Yang, 1996; Raudkivi 1998). The 
expression for fall velocity is based on considerations of the balance between fluid drag and the 
submerged particle weight and is given as follows (Raudkivi, 1998; Chien & Wan, 1999): 
OJ= 
(2.17) 
where Ps is the sediment density, d is the sediment diameter, and Cd is the drag coefficient which 




The change in Cd is small at Ref values greater than 1000. The fall velocity is thus considered to 
be independent of viscosity when Ref exceeds 1000 (Raudkivi, 1998; Chien & Wan, 1999). 
The fall velocity may also be read off a chart drawn up by the Sedimentation Subcommittee of 
the US Inter-Agency Committee on Water Resources. The chart relates the particle fall velocity 
to shape factor, temperature and sieve diameter and may be found in standard references (e.g. 
Yang, 1996; Raudkivi, 1998). It is shown in Figure 2-8. 
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Figure 2-8: Chart for estimation of the fall velocity (after Yang, 1996) 
2.4.4 Particle size distribution 
The sizes of individual sediment particles in a group usually vary. As a result, sediment size is 
normally analysed using statistical methods. Parameters such as the mean size, standard 
deviation, skewness etc. are determined for a number of samples in order to obtain the 
characteristic properties of the group of particles. A common way of presenting sediment size is 
to plot a particle size-frequency distribution or a cumulative distribution curve as shown in 
Figure 2-9. In size-frequency distribution curves, particle size is divided into intervals and the 
percentage of the group falling within each interval is plotted as a function of size. Cumulative 
distribution plots typically show the percentage of particles finer than the individual sediment 
sizes (Raudkivi, 1998, Chien & Wan, 1999). 
100 
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0.01 0.1 1.0 10 
Grain size (mm) 
Figure 2-9: Cumulative and frequency distribution plots for particle size 
(after Chien & Wan, 1999) 
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The most common statistical definitions relating to size distribution are summarized by Armitage 
& McGahey (2003) as follows: 
Median diameter (d50): this is the particle diameter that is exceeded by exactly 50% of the 
material by mass. For a skewed size distribution, d50 is usually calculated as follows: 
d - d15.9 + d84.1 50 -
2 
(2.19) 
Where d15.9 and d84.1 are the sediment sizes for which 15.9% and 84.1 % of the particles are finer 
by mass respectively. 
Mean diameter (d): this is the arithmetic mean of the particle sizes. If di is the median diameter 
of any particular size interval and Pi is the percentage by mass of that interval then: 
(2.20) 
Standard deviation (0"): this generally defined as: 
(2.21) 
d50 may be substituted for d . 
Geometric standard deviation (O"g): According to Yang (1996), examination of a large number of 
sediment samples indicates that the size-frequency distribution curve approximates a normal 
probability curve. If the particle size distribution is assumed to be normally distributed, the 
geometric standard deviation may be determined as follows: 
(2.22) 
Sediment is considered to be uniform if the geometric standard deviation IS less than 1.3 
(Melville, 1997). 
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Sediment particles are generally considered to be either cohesive or non-cohesive. Cohesive 
sediment, generally made up of particles smaller than 2pm, have large specific surface areas (i.e. 
surface area per unit volume) and form a coherent mass. Sediment transport in this case is 
dominated by electro-chemical interactions between the particles and not the individual particle 
sizes and weights. Non-cohesive particles on the other hand are granular in nature and do not 
form a coherent mass. Sediment transport is affected mainly by particle size and weight. As 
stated before, sediment sizes in an assembly of sediment vary. The cohesiveness of a group of 
sediments increases with the percentage of very fine particles. According to Raudkivi (1998), 
cohesive effects become significant when this percentage is as small as 10%. (Raudkivi, 1998; 
Chien & Wan, 1999). 
2.4.6 Angle of repose 
The angle of repose is defined by Yang (1996) as the angle of slope formed by a given material 
under the condition of incipient sliding. This is the maximum angle the surface of a pile of 
particles can sustain before the particles begin to slide down. The angle of repose has been found 
to be dependent on the particle size and roundness. It tends to increase with increasing size and 
angularity. Migniot (1968) determined that the angle of repose was between 31 0 and 400 for 
submerged sand and small gravel. Values of the angle of repose for cohesionless sediment 
particles may be determined from the chart prepared by Lane (1953) which can be found in 
Chien & Wan (1999). This chart relates the angle of repose to particle size and roundness. 
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a: with very sharp edges 
b: with edges and angles 
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d: nearly round 
e: rather round 
f: perfectly round 
Figure 2-10: Angle of repose of cohesionless sediment particles (after Lane, 1953) 
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Table 2-1: Angle of repose of quartzitic sand (after Van Rijn, 1993) 
Size (d50) Angle of repose ( tPr ) 
(mm) Rounded Angular 
:51 30 35° 
5 32 37° 
10 35 40° 
50 37 42° 
~100 40 45° 
2.5 Incipient motion 
A particle begins to move when the resultant force acting on it is strong enough to dislodge it 
from its position on the bed. The term incipient motion is generally used to describe the 
condition when sediment just begins to move as a result of the flowing fluid. Incipient motion 
depends on a number of factors. These include, inter alia, sediment size, shape, specific gravity, 
location, orientation and fluid turbulence. Typically, most of these factors vary with location and 
time. Incipient motion is thus stochastic in nature and the determination of flow conditions which 
bring about incipient motion is not straightforward. The forces acting on a particle and the 
probability of incipient motion are discussed here. 
2.5.1 Forces on a cohesionless particle 
Consider a particle lying at rest on a river bed as shown in Figure 2-11. The main forces acting 
on this particle are the lift and drag forces both of which are balanced by its submerged weight. 









Figure 2-11: Forces acting on a river bed particle (after Chadwick et al., 2004) 
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Whl'll there," no now, only th ~ submerged w~ight acts OIl tbe paltide, As tb ~ fluid begins to 
moy~ oY~r th~ paliicle, shear stresses exi,t on the particle surral'e as a result or the flow, These 
sh~ ar stresses are dir~ctly propOitional to the local velocity (velocity n~ar hedl gradients and act 
tangenhalto the panicle slirrace. The re",ll ofl.h ~ Slim or all (he shear stresses IS a drag on the 
panicle knO\\11 as the surface drag. in ~ccordance with Bernonlli's principle. the magnilude of 
the pr~ sslLre lorc ~ acting on a pa.ttide is dependent on depth mld local \'elocity. Only hydrostatic 
pre,"ure lilrce, act on (he particle when the nuid is slill. With increasing local flow Y~ locity 
com~s flow separation. Thc particle sheds eddies and a wake is romled in the Ice of the panicle 
This results in pressure dlftcrences between the front and the back of the particle. nlC pr~,sure 
diff~rences gi,e nse 10 what is kno\\11 as Ihe form drag, This fonn drag is a resultmlt oral! th~ 
pressure lilrces .!Cling on the particle. The lotal drag acting (m the parhck lS then due to hmh 
surfac~ drag alld form drag. Th~ v~l"Ilcal and horizontal componctUs ofth~ total drag giv~ wh~t 
ar~ rd en-ed to as the lift and drag fore~s respo;:ctively, (Raudkivi, 1995; Chadwick "I ui., 2004) 
In addition, seepag~ of waler into th ~ bed gives rise to seepage (presslLre) forces which \\iJl 
allcctthe re~ullant force on the panil'ie, Resistanl'e to lhe lift and drag forces may also he due 10 
particle contact with other paliiclcs, As can be sel'll in Figure 2-12, sOme particles (i.e, lhe 
shad~d palticles) will be ~asier to remove thall others as a result of their posit ioning (Chien & 
Wan, 1999), 
Figurc 2-12: Sedimcllt partick~ on riwr b~d (aftn Chkn & Wau, I<)Y9) 
In the pre'ence of turhulenc ~, there are Iluc(ualions in th ~ lift and drag forc es as a resull of 
nUl'luating IOl'al ,ehx:ities and pres>lLre. Entrainment or a partidc may come ahout as a re,ull or 
an instantan~ous increa,e in the total drag, which CaUSeS the ei~ction of the pat1icle from its 
position ollthe b~d. An instantancous drop ill the local pressure may also r~sult in th~ ejeclioll of 
a pattick du e to hydrostatic pressur~ , 
2.5.2 Approaches to incipient motion 
There are various models used to predict when motion will take place. \10st of them are relaled 
10 a single now parameler that lS considered to playa dominanl role In predicling whether or not 
motion would occur, The three primary paramcters that arC used ollen arc velocity. hed sh~ar 
stress and str~am pow~r (Chicn & Wan, 1999). Approach~s based on these parameters arc 
d~scribed ill the followillg subsections. 
2.5.2.1 Velncily apprnache, 
Vdocity approadles generally express incipient motlOn in tclTllS of eilhl"- the local or the mean 
stream vehx:ity, One ol'tlle early ,mdics on the maximum permissible mcan stream velocity tor 
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canal design was by Forticr & Scobey (1926)_ Yang (1996) states lhat there is no theoretical 
supporl for lhe studies ~nd recommends that the results be used only for preliminary designs, 
HjulstrOin (1935) studicd scduncnt transpoTI in uniform malerial ami presented a chaTI for 
erOSlCln, transponation mid sedilnClitati011 which relatcd sediment si/,e 10 n",an veloClly_ Vanoni 
(1977) also presente<:l a simlla.r chan (Figure 2-]]), which is rceonunendcd for stable eharmel 
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Fi!:u re 2-13: Chari for stable rhannel design (afler Va uoni, 1'177) 
According to Chicn & Wan ([ 999), most of the fortTIlilas for mnpielll motion in nailiral setliment 
hased 011 critical meall velocity arc generally of thc form: 
[' R 
+=(1.28 --1.79)log I227 L 
,,I r.::" k, 
(2.23) 
\~hcre R is the hydraulic radius of thc channel and X = /(lI,J/y). A summary of lormulac by 
Klloros (1958), Li (1959), mid Zeng el ul. (1%3) are prcsellted hy Chien & Wan (1999), 
\lel\'ille (1997) stuJu,t! !low aTOllml bTit!ge piers ant! ahlllmenls ant! sliggeslet! the following 
formula lor critical mean velocity wben the sediment si/cs arc uniform: 
U,I'ing the Momhi/itJ .vunJn"r to m(Jdel l(Jml deal'_waler _'COW" ill riV'~',I' 












where u.c is the critical shear velocity based on d50. It is given as follows: 
For O.lmm < d < 1mm: 
U.
C 
= O.OllS + 0.012SdsoI.4 
(2.2Sa) 
For 1mm < d < 100mm: 
U.
C 
= 0.030Sdso O.s - 0.006Sdso-) 
(2.2Sb) 
Yang (1996) assumed a turbulent boundary and began his analysis with the local velocity. This 
local velocity was however integrated over the depth to obtain the average velocity. The final 
relationship therefore includes a dimensionless parameter based on the average velocity. Using 
Laboratory data from different investigators together with the theoretical considerations Yang 
(1996) presents the following formulae for incipient motion: 
For 1.2 < u.d/v < 70: 
For u.d/v ~ 70: 
Vc = 2.S + 0.66 
(j) log(u.d/v)-0.06 




According to Yang (1996), the relationships have been independently verified by Govers (1987), 
for laminar flow, and Talapatra & Gosh (1983), for turbulent flow. 
The use of the mean flow velocity as a criterion for incipient motion has also come under some 
criticism. According to Armitage (2002), the lift and drag forces are dependent on the velocity 
distribution and not the mean velocity. Raudkivi (1998) explains that the bed shear stress for a 
given mean velocity decreases with increasing depth of flow. This means that incipient motion 
will occur at higher mean velocities for relatively deeper channels compared to shallow channels 
with similar boundary conditions. The use of near-bed local velocity is thus a better option 
compared with the mean velocity. The problem with its use, however, is the fact that it is 
difficult to determine. The high velocity gradients near the bed and the irregular roughness 
elements make it difficult to define an elevation at which the velocity should be determined. 
Determination of the effective boundary location is made further difficult by changes in the 
nature of the boundary layer (Raudkivi, 1998). 
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2.5.2.2 Shear stress approaches 
Shear stress approaches express incipient motion in terms of the bed shear stress. White (1940) 
derived the following relationship to determine the critical bed shear stress at which incipient 
motion would take place. 
(2.27) 
where rc is the critical bed shear stress, d is the particle diameter, C is a constant dependent on 
the particle density and shape, and r f and rs are the specific weights of water and the particle 
respectively. The slope and the lift forces were considered to have an insignificant influence on 
incipient motion and so were neglected in its derivation (Equation 2.27). 
The modified Shields relationship is perhaps the most popular shear stress approach to incipient 
motion. Shields in 1936 used dimensional analysis to derive a relationship which could be used 
to predict incipient motion. According to Shields (1936), the quantities important for incipient 
motion are the shear stress, r , the difference in density between sediment and fluid, Ps - P f ' the 
particle diameter, d, the kinematic viscosity, v and the acceleration due to gravity, g. Shields 
(1936) neglected the effects of the lift force and obtained the following relationship: 
(2.28) 
Shields (1936) determined the relationship between the two quantities (LHS & RHS) 
experimentally using four different materials. These were amber (Ps = 1.06), brown coal (Ps = 
1.27), granite (Ps = 2.7) and barite (Ps = 4.25). The product of the experiments was the well 
known Shields diagram, which indicates the threshold of movement. The modified Shields 
diagram is shown in Figure 2-14. It is based on work carried out by Shields (1936) and several 
other investigators. Shields (1936) originally did not fit a line to the experimental data. Extra 
data points and the line were added later based on experiments performed by other investigators. 
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Figure 2-14: Modified Shields diagram 




Shields diagram has corne under a lot of criticism by several researchers e.g. Yang (1996), 
Raudkivi (1998), Chien & Wan (1999) etc. In order to avoid the difficulty of determining the 
exact condition at which particles move, Shields (1936) measured values of T / d(ys - Yf) at least 
twice as large as the critical value and extrapolated to zero to obtain the values corresponding to 
no sediment discharge (Yang, 1999). According to Raudkivi (1998), the extrapolation introduces 
errors as transport rates at low values of shear stress excess, T - Tc' plotted on logarithmic paper 
do not have the same slope as those at high values of shear stress excess. A common criticism is 
that the axes are not independent of each other as the critical shear velocity appears on each. 
Trial and error is thus required to obtain a solution. According to Yang (1996), the rate of 
sediment transport cannot be uniquely determined by shear stress and so the use of shear stress 
as a criterion for incipient motion is questionable. 
2.5.2.3 Probability of pickup 
Figure 2-15 illustrates the influence of the type of boundary flow on particle movement (in the 
context of shear stress). As can be seen, the critical stress required for individual particle 
movements differ. When the near-bed flow is laminar, a steady shear stress is present. If this 
stress is larger than a particle's critical shear stress, it will move. A large shear stress will remove 
a greater number of particles. 
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Figure 2-15: Influence of laminar and turbulent boundary flows on particle movement 
(Chien & Wan, 1999) 
When the near-bed flow is turbulent, there are fluctuations in the applied shear stress and it is not 
clear which conditions will cause a particle to move. According to Chien & Wan (1999), even if 
a laminar sub-layer exists, strong eddies enter the layer from time to time generating 
fluctuations. It is clear that turbulent fluctuations and the differences in the force required for 
individual particle movement make it difficult to define a threshold above which there is particle 
movement. Many researchers have thus defined a 'pickup probability' (Armitage, 2002). This is 
based on the assumption of a normal distribution of the fluid forces applied to a particle. The 
distribution of the force required to move the particle is also considered to be normally 
distributed about some mean. 
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Figure 2-16: Probability of motion (adapted from Van Rijn, 1993) 
2-21 
Figure 2-16 shows the probability density functions of the applied fluid forces and the force 
required for particle movement. Movement occurs only when there is an overlap of the two 
curves. The scale of movement will depend on the degree of overlap. A small overlap 
corresponds to the likelihood of a few particle movements on the bed. When the curve for the 
applied fluid forces completely exceeds the force required for movement, there is general 
particle movement over the entire bed surface. 
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Several definitions have been given for the intensity of particle motion (e.g. Kramer, 1935; 
Shields, 1936 etc.). Shvidchenko & Pender (2000a & 2000b) define the intensity of motion as 
follows: 
(2.29) 
where I is the intensity of motion, m is the number of particle displacements during the time 
interval, t, and Na is the total number of surface particles over the sample area. In their definition, 
an I value of 10-4s-1 is considered as weak movement whereas 1= 10-2 s-l corresponds to general 
movement. These movements may be respectively described as occasional particle movement at 
some locations and frequent particle movement at many locations. 
2.5.2.4 Stream power approach 
This approach is based on the fact that a flowing fluid expends energy in moving a particle. 
Stream power is considered to be the rate of dissipation of fluid energy. Several investigators 
have applied stream power as a criterion for incipient motion. Armitage (2002) cites Bagnold 
(1960), Ackers & White (1973) and Yang (1972, 1973, 1976 & 1996) as examples. According to 
Armitage (2002), the problem with the approaches employed by these researchers is the fact that 
the stream power is expressed in terms of the mean velocity. The stream power is however 
proportional to the velocity gradient and thus varies across the channel depth. In order to be able 
to accurately describe incipient motion, the analysis must be carried out using local (near-bed) 
conditions. 
Figure 2-17 shows the variation of the stream power input and the stream power dissipation for 
unidirectional flow through a channel. 
Flow 
Channel bed 
Figure 2-17: Distributions of stream power input and dissipation for open channel flow 
(after Rooseboom, 1992) 
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For unidirectional flow, the point stream power input, 1>;, is given by: 
1>; = pgSu 
(2.30) 
The stream power dissipated, ~, at a point is given by: 
du 
~ =Txy -dy 
(2.31 ) 
The distribution of stream power input is logarithmic as the point velocity profile is logarithmic 
(Section 2.3). As can be seen, the stream power input increases as one approaches the surface. 
This is in accordance with the velocity profile. The stream power dissipation, on the other hand, 
is greatest near the bed. This is because the shear stress and the velocity gradients are greatest 
near the bed (Armitage, 2002). 
It has been shown by White (1991) that the energy dissipated by a moving fluid (both in flowing 
and transporting sediment) is as a result of shearing on the particle surfaces. The energy 
dissipated per unit volume, <1>, referred to by Armitage & McGahey (2003) as the applied unit 
stream power, is thus expressed in indicial notation as follows (White, 1991): 
au. 
P =<1>=T .. -' 
t lJ ax. 
J 
(2.32) 
The viscous stresses of an incompressible Newtonian fluid are proportional to the rates of 
deformation. They are therefore given by (White, 1991; Versteeg & Malalasekera, 1995): 
(
au. au.] 
Tij =P -' +_1 
ax) ax; 
(2.33) 
Hence, if the velocity gradients are known, the applied unit stream power may be determined as 
follows: 
where Pb is the sum of both the laminar and turbulent viscosities. 
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Annitage (2002) analysed near-bed data from experiments carried out by several investigators 




Re. > 6.23 
(2.35) 
where Pr is the power per unit volume required to keep a particle in suspension and is given by: 
(2.36) 
2.5.2.5 The Movability Number approach 
Liu (1957) noted that a requirement for ripple formation on a sediment-laden bed was that the 
flow had to be able to transport the sediment and, based on dimensional analysis and 
considerations of the scouring force of flow and sediment resistance, obtained the following 
criterion for sediment-ripple formation: 
~ = f( U~d ,particleshape factor) 
(2.37) 
The term u. / ()) was defined by Liu (1957) as the Movability Number (Mn). It has been shown 
by Rooseboom (1992) & Annitage (2002) that for incipient motion on a turbulent boundary, the 
value of Mn may be regarded as a constant. An expression for Mn on turbulent boundaries may 
be obtained as follows (Annitage, 2002): 
Consider a rough turbulent flow. Tt ~ To In the vicinity of the boundary. For a steady 
unidirectional flow in an open channel, To is given by: 
2 
To = PU. 
(2.38) 
Substituting 1= Ky into Equation 2.6, Prandtl's mixing length model may also be expressed as: 
For rough turbulent flows, therefore, we have: 
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For unidirectional flow, the applied unit stream power may be obtained from Equation 2.32 as 
follows: 
(2.42) 
Since 'xy = 't ~ '0 , substituting Equations 2.38 and 2.41 into Equation 2.42 yields: 
(2.43) 
The power per unit volume required to keep a particle in motion is given by Armitage & 
McGahey (2003) as follows: 
(2.36) 
This is obtained from the fact that the power required to keep a particle in suspension is similar 
to the power dissipated if the particle falls through the fluid at terminal velocity. Particles 
moving along the bed are also considered to be in suspension but very close to the bed. The 




According to Chien & Wan (1999), a typical value of Cd for turbulent boundaries is 1.1. 
Substituting this value into Equation 2.17 and squaring both sides gives: 
(2.44) 
According to Armitage & McGahey (2003), the power required to lift a particle from the bed 
should be greater than or equal to the power required to keep it in suspension. If the applied 
stream power required to dislodge a particle is considered to be directly proportional to the 
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power required to keep the particle in motion, then Equations 2.36 and 2.43 (Armitage & 
McGahey, 2003) give: 
pu3 
-' oc (PS - p)gw 
Ky 






As seen from Equation 2.46, the Movability Number varies with depth. lfthe critical value of the 
Movability Number required for incipient motion is determined at the distance y = d then 
Equation 2.46 becomes: 
U. (3.3K)~ -oc --
w 4 
(2.47) 
This implies that for turbulent boundaries, the Movability Number required for incipient motion 
is a constant. This constant was estimated by Armitage (2002) to be 0.17 after analysing data 
from several investigators i.e. 
Mn =~I =0.17, 
c W critical 
u.d > 6.23 
V 
(2.48) 
During the study, Armitage (2002) also estimated the relationship between the intensity of 
motion and the Movability Number to be: 
Mn = 0.0066ln(I) +0.2405 
(2.49) 
2.5.3 Incipient motion on sloping beds 
The discussion on incipient motion has thus far concentrated on particle motion on a flat bed. It 
is to be expected that if the bed slopes downward in the direction of flow, a component of the 
particle's weight adds to the force that attempts to dislodge the particle. The result is that the 
particle is dislodged easier by a particular flow condition than it would have had it been on a flat 
bed. In terms of incipient motion criteria, the critical value would have to be multiplied by a 
certain factor, which is dependent on the slope, to reflect the relative ease in moving the particle 
(i.e. a smaller critical value is required for incipient motion). Similarly, if the slope is upwards it 
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becomes more difficult to dislodge a particle and a higher critical value is required for incipient 
motion. Two types of slope have been defined by Armitage & McGahey (2003) as follows: 
Longitudinal or Streamwise slope - this is the fall or rise of the bed in the direction of flow. A 
fall in the direction of flow is regarded as a positive slope and a rise as negative. 
Transverse slope - this is the fall of the bed in either direction normal to the direction of flow. 
Van Rijn (1993) derived incipient motion criteria for both longitudinal and transverse slopes in 
terms of the drag force. If FDcr is the critical drag force for a given longitudinal slope p, FDerO is 
the critical drag force for a horizontal bed and (A is the angle of repose, then for a longitudinal 
slope: 
FDer - p (1 tan p J ---cos ---
FDerO tan (A 
Similarly, if F Dcr is the critical drag force for a given transverse slope r then: 
F 




Based on Equations 2.50 & 2.51, Armitage & McGahey (2003) present the following 'slope 
correction' factor for incipient motion criteria: 
/fI = COSP(1- tanPJCOSr(1- tan: r JI/2 
tan (A tan (A 
(2.52) 
The slope correction factor may be applied to the Movability Number criterion for incipient 
motion as follows (Armitage & McGahey, 2003): 
ul ul - -/fl-
O) erp,y 0) erO 
(2.53) 
Equation 2.49 was adjusted for the slope and relative roughness. The final equation for the 
intensity of motion was thus: 
: = /fI [ 0.0066ln I - 0.204 ~ + 0.2405 ] 
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2.6 Types of scour 
Classification of the types of scour varies with literature. Raudkivi (1998), Breusers & Raudkivi 
(1991) and Melville & Coleman (2000) classify scour into 3 main categories, namely General, 
Constriction and Local scour. Hoffinans & Verhiej (1997) add Constriction scour to General 
scour and so have 2 main categories; General and Local scour. Richardson & Davis (2001) break 
the total scour at a highway crossing into Long Tenn Aggradation & Degradation, General and 
Local scour. May et al. (2002) classify scour into Natural, Constriction and Local scour and Graf 
(1998) also considers constriction scour under Local scour. 
It is therefore necessary to state clearly which classification is used in order to avoid any 
ambiguities in meaning. The classification used by Breusers & Raudkivi (1991), Raudkivi 
(1998) and Melville & Coleman (2000) will be used herein. Scour will be classified into General, 
Constriction and Local scour. Also, depending on the conditions under which scour develops, it 
may be considered to be either Clear-Water scour or Live-Bed scour (Breusers & Raudkivi, 
1991; Hoffinans & Verhiej, 1997; Graf, 1998; Raudkivi, 1998; Melville & Coleman, 2000; 
Richardson & Davis, 2001; May et al., 2002). 
2.6.1 General scour 
The various types of scour which are considered by Breusers & Raudkivi (1991), Raudkivi 
(1998) and Melville & Coleman (2000) as general may be categorized into the following: 
a. Degradation, aggradation and regime conditions 
b. Lateral channel migration 
c. Bend scour 
d. Confluence scour 
These types of scour are related to the river in general and depend mainly on the characteristics 
of the river and the catchment. They are not directly influenced by hydraulic structures and occur 
whether or not they are present. 
2.6.1.1 Degradation, aggradation and regime conditions 
Degradation and aggradation take place along the longitudinal direction of a river. They occur 
over a long period of time and result in changes in bed elevations along the longitudinal profile. 
They come about as a result of varying flow conditions and sediment supply (Richardson & 
Davis, 2001; May et at., 2002). When the rate at which scouring occurs exceeds the rate of 
deposition (long tenn basis), degradation is said to take place i.e. there is a deficit in sediment 
supply from upstream and this results in the lowering of the channel bed. On the other hand, if 
the deposition exceeds scouring, there will be a rise in the elevation of the channel bed and 
aggradation is said to take place. 
Regime conditions refer to the dynamic equilibrium conditions (flow and slope) to which a river 
has adjusted itself (May et al., 2002). Under such conditions, scouring and deposition occur at 
the same pace and hence aggradation or degradation does not take place. If the equilibrium 
conditions are disturbed by changes in water or sediment flows, net scouring or deposition is 
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likely to occur. Changes in flows may be due to human interference or natural changes such as 
urbanization, creation or removal of hydraulic structures, braiding of river channels, etc. 
2.6.1.2 Lateral channel migration 
This may be in the form of shifting bank lines, meander progression, movement of deep-water 
channels within channel banks or continuously changing channel positions in braided channels 
(Melville & Coleman, 2000; May et al., 2002). The channel migration may be gradual or rapid. 
Rapid migration usually occurs in response to flood events. A river is said to meander when it 
deviates from its straight course into a winding path. The meander progresses when, in the 
bends, there is continual scouring at the outer banks and deposition on the inner banks. This 
results in the movement of the entire channel. 
2.6.1.3 Bend scour 
This is scour that occurs in river bends as a result of the centrifugal force that acts on the water. 
According to Raudkivi (1998), this centrifugal force drives the water radially outward and results 
in the water surface possessing a super elevation. The super elevation of the water surface 
creates a lateral pressure gradient between the outer bank and the inner bank. Also, the 
magnitude of the centrifugal force decreases with depth due to decreasing velocity and results in 
a downward pressure gradient, which drives the water downward at the outer bank. The lateral 
pressure in tum drives the water inward toward the inner bank producing a kind of circulation in 
the cross-section. Flow goes outward at the top, downward at the outer bank, inward at the bed 
and upward at the inner bank. This circulation, together with the channel flow, produces a helical 
flow as the water moves along the bend. The helical flow decays a distance after the bend. 
2.6.1.4 Confluence scour 
A confluence is the place where two or more channels meet. Here, flows from the channels meet 
at different angles and their water levels, flow rates and slopes may also differ (Hoffmans & 
Verhiejj, 1997; Armitage & McGahey, 2003). When the streams of flow converge, secondary 
currents are induced i.e. lateral flows are produced resulting in helical flow patterns similar to the 
flow patterns obtained when two river bends are placed back to back. These helical flows usually 
result in the formation of deep scour holes with steep sides in the region of the confluence 
(Melville & Coleman, 2000). 
2.6.2 Constriction scour 
This type of scour occurs in cross-sections of a river where the width is reduced. The contraction 
in width may be natural or as a result of the construction of a hydraulic structure such as a bridge 
(Melville & Coleman, 2000). Contraction of a channel leads to increased velocity of flow and 
shear stresses within the restricted section (May et aI., 2002). The consequence ofthese increases 
being the scouring of most or all of the bed at the section. 
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2.6.3 Local scour 
An obstruction placed in a flowing river changes the pattern of flow of the river in its 
neighbouring regions. Flow directions and pressure gradients are altered and often results in 
complex flow patterns. According to May et al. (2002), flow velocities and turbulence within the 
locality of the obstruction are increased. Depending on the nature of the obstruction, vortices 
may also develop. These increase the scouring potential of the stream in the locality of the 
obstruction. The result is the lowering of the bed in the immediate surroundings of the 
obstruction relative to the channel bed. This type of scour is referred to as local scour. 
Obstructions may be in the form of bridge piers, abutments, spur dikes, etc. Only flows around 
bridge piers are discussed here as they are the focus of the research. Figure 2.18 illustrates the 
complex flow features that develop around a bridge pier. The flow field has been described by 
several investigators. Armitage (2002) provides the following summary of the flow patterns: 
There is a rise in height of water at the leading face of the pier. This rise corresponds to the 
velocity head of the oncoming flow which is maximum at the surface. The flow is forced up and 
back onto itself to form a bow wave or "roller". 
There is a rise in pressure on the leading face of the pier (termed the "stagnation pressure '') and 
this increase decreases with the square of the velocity of the oncomingflow i.e. it decreases from 
top to bottom. This results in a partial reversal of the normal pressure gradient that provides the 
driving mechanism for a vertical "downflow". The maximum velocity of the downflow in vertical 
section, according to experimental data by Ettema (1980) and Raudkivi (1986), is situated 
between 0.05 and 0.02 times the pier breath, bp, upstream of the pier, being closer to the pier 
near the bed than at the surface. The velocity of the downflow also increases in magnitude 
towards the bed in the vertical section. If no scour is present, the maximum velocity is 
approximately 40% of the average oncoming velocity, U This velocity increases to 
approximately 0.8U as the scour depth increases past 2bp (Breusers & Raudkivi, 1991; Raudkivi, 
1998). This relatively high velocity flow directed at the base of the pier acts as a sort of water jet 
that helps to initiate and maintain the scouring process (Oraf, 1998). The increase pressure on 
the leading face of the pier also helps to provide the necessary force for the acceleration of the 
flow around the sides. 
Once a scour hole begins to form, flow separation at the upstream rim results in the formation of 
a lee eddy that rotates in the opposite direction to the bow roller. This lee eddy is called the 
"horseshoe vortex" owing to its distinctive shape: it wraps itself around the front half of the pier 
and extends a few pier diameters downstream on either side before losing its identity and 
becoming part of the general turbulence. According to Raudkivi (1998), the vorticity of the 
horseshoe vortex is quite small and its main role in the scouring process comes about through its 
interaction with other flow structures. For example, it pushes the maximum downflow velocity 
within the scour hole closer to the pier. 
Flow separation around the sides of the pier results in the formation of "wake vortices" that 
alternately separate from the two sides to form a Von Karman vortex street. Near the bed, these 
vortices interact with the horseshoe vortex and, with their vertical low-pressure centres, lift the 
sediment from the bed like miniature tornadoes (Raudkivi, 1998). 
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According 10 the bed shear stress criterion, as presented hy YAng (I ~)96) and Raudkivi (1998) 
crilel'ioll, bed features come about in an alluvial channel when the hcd shear stress is h'Teater than 
the cri tical she-dr Slress and there is general movement of the bcd maleria l. inili:l ll y. as the shear 
slress increases, ripp les form. These grow in size <Ind eventuall y form what arc known as dunes. 
The now is suh critica l at this stage and the tlunc profi les arc out of phase with the waler su rface 
profile. Further increasc in the shear stress results in the washing oul of the dunes unti l lhe bed is 
eventually hasically nat with the bed material moving in sheets. The bed is then said to be jn 
trans il i ~lU , Subscqu!.!nl interaction of the bed with the w<l ler surrace waves may lead to the 
formation of anti ·duncs. Here, the flow is super critical ami the bet! profi le is in phase with the 
water surface proli le. further increase in the now velocity results in Ihc formation of chutes and 
pools. Here, both sub and super critical Dow exist. Supcr cri tical now develops over the lee side 
f01m ing:l chute. The flow breaks into sub critical via a 11ydraulic j ump ncar the crest forming:l 
pool. Figure 2- 19 shows various types of bed features (after Simons & Ri chard son, 1966), 
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Figure 2,19: Various types or bed reatnrcs (artel' Simons & IHcharthon, 1966) 
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The cJ l n~rcn' h(.'d feall1res migrJIC either up.<:trcam or down ~Iremll . The migration of dLUlCS and 
ant i-du lles are shown in Figure 2-20. As can be seen. dunes Illl graic do\\ nstream whereas an ti-
dUllcs migrate upSlream. In d Ulles, erosion occurs on the tu ff si<le (side facing di rection of flow) 
as the flow a..:cclcrJ. te!'i :l.I1lJ t.1epositiutl s uhseq uently occ urs on the lec sille where there is 
recirculation result ing in the nlOnmenl o f the dune in the direction of flow. In ant i-dunes. 
erosion occurs on the Icc side and Ihere is subsequent deposi tion on the lufr Sl(.lc rcsu li ing in 
movement lIJls tream (Van Rij n, It)tJJ ). 
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When locali /cd scour occurs in the absence of sr..'(liment supply frOIll upStream, it is lenned as 
clear-wate r scour. Accordin g to HotTmans & Vcrhiejj ( [997), the lack or sediment sllpply is 
dlher :l.S a r": SLllt of a non-erodible bed upstream or the o(!d m;lterial upstr..:am being at resl. 
RaudU \" j (1991-\ ) exp lains that w hen the upstream hed material tS at r..:st, the uJlst ream ll ed shear 
stresses arc al or below the cri tical or threshold shear slress ror initiat ion of hed material 
movemen1. MHy el (I/. (2002) also point oul that in cic:lr-walc r scour, th e water Inay not be 
lite r:tll y cl ear hut ma y cuntain tine sediments which remain wholly in sLlspension sllch that they 
do not aBi.:Cl sco uring :ltthe bet.1. 
Ir th ere is :1 supply or sediment fi'om upstream, the localized scour is rererred to as !i\'(!-bed 
scour. Inlhi s case, the th reshold shear stress for in itiation of bed mat erial !llIWcmenl upstream is 
exceeded and thac is gener:ll movement of particles do"·nstream . For live·hed scour, both 
scouri ng ant! deposition take [l lace. I .ivc-hed scour is someliTll(" s re ferred to as sed iment -
1r.:U1Sport S~'our (Gra f. 1998). 
May CI 01. (2002) ex plain Ihe scouring process rrom clear-water cond it ions 10 live hcJ condi tions 
( incre:l.Sing vclocity) . Inillillly. w hen there <Ire rel:llivc ly 10 \\ llow velociti es, clear-water SCOllr 
(!x ists. As (he n \)\\ velocities inc.rease so docs the clear-wil ler scour. It c\"cnluall y gets to the 
poi nl where threshold cond itioJls are met and genera l bed m:ltcrial movement is about to ucc ur. 
I krc. SCl)lIr depth is lIlaximulll alld is knowil a!> the thresho ld peak (M elvi lle & Chi C\\". ](.)1)9). 
When thres hold co nditions arc exceeded, live-br..'t.! conditions exist i.c. th ere is general movement 
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o f bed m;lten ,,! and deposition occurs in the scour hole inhlbitmg its growth. Flgurc 2-21 shows 
the variation o f scour depth with veloci ty as described by Chabert & Engeldinger (1956). The 
dashed lincs 1Ililicatc a second peak forecast by Raudkivi (l9R2). The second peak , known [IS th t.: 
hve-hed pc'lk. occurs at about the transition flat ned stage of scJ iment transport on the channel 
bed (Melville & Chlc\,. 11)\)1). At this stagc, the net scom IS greater th;1I1 the net deposit ion. 
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Figll rc 2-11: Va riaLiun of ~COll r tl cJlth with \ clucily (aftcr C habl,.·l & E IIl-:ddinger. 1956) 
The temporal evo lut ion of clear-wOlter ;md li '·e-bed scou r is shown 10 various litermufc on scour 
(e.g. Brellsers & Ramlki\'i. 199 1; lIoffillalls & VerhiejJ, Jl)<)7~ Graf, 1')98. Raudki vi. P)I)8; 
Melvillc & Coll:man. :WOO: Richardson & Davis, lOO) ; May c/ ul.. 20(2). Figure 2-22 (also after 
('hailer! & F.nge ldinger. If)Sh) shows the van;uioll o f s.:;our depth with ti me for both types of 
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Figu,·t- 2-22 : V" ri"liou (If ... cuu ,. deill" \\ ith time (afr('r Ch:lh('rt & EngeJdiliger, 19SfJ) 
Under clear-water Scour conditions. thc sco ur depth approaches equilibrium 2symplotically ovcr 
a period of llayS. Under li ve-bed scour, however. the scou r (kpth increases r~lp id !y and then 
nuctuatcs ahout an average value. The fluctuation in scour depth is aUributeJ to the passage of 
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bed features (Hoffmans & Verhiejj, 1998; Raucikivi, 1998; Melville & Coleman, 2000; May et 
ai., 2002). May et ai. (2002) infer from Richardson & Davis (2001) that the maximum clear-
water scour and the maximum live-bed scour are about the same. 
2.6.4 Temporal evolution of the scour hole 
2.6.4.1 Controlling mechanism of scour 
Dargahi (1990) studied the controlling mechanism and used Figure 2-23 to explain the general 
pattern of scour. 
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Figure 2-23: General scour patterns upstream of cylinder (after Darghi, 1990) 
The studies indicated that the system of horse shoe vortices was dependent on the pier Reynolds 
number, Red' According to Qargahi (1990), scour on the upstream side began under VI and at 
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either sides of the cylinder at ± 45°. Scouring due to V2, V3, V4, and V5 then occurred 
simultaneously about 2s later, giving rise to two small depressions. The depressions extended 
rapidly towards the face of the cylinder. Sediment picked up by V2 and V 4 were fed into V3 and 
V5 which deposited them to form two sediment humps. VI continued its scouring action whilst 
V2-V5 moved back and forth changing the positions of the two depressions. Sediment trapped in 
the vortices were transported downstream. As the scour depressions at the sides of the cylinder 
deepened, the side slope steepened and the sediment became unstable causing an increase in the 
rate of sediment transport. Eventually, the depressions by VI and V2 merged to take the shape of 
a concave curve. Two slopes were formed as a result of V2 and V 4. After a while, the slopes 
became roughly of the same length. At this stage, the maximum scour was at O.2bp and still at an 
angle of ± 45°. From here on, changes in the scour profile was periodic with sediment bursts 
taking place at irregular intervals. The main scouring agents appeared to be V2 and V 4 and the 
downflow. Both V4 and V5 had reduced in strength in comparison with the initial stages. As the 
scour hole progressed with time, the size of the vortices increased in diameter and the rate of 
scouring decreased. When the scouring rate had decreased significantly, it was noted that the 
slope of the lower scour profile was larger (30°) than that ofthe upper profile (20°). 
2.6.4.2 Phases of scour hole development 
Figure 2-24 was presented by Hoffman & Verhiejj (1997) to describe the evolution of the 
maximum scour depth with time. The gradient at any point represents the rate of increase of the 
maximum scour depth, ds, with time, t. The figure also shows the four phases in scour hole 
development that were distinguished by Zanke (1978) based on clear-water scour experiments 
(Hoffmans & Verhiejj, 1997; May et ai., 2002). These are the initial, development, stabilization 
and equilibrium phases respectively. 
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Figure 2-24: Evolution of scour hole (after Hoffmans & Verhiejj, 1997) 
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In Figure 2-24, h is the depth of flow, dse is the equilibrium scour depth and tJ is the time at 
which the depth of the scour hole is equal to the depth of flow. 
In the initial phase, the erosion capacity is most severe. Particles near the upstream slope of the 
scour hole that is just developing are transported as either suspended or bed load i.e. either in 
suspension or along the bed. The rate of increase of scour depth with time increases significantly. 
This can be seen in Figure 2-24 where in the initial phase, the gradient of the line, which 
indicates the rate of change of scour depth with time, increases as time progresses. 
In the development phase, the scour hole progresses significantly. The ratio between the 
maximum scour depth and its distance from the upstream point where the scour hole starts 
remains constant. It can be noted from Figure 2-24 that the gradient of the line is fairly constant 
throughout the development phase indicating that the rate of increase of the scour depth with 
time remains constant. The shape of the hole does not change and equilibrium conditions exist at 
the upstream slope. 
During the stabilization phase, the rate of increase of the maximum scour depth reduces. This is 
seen in Figure 2-24 where the gradient of the line begins to reduce. Scouring at the downstream 
slope near the general bed level occurs at a faster rate than at the bottom of the hole. Hence, the 
scour hole progresses more in the longitudinal direction than the vertical direction. 
In the equilibrium phase, the dimensions of the scour hole do not change significantly. 
Equilibrium conditions exist throughout the hole (Hoffinans & Verhiejj, 1997; May et at., 2002). 
Again, this is shown in Figure 2-24 which indicates that the rate of increase in scour depth with 
time in the equilibrium phase approaches zero. 
2.6.4.3 Scour hole evolution 
Melville & Chiew (1999) studied the evolution of scour holes in four different flumes. The 
research was performed under clear water conditions and with uniform sands. The experimental 
data obtained from the experiments were supplemented with Ettema's (1980) and Grafs (1995) 
data to obtain a data set consisting of results from about 84 experiments. The following 
relationship for the temporal evolution of local scour around circular piers was fitted to the data 
set: 
~ = eXP[-0.03 Uc In(!...) 1.6] 
dse U te 
(2.55) 
where ds is the maximum scour depth at time t, dse is the maximum scour depth at equilibrium, te 
is the time taken to achieve equilibrium, U is the mean approach velocity, and Uc is the critical 
velocity. A couple of other formulas have been presented for scour hole evolution e.g. Hoffinan 
& Verheijj (1997) and Oliveto & Hager (2002). Equation 2.55 is presented here because of its 
simplicity. Figure 2-25 shows the variation of the dimensionless scour depth and the 
dimensionless time for different values of the dimensionless velocity. 
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Figure 2-25: Temporal evolution of scour depth for different flow intensities 
(after Melville & Chiew, 1999) 
2-38 
Ahmed (1995) studied flow past cylindrical piers on mobile beds in a flume at the University of 
Alberta and fitted the following equation to data from some of the different experiments that 
were run: 
~ = 1_exP[(lnO.05)X(!...)o.65] 
dse te 
(2.56) 
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Figure 2-26: Temporal evolution of scour depth (after Ahmed, 1995) 
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This section has looked at the physical aspects of local scour around bridge piers. The boundary 
layer theory was introduced and the flow distributions about circular piers were described. The 
different approaches to incipient motion were mentioned and the movability number approach 
was explained. The section was concluded with a description of the development and evolution 
of the local scour hole. The estimation of local scour is important in the design of bridge piers. 
Empirical relationships that have so far been developed for this purpose are based on simplifying 
assumptions that place a limit on their use. Computational models offer an alternative solution to 
the estimation of local scour. They are not subject to the same limitations as empirical 
relationships but may be restricted in their use due to limited computational capacity. 
Nevertheless, they appear to offer a better solution to the problem of scour estimation. The key 
to the correct prediction of local scour is the accurate determination of the flow field within the 
vicinity of the pier. The next chapter thus deals with the solution of fluid flow problems using 
computers. It also summarizes previous computational modelling attempts that been made at 
predicting local scour. 
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Computational fluid dynamics in the modelling of local scour 
Many phenomena in fluid dynamics can be accurately or well-described using ordinary or partial 
differential equations. Most equations describing fluid motion and behaviour and key ideas on 
how they could be solved using numerical methods were established more than a century ago. 
However, these ideas were of little use before the advent of computers. In the past, fluid 
dynamics problems were solved using only theoretical (analytical) and experimental approaches. 
Analytical solutions were only possible for very simple equations. Advances in computing 
technology have subsequently made it possible to employ numerical methods to solve most fluid 
dynamics problems. According to Ferziger & Peri6 (1999), the first electronic computers built in 
the 1950s performed only a few hundred operations per second. The performance of computers 
has increased dramatically since then. The Japanese research institution, RIKEN, announced the 
completion of their supercomputer, MDGRAPE-3, in June 2006. MDGRAPE-3 is a special 
purpose computer for simulating molecular dynamics and can perform up to one petaFLOPS 
(10 15 floating point operations per second). Current high end PCs typically perform between 12-
15 gigaFLOPS (109 floating point operations per second). According to Wikipidea (2006a), a 
relatively cheap but modem desktop computer (e.g. a Pentium 4 or Athlon 64 CPU) running at a 
clock frequency in excess of 2 GHz generally provides computational performance in the range 
of a few gigaFLOPS. These figures are likely to increase dramatically over the next few years. 
The new gaming system by Sony, called the PS3, runs on a 3.2 GHz cell processor manufactured 
jointly by Sony, Toshiba and IBM, and can perform 204 gigafLOPS. The cost of computers has 
also gone down drastically over the past few years. Figure 3-1 illustrates the drop in the relative 
cost of computing (cost required per operation) from the early 1950s up to 2006. 
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Figure 3-1: Relative cost of computing 
(adapted from Tannehill et aI., 1997, and Wikipedia, 2006a) 
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The use of computers to perform numerical simulations of fluid dynamics problems is referred to 
as Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD). The popularity of CFD has increased with the 
reduction in the relative cost of computing. CFD is largely based on theoretical analysis and has 
been successfully employed in studying various flow phenomena and fluid behaviour. In CFD, 
approximate solutions to the governing partial differential equations are determined by solving a 
system of algebraic equations which approximately represent reality. Approximations of the 
partial differential equations are realized through the use of 'discretisation methods'. The flow 
domain is divided into smaller discrete domains and the approximate equations are applied to 
these domains in space and time. The results of a CFD simulation are thus obtained at distinct 
locations in space and time. CFD has several advantages over experimental approaches to fluid 
systems. An obvious one is that it can be easily employed to study systems that are difficult or 
impossible to model physically e.g. the experimental simulation of flow around a moving car in a 
wind tunnel requires that air is blown at a fixed car with the road moving at the same speed as 
the air; this will be very difficult to model experimentally (Ferziger & Perie, 1999). Other 
advantages are (Roache, 1982; Fletcher, 1991; Versteeg & Malalasekera, 1995): 
i) there is substantial reduction in lead times and costs of new designs. 
ii) control over fluid properties such as density, viscosity, etc. 
iii) flexibility in the choice of flow parameters. 
iv) ability to perform true two dimensional experiments. 
v) ability to study systems under hazardous conditions at and beyond their normal 
performance limits. 
vi) provides more detailed and comprehensive information 
From the advantages, it appears that CFD is much better than experimental based approaches. 
The advantages of CFD are however dependent on the accuracy of the solution obtained. Roache 
(1982) points out that the numerical modeller does not work with continuum equations even 
though the constitutive equations represent a continuum. This implies that there will invariably 
be errors. Adequate technical knowledge and extreme care is required to perform computational 
simulations. The modeller must be fully aware of kind of assumptions and approximations made 
to arise at a solution in order have an idea about the accuracy of the solution obtained. Perhaps, 
one of the greatest advantages of numerical modelling is the ability of the modeller to test the 
sensitivity of the solution to the approximations made and also to estimate the inherent errors. 
Errors in numerical methods arise as a result of (Ferziger & Perie, 1999): 
i) approximations or idealizations made in deriving the governing differential equations. 
ii) approximations made in the discretisation process. 
iii) methods used in solving the discretised equations e.g. the level of accuracy of a solution 
obtained using an iterative procedure is dependent on the length of time or the number of 
iterations that are carried out. 
According to Ferziger & Perie (1999), if the governing equations are accurately known (e.g. the 
Navier-Stokes equations for incompressible fluids), a solution of any desired accuracy can be 
obtained in principle. However, current knowledge and technology does not make the exact 
numerical solution of some of the phenomena possible e.g. turbulence, combustion, etc. Due to 
the approximations made, solutions obtained from numerical simulations need to be validated 
with experimental data to ascertain whether or not they are a correct representation of reality. 
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3.1 Components of a CFD model 
3.1.1 Mathematical model 
3-3 
The mathematical model is the backbone of every CFD model. This is the collection of equations 
and boundary conditions that describe or represent the system being modelled. Mathematical 
models are generally derived analytically or obtained experimentally. They mayor may not be 
exact depending on the assumptions made (if any) in their derivation. The models may be one-, 
two- or three-dimensional. The basic equations governing fluid flow are the equations for mass, 
momentum and energy conservation. These equations are presented in the following section. 
3.1.1.1 Governing flow equations 
In general, there are three laws governing fluid flow. These are: 
1. the law of conservation of mass 
2. Newton's 2nd law of motion i.e. the rate of change of momentum is equal to the sum of 
forces on a fluid particle. 
3. the 15t law of thermodynamics (the law of conservation of energy). This states that the 
change in energy is equal to the sum of the rate of heat addition to and the rate of work 
done on a fluid particle. 
The equations describing fluid flow are obtained from these laws. Derivations of the equations 
are presented in standard texts on fluid dynamics e.g. Rouse (1938), Le Mehaute (1976), White 
(1991), Versteeg & Malalasekera (1995), etc. The law of conservation of mass yields the 
equation of mass continuity, which is given as follows (White, 1991): 
ap + div(pv) = 0 
at 
(3.1) 
where p is the fluid density, v is the velocity vector and t is time. For river flows, which are 
effectively incompressible, it becomes divv = 0 or in long hand notation (Cartesian coordinates): 
au 8v Ow 
-+-+-=0 
ax By az 
(3.2) 
where u, v, w are the fluid velocities in the x, y, and z directions respectively. Considerations of 
Newton's 2nd law of motion on a fluid particle results in the equations of momentum 
conservation, which are known as the Navier-Stokes equations. The equations can be written as 
single equation in vector form using indicial notation as follows (White, 1991): 
Dv a [ (au. au.] ] p-=pg-Vp+- Jl -' +_1 +oijAdivv 
Dt ax) ax} aXi 
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where g is the acceleration due to gravity vector, p is the pressure, t5zj is the kronecker delta and 
A is the coefficient of bulk viscosity. For a given property, ¢, the substantial derivative is given 
as: 
D¢ = a¢ +ve(V¢) 
Dt at 
Since for river flows diw = 0, Equation 3.3 may be written in long hand form as: 
Inertia Forces Applied Forces 
(3.4) 













Claude-Louis Navier was the first to derive the momentum conservation equations in 1842. The 
derivation, however, did not account for shear stresses. Saint Venant is believed to be the first 
person to correctly derive the equations, accounting for shear stresses, and published the 
derivation in 1843. George Gabriel Stokes also correctly derived the equations independently but 
only published the results in 1845 (O'Conner & Robertson, 2000; Girvan, 2003). 
The first law of thermodynamics also results in the equation for energy conservation, which is 
given as: 
p Dhr = Dp + div(kST) + cD 
Dt Dt 
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where ht is the fluid enthalpy, T is the temperature, kt is the coefficient of thermal conductivity 
and <D is the dissipation function. The term div(ktVT) represents the rate of heat addition to a 
fluid particle due to heat conduction. The dissipation function, <D, has already been presented in 
Section 2.5.2.4. It represents the energy dissipated as a result of shearing action on the particle 
surfaces and is given as: 
(3.7) 
For incompressible flows, Equation 4.8 becomes (White, 1991): 
(3.8) 
where cp is the specific heat of the fluid. Equation 3.8 is obtained from Equation 3.6 using the 
thermodynamic relationship: 
(3.9) 
where PI is the coefficient of thermal expansion. 
3.1.1.2 Turbulence modelling 
Most fluid flows of engineering concern are turbulent. Turbulent flows are characterised by 
fluctuations in flow parameters about a mean value. Fluid particles move in a random manner 
and diffusion rates of scalar parameters are generally greater than the rates in laminar flow. 
Turbulent flows are unsteady, non-uniform and rotational. However, dividing turbulent flow 
parameters into mean a d fluctuating components allows the average motion to be considered as 
steady, uniform or irrotational. Figure 3-2 shows the variation of velocity at a point in a flowing 






Figure 3-2: Velocity variation at a point in turbulent flow (Tannehill et al., 1997) 
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Turbulence is a key aspect of flow as it affects the distribution of flow parameters throughout the 
domain. The Navier-Stokes equations are valid for turbulent fluid flows and so it is technically 
possible to model turbulent flows using direct numerical simulation (DNS). The truth, however, 
is that the computational demand for direct numerical simulation is enormous. DNS of turbulent 
flows requires the resolution of all the length scales involved, including the smallest eddies. 
Discretisation of the time scale should also be such that small-scale motion is resolved 
accurately. According to Tannehil et al. (1997), the computational demand of DNS is so large 
that only very simple flows at low Reynolds numbers can be computed with present day 
machines. Wilcox (1993) presents the following formula for estimating the number of grid 
points, NDNsrequired for flow in a channel: 
( )
9/4 
N DNs = 0.088Reh 
(4.10) 
where Reh is a Reynolds number dependent on the channel height and average flow velocity. 
Examples of turbulent flows that have been simulated using DNS include flow over a plate, flow 
over a rearward facing step, and planar and square channel flows (TannehiI et al., 1997). 
Although computational power continues to increase, it is uncertain if this trend will persist or 
whether or not DNS will soon be a viable option for the simulation of most turbulent flows. 
Current methods of simulating most turbulent flows involve modification of the Navier-Stokes 
equations. The flow parameters are spatially or temporally averaged to yield equations which can 
be solved using less computational resources when appropriate assumptions are made. 
Simulation of turbulent flows using the so-called Large Eddy Simulation (LES) requires that 
flow parameters be spatially averaged over regions which are about the size of a cell. This 
method is the next in line after DNS in terms of computational demands. LES is based on two 
presumptions; i) the global features of turbulent flows are mainly governed by the larger eddies 
and ii) the smaller eddies are somewhat isotropic (especially at high Reynolds numbers). Only 
the large turbulent eddies are thus simulated directly. The effects of the small eddies are 
modelled using what are known as subgrid-scale (SGS) models. In LES, the Navier-Stokes 
equations are "filtered" by decomposing the flow variables into filtered (large) and residual 
(subgrid) scales. The resulting filtered equations describe the evolution of the large eddies but 
contain stress terms which represent the small scale motions. These stress terms are evaluated 
using SGS models. As already stated, the computational demands for LES are also quite large. 
Chapman (1979) estimated the number of grid cells required for LES of flow around a large 
aircraft (with a Re of 107) to be 8x108. LES is becoming more popular with the increasing 
number of FLOPS that can be carried out on present day computers. (peyret, 1996; Tannehill et 
a!., 1997; Wesseling, 2001). 
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Time averaging of the flow parameters in the Navier-Stokes Equations results in the set of 
equations known as the Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations (after Reynolds, 
1894). Here, the flow variables are decomposed into time-mean and fluctuating components and 
averaged over a considerable period of time. The RANS equations for incompressible flow are 





where the over bar ( ) is used to represent the mean flo~uantities and the prime (') is used to 
represent the fluctuating components. The quantities - pU,2 , - pV,2 , - pW,2 , - pu'v', - pu'w' 
and - pv'w' are known as Reynolds stresses (or apparent turbulent stresses) and are responsible 
for momentum exchange in the turbulent mixing process. The Reynolds stresses are also 
unknown. This poses a problem as the number of unknowns become more than the number of 
equations. This is known as the 'closure' problem. Closure can be achieved by making 
assumptions to derive extra equations involving the Reynolds stresses or to relate the Reynolds 
stresses to the mean flow parameters. 
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Boussinesq (1877) hypothesised that the Reynolds stresses may be expressed in terms of the 
mean velocity gradients by the introduction of a coefficient of molar viscosity (eddy viscosity 
concept). This coefficient, VI, known as the eddy viscosity, has the same dimensions as the 
dynamic viscosity (Rouse, 1939). From this concept, the Reynolds stresses may be expressed as 
follows: 
( -J 
-;:i - 8u 
-pu =T =2v - . 
xx tax' ( -J 
--;z - 8v 
-pv = Tyy = 2vt By ; ( - -J -- 8uov -pu'v' = Txy = vt By + ox 
---;z - (8;J -,-, - (o~ 8WJ -,- -- (o~ ow] -pw =Tzz =2vt 8z ; -puw =Txz =vt oz + ox ; -PVW'=Tyz =vt oz +~ 
(3.12) 
The majority of the current turbulence models are based on the eddy viscosity concept. These 
models are also known as first-order models. First-order models may be categorized into zero 
equation (simple algebraic) models, one-half equation models, one equation models, one-and-
one-half equation models and two equation models. This classification is based on the type and 
number of additional equations that are used to determine the eddy viscosity or any of its 
dependent variables e.g. the turbulence length scale. 
In zero equation models, simple algebraic equations are used to estimate Vt. Prandtl's mixing 
length model is an example. From Equations 2.6 and 3.12, the eddy viscosity may be represented 
using (Peyret, 1996; Tannehil et a!., 1999): 
(3.13) 
The relationships used to evaluate the length scale, I, are simple algebraic expressions which are 
dependent on the type of flow being modelled e.g. for zero pressure gradient flows along a solid 




I = Ct5 o 
(3.15) 
where A+ is a damping constant, y+ = uy I v, C is a constant which is usually assigned a value of 
0.089, and t5 is the boundary layer thickness. 
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In one-half equation models, ordinary differential equations are used to describe the variation of 
the eddy viscosity (or any of its dependent variables) with flow. It is usually assumed that the 
parameter used varies in one direction. These models are similar to algebraic models. Johnson & 
Coakley (1990) presented the following one-half equation model, which was used in solving 






where ue is the edge velocity, 0* is the displacement thickness, y is the distance from the wall, 
o is the thickness of the boundary layer, the subscript m denotes the maximum value, and 0-( x) 
is a factor that accounts for non-equilibrium streamwise evolution of flow. 0- (x) is adjusted at 
each location so that the following equation is satisfied: 
(3.18) 
The shear stress, r xy, is unknown and its value is determined using an ordinary differential 
equation. This equation was derived based on the turbulent kinetic energy and by ignoring 
viscous diffusion effects. It is given as follows: 
(3.19) 
where r meq is the equilibrium value (o-(x) = 1) for shear stress, Cdiff = 0.5 for 0-( x);::: 1 or 0 
otherwise, and Lm is the dissipation length scale given by: 
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In one equation models, an extra partial differential equation is solved. An example is presented 
by Tannehil et al. (1997). In this instance the eddy viscosity is determined as follows: 
v = C plk1/ 2 t k 
(3.21) 
where k is the turbulent kinetic energy and Ck is a constant. The turbulent kinetic energy is 
determined using the turbulent kinetic energy equation, which may be written in indicial notation 
as follows: 
(3.22) 
where Prk >::: 1 . The rate of dissipation, s, is related to the turbulent kinetic energy as follows: 
(3.23) 
Again, I is specified algebraically. CD =:: 0.164 if I is take as the ordinary mixing length. 
One-and-one-half-equation models use two additional equations for modelling turbulence. One 
equation is a PDE and the other is an ODE e.g. the one-equation model described above may be 
modified into a one-and-one-half-equation model by describing the variation of I with flow using 
an ODE instead of the simple algebraic expression. Two-equation models involve the use of two 
additional PDEs. Two-equation models typically have the turbulent kinetic energy equation as 
one of the additional equations. The remaining PDE usually models the variation of one of k's 
dependent factors e.g. the dissipation rate, s, the specific dissipation rate, OJke = S / k , and the 
dissipation time, 'k = 1/ OJke • One of the most popular two-equation models is the standard k-s 
model, where the additional PDEs are for k and srespectively. According to Olsen (2000), this 
method is versatile since its empirical constants are relatively universal. All turbulence models 
need to be verified by comparing the results they produce with experimental data. The k-smodel 
has successfully been applied to large number of different flow situations. The PDEs for k and 
sin a standard k-smodel are given as follows: 
turbulent kinetic energy: 
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The turbulent viscosity is determined as follows: 
The standard model constants are: 








Ce2 = 1.92 
Various variations of the standard k-& model have been developed. Two of these are the 
Renormalization group (RNG) and the realizable k-& models. The equations for these models are 
similar but they differ in the way the turbulent viscosity, turbulent Prandtl numbers (Prk & Pre ), 
and the generation and dissipation terms of & are computed. In the RNG k-& model, analytically-
derived formulas are used to represent the Prandtl numbers. For the realizable k-& model, 
different formulations are used for the turbulent viscosity and the dissipation rate. The 
formulations are based on exact equations of vorticity fluctuations (Launder & Spalding, 1972; 
Yakhot & Orszag, 1986; Shih et at., 1995). 
Second-order or second-moment models are not based on the eddy viscosity concept. Reynolds 
stress models (also known as stress-equation models) are second-order models. In these models, 
additional PDEs are derived for all the Reynolds stresses. These equations are usually solved 
along with the equation for &. Second-order models are thus considered to be more general than 
first order models. However, they are computationally more demanding since more equations are 
involved. Versteeg & Malalasekera (1995) present the following transport equation for Reynold 
stress: 
Du;u~ = P.. + diV[l v(u~u'.)] - 2 &8 .. - C) & (u~u'. -~k8 .. ) - C2 (p.. -~P8..) + Q .. Dt l} Pr
k 
I ] 3 l} k I ] 3 l} l} 3 l} l} 
(3.26) 
where 
Olk is a rotation vector, &ijk is the permutation operator, C] = 1.8 and C2 = 0.6. The turbulent 
kinetic energy is determined by adding the three normal apparent stresses i.e. 
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Again, the eddy viscosity is detennined from Equation 3.25 above. 
Sometimes, modelling assumptions are made which make it possible to develop a non-linear 
relationship between the Reynolds stresses and the velocity gradients. This makes it possible to 
detennine a solution without solving the actual Reynolds stress PDEs. The relationships are 
usually solved together with the PDEs for k and E. Such a model is known as an Algebraic 
Reynolds Stress Model (ARSM). ARSMs take on the fonn of two-equation models. The 
difference, however, is that the eddy viscosity is replaced with a function. ARSMs nonnally 
require more computational power than two-equation models but are computational less 
demanding than nonnal Reynold Stress models (RSM). 
3.1.2 Discretisation method 
Another key component of every CFD model is the method used to approximate the governing 
differential equations. Several methods or approaches are used in CFD. These include Finite 
Difference methods, Finite Volume Methods, Finite Element Methods, Spectral Schemes, 
Boundary Element Methods and Cellular Automata (Versteeg & Malalasekera,1995; Ferziger & 
Peri6, 1999; Tannehill et al., 1997; Massey & Smith, 1998 ; Chadwick et al., 2004). Some of the 
methods i.e. Spectral Schemes, Boundary Element Methods and Cellular Automata are generally 
used for, or limited to, specific problems. The main ones that are nonnally applied in CFD are 
the Finite Difference, the Finite Volume and the Finite Element Methods. 
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Figure 3-3: Finite Difference approximations for a given interval (after Smith, 1985) 
According to Ferziger & Peri6 (1999), the Finite Difference Method is the oldest and simplest 
method of discretisation used for the numerical solution of partial differential equations and is 
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believed to have been introduced by Euler in the 18th century. Finite Difference Methods involve 
the transfonnation of the derivatives in the partial differential equations over small intervals in 
the domain. The domain is covered by a grid and the partial derivatives are replaced with 
algebraic equations representing the functional values at the individual grid nodes and their 
neighbouring nodes i.e. an algebraic equation approximating the partial derivatives exists at each 
node. The result is a collection of algebraic equations which are solved iteratively or by matrix 
inversion. The approximating algebraic equations are obtained using polynomial fitting or 
truncated Taylor series expansions. Examples of derivative approximations for a given interval 
are shown in Figure 3-3 for the function au/at + a2u/ ax2 = 0 (Smith, 1985; Ferziger & Perie, 
1999). 
The integral fonn of the governing equations is the focal point of Finite Volume Methods. The 
domain is divided into finite "control volumes". The governing equations are integrated over all 
the control volumes. This is followed by the discretisation of the resulting equations in each 
control volume using a variety of Finite Difference type approximations. The algebraic equations 
fonned are then solved numerically. The unknowns in Finite Volume Methods are detennined 
within the control volumes (usually at the centroid) and not at their nodes (vertices) or surfaces. 
The equations resulting from the integration of the governing equations express the conservation 
of the flow variables for each control volume i.e. there is a clear relationship between the 
numerical algorithm and the underlying physical conservation principle. (Versteeg & 
Malalasekera, 1995; Ferziger & Perie, 1999; Weisstein, 2005). 
control volumes (cells) 





Figure 3-4: Control volumes - Finite Volume approach 
Finite Elements Methods use simple piecewise functions valid on 'elements' to describe the local 
variations of unknown flow variables. The domain is subdivided into discrete volumes or "finite 
elements". (In 2D the elements may be triangles or quadrilaterals. In 3D they are usually 
tetrahedral or hexahedra). The points referring to these elements are called nodes. A system of 
algebraic equations with unknown nodal values is derived for each element using interpolation 
functions (usually piecewise polynomials), which approximately describe the local variation of 
the unknown variables. The equations for all the elements are then gathered together to fonn a 
global system of equations that are solved numerically (Ninomiya & Onishi, 1991; Ferziger & 
Perie, 1999). 
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Unlike the aforementioned methods, the approximating equations in Spectral Schemes are valid 
throughout the entire the domain and not at local points. The equations in this case are obtained 
using truncated Fourier series or series of Chebyshev polynomials which are accurate for smooth 
functions (Versteeg & Malalasekera, 1995). 
Cellular Automata are discrete dynamical systems. The domain consists of a grid of cells. Each 
cellular automaton can take on anyone of a certain finite number of states. The state of a cell is 
time-dependent and is updated depending on a 'local' rule i.e. the state of a cell at a given time 
step is dependent on the states of its neighbouring cells in the previous time step. Time advances 
are also discrete i.e. all the Cellular Automata are updated in sync (Weisstein, 2006; Wikipedia, 
2006b). 
The Boundary Element Method is used to solve the partial differential equations of systems with 
well defined boundary conditions. The governing equations, which represent the entire domain, 
are transformed into surface integral equations over the enclosing domain boundaries. The 
boundary surfaces are discretised into 'boundary' elements and the surface integral equations are 
solved for only boundary values. In terms of computer resources, this method is more efficient 
for problems with small surface to volume ratios (Lam, 2006; Wikipidia, 2006c). 
3.1.3 Coordinate system 
The basic governing equations presented in section 3.1.1.1 were derived in Cartesian 
coordinates. The form of these equations can change depending on the coordinate system within 
which the modelling is being carried out. In tensor form, the equations are coordinate free. The 
coordinate systems may be orthogonal or non-orthogonal. Also, they may be fixed (inertial) or 
moving (non-inertial). The system used is dependent on the flow being modelled e.g. it may be 
necessary to use a moving coordinate system when modelling flow over rotating turbine blades 
or it may be necessary to use a non-orthogonal curvilinear coordinate system when modelling 
flow in a very complex domain (White, 1995; Ferziger & Perie, 1999). 
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3. 1.4 COlllllufa lional grid 
Grids or meshes arc used to div ide the comput.11ional d(lmain into sulH]omains (cells. control 
volumes. dCllh!Il1S. CII.:.). A grid is described hy Mal"'Tiplis (1996) :1$ :to artificial construction 
which I:lcihtatcs the spatial discretisation of the govcrn ing cqu~lIions to be solved. The grid 
determine:. the loeal iolls at w hich the now variables will be c\ alualed. The nature and density 
distribution of a gnd affects the efficiency and accur.1cy of the nUllIcrkal mdhod that is 
cmp loyed . The grid lI"cd !'.ht)uld bc stich thaI the goveming c(!uatlons arc accurately represcnted. 
The si mple:>t and least pop\llar kind of grid is. the C'arlesian gnu. rill: eell<; in a Carteslnn grid arc 
rcctimgular i.e. the grid points are spaccd at equal intervals throughout the I.!llli re domain. Tim; 
type of grid IS ideal lor flows with non-localized gradients and simple geometries. The grid is 
easy 10 generate and grid points need not be stored (Wesselillg. 200 1). 
III gCll eral, grids Illay be hwad ly categorised inl~) tWQ tYJle~; slruo.,;\urcd grid s and ullstrw,:turcd 
grids. The lIltcnors vertices of all slmetured grids arc linked to the same Ilumber of cells. 
Fef/ig!.!r & Peri~ (1099) describe structured grids as consisting of HlIllilies ofgTle! lines with the 
properly Ihat members of a single family do not cross each olher and cross eaeh member of the 
olher f,111lilles on ly ollce. Cartesian grids arc thus t>\nlclur~d . Th!.! diffl.!n.:ncc between Carlesian 
grids and olher structured grids is the fact thai boumlarycolllplexilics arc a\'oided 111 the latter by 
ensuring that the grid lilies conform to thc hOllndal;cs, resulting III a warped Cartesian-Iype grid . 
In Cartesian grids. grid p(llllts may fa ll outside the flow domain (see Figure :\-6) and accurate 
implcmclIl;llion ofbollndary conditi(lils is not silllille. ("anesian grids may be modified to c;t1cr 
for compte1( domains using the cut-cell ':ppro~il. III this <lpproach. POlllts falling outside Ihe 
How domain are <.hscardcd. T his resulLs III a collect ion of cell s interscctlllg with the flow 
boundanL'S. In regions o( large gradients, cells may be slIbJi v tded to obtain smaller cells thaI w!ll 
be .lblc: 1\) rewhe the g ra(hcnts. 
Mllid region 
flow region Cut -cel! approacb 
Fi~ II H' :\-(,: Cartesian grid 
NOlmally. s tructured griJs are IIS00 for re lativel y simpl e but non~lrivjal domains. T heir data 
struct ure is simp le. The locat ions of the grid pomls need 10 be s tored but the nature of the gnd 
connccti\ ity is such Ihal it is unnecessary 10 s tore the idellli ty of lIeighbounng grid points as 
Ih.:Sl! are illlplU:lIly knOwn. As lhe -.;ornplcxity o( the domain g~ol11e lfy int.:fcascs. it i)eWI1lCS 
morc difficult to fit the grid in such a manner tn:tt il eonfonns lo:tll the boundaries. I wo types of 
slructured griJ~ may be lIsed under such circumstances; i) block-slnu;turcd £rids and il) overset 
U.sm~ Ihe MOl'llhlhlY N~IIIlf,l!r /0 model I(lcal 'kat- ..... ater srfllll' /II flH'f.l 











grids (a lso called coml>osilc or ch imer<l grids), In h l oek-~trUClUred grids, the complex now 
domain is spill up !lltI) simpler sub-domains and a S{mctured grid is applied 10 clIch suh domain. 
Special treatmcnt is required at the interfaces hctwecn the suh-domains as th~ grids rnay or may 
not lIlatch at the intcrface (sec Figure 3-7). In overset grids, the domain is di screti7cd using t\VO 
or lIlore overlapping structured grids. It is thus nccessary to interpolate va lues hetwccn the 
various grids in the region of overlap during the so lution process. Elemcnts in structured grids 
arc typicall y quadri lateral (2D) and hexahedral (3D). 
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Unlike structured grids, unstructured grids consist of elements which are not ordered in any 
particular manner. They, however, still conform to the boundaries of the domain. The number of 
neighbouring elements or nodes is unrestricted. Unstructured grids are flexible for discretising 
domains with complex geometries and are easier to create than structured grids, especially in 3D. 
The irregular nature of the connectivity of these types of grids makes it necessary to store the 
location of the grid points as well as the identities of the neighbouring points for each vertex. 
This means that unstructured grids require more computational resources. Elements in 
unstructured grids may be triangles or quadrilaterals (2D) and tetrahedral or hexahedral (3D). 
Owing to the regular nature of structured grids, manipulation of the resulting algebraic equations 
is much simpler than that for unstructured grids. The outcome is that solutions are obtained much 
easier and quicker on a structured grid than on an unstructured one. 
Grids may further be divided into orthogonal or non-orthogonal grids depending on the nature of 
the grid lines. Orthogonal grids are generally used for regular geometries. The grid lines follow 
the coordinate directions which are orthogonal. Non-orthogonal grids are normally employed in 
most CFD packages to compute flows in complex geometries. These grids are easily adapted to 
fit any geometry and may be structured or unstructured. Boundary conditions are easy to 
implement on non-orthogonal grids as the grid lines conform to the boundaries. Also, accuracy 
may be enhanced by adapting the grid to the flow. The main disadvantage of non-orthogonal 
grids, however, is the fact that co-ordinate transformations result in equations with an increased 
number ofterms making them computationally more expensive. 
3.1.5 Solution method and convergence criteria 
The method employed to solve the discretised governing equations is dependent on the nature of 
the equations, the type of grid and the number of unknowns. Matrices or iterative procedures are 
normally employed. Non-linear equations in particular are usually solved using iterative 
procedures. When iterative methods are used, it is necessary to define convergence criteria i.e. 
limits at which iterations will be halted. The points at which iterations are halted are crucial as 
they affect the efficiency and accuracy of a method of solution. Convergence criteria are thus 
important and have to be selected with caution (Ferziger & Perie, 1999). Figure 3-8 illustrates 
the iterative method employed in the segregated solver of FLUENT. 
Solve momentum equation 
Solve pressure-correction (continuity) equation 
Solve energy, turbulence and other scalar equations 
Figure 3-8: Iterative solution procedure used in FLUENTs segregated solver 
(after Fluent, 2005) 
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Unlike structured grids, unstructured grids consist of elements which are not ordered in any 
particular manner. They, however, still conform to the boundaries of the domain. The number of 
neighbouring elements or nodes is unrestricted. Unstructured grids are flexible for discretising 
domains with complex geometries and are easier to create than structured grids, especially in 3D. 
The irregular nature of the connectivity of these types of grids makes it necessary to store the 
location of the grid points as well as the identities of the neighbouring points for each vertex. 
This means that unstructured grids require more computational resources. Elements in 
unstructured grids may be triangles or quadrilaterals (2D) and tetrahedral or hexahedral (3D). 
Owing to the regular nature of structured grids, manipUlation of the resulting algebraic equations 
is much simpler than that for unstructured grids. The outcome is that solutions are obtained much 
easier and quicker on a structured grid than on an unstructured one. 
Grids may further be divided into orthogonal or non-orthogonal grids depending on the nature of 
the grid lines. Orthogonal grids are generally used for regular geometries. The grid lines follow 
the coordinate directions which are orthogonal. Non-orthogonal grids are normally employed in 
most CFD packages to compute flows in complex geometries. These grids are easily adapted to 
fit any geometry and may be structured or unstructured. Boundary conditions are easy to 
implement on non-orthogonal grids as the grid lines conform to the boundaries. Also, accuracy 
may be enhanced by adapting the grid to the flow. The main disadvantage of non-orthogonal 
grids, however, is the fact that co-ordinate transformations result in equations with an increased 
number of terms making them computationally more expensive. 
3.1.5 Solution method and convergence criteria 
The method employed to solve the discretised governing equations is dependent on the nature of 
the equations, the type of grid and the number of unknowns. Matrices or iterative procedures are 
normally employed. Non-linear equations in particular are usually solved using iterative 
procedures. When iterative methods are used, it is necessary to define convergence criteria i.e. 
limits at which iterations will be halted. The points at which iterations are halted are crucial as 
they affect the efficiency and accuracy of a method of solution. Convergence criteria are thus 
important and have to be selected with caution (Ferziger & Perie, 1999). Figure 3-8 illustrates 
the iterative method employed in the segregated solver of FLUENT. 
Solve momentum equation 
Solve pressure-correction (continuity) equation 
Update properties 
Solve energy, turbulence and other scalar equations 
Figure 3-8: Iterative solution procedure used in FLUENTs segregated solver 
(after Fluent, 2005) 
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3.2 CFD software 
According to Versteeg & Malalasekera (1995), all CFD software packages consist of three main 
elements. These are; 
i) the pre-processor 
ii) the solver and 
iii) the post-processor. 
The flow problem is defined in the pre-processor. The first activity is the definition of the flow 
domain. Once this is done, the domain is spatially discretised using an appropriate grid. The next 
step is to select the flow phenomena that will be modelled. This is followed by the definition of 
the fluid properties. Specification of the boundary conditions concludes the pre-processing phase 
(Versteeg & Malalasekera, 1995). 
Once the pre-processing phase is over, the solver is employed to carry out the actual solution of 
the governing equations. ill the solver, variations in the unknown flow variables are 
approximated using simple functions. The governing equations are then discretized by 
substituting the partial differentials with the approximations. The algebraic equations that result 
from the discretisation are then solved numerically (Versteeg & Malalasekera, 1995). 
The different approaches that are employed in solvers have already been discussed in the section 
on discretization methods (Section 3.2.1). The next step after a solution has been obtained is to 
analyse the results. This is carried out in the post-processor. Tools in post-processors include 
(Versteeg & Malalasekera, 1995); domain geometry and grid display, vector plots, line and 
shaded contour plots, 2D and 3D surface plots, particle tracking, etc. These tools are very 
important in understanding and interpreting the results produced by the solver. 
3.3 Model calibration and validation 
Calibration is the process of varying the parameters or coefficients of a computational model so 
that it produces results that are consistent with observed data. This is usually applicable for 
models with empirical or semi-empirical relationships, which invariably contain parameters that 
account for unknown variables. Relationships are usually developed for a certain set of 
conditions. If these relationships are not calibrated when used under different conditions, they 
are likely to produce unreasonable results. It is therefore important that numerical models are 
calibrated where necessary against reliable observed data. 
According to Schlesinger et at. (1979), model validation is the substantiation that a computer 
model, within its domain of applicability, possesses a satisfactory range of accuracy consistent 
with the intended application of the model. A model may be valid for one set of conditions and 
invalid for another (Sargent, 1998). All hydraulic models, therefore, need to be validated to 
ensure that results obtained are acceptable and consistent. This is achieved by comparing the 
output variables (variables of interest) from the models with field or experimental data. 
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3.4 Previous research on modelling of local scour at piers 
Olsen & Melaaen (1993) appear to have been amongst the first to carry out computational 
modelling of local scour around a pier. In their study, a non-orthogonal grid was employed to 
solve the Navier-Stokes equations for the three dimensional flow domain. The transient terms of 
the governing equations were ignored, as it was assumed that the flow was steady, and closure 
was achieved using the k-8 turbulence model. It was assumed that flow was symmetrical about 
the pier and so only half of the flume was simulated. The flow profile near the bed was 
represented using Schlichting's (1979) wall laws for rough boundaries. For the sediment 
transport, a convection-diffusion PDE was used to track the suspended load whilst Van Rijn's 
(1987) formula was used to obtain the concentration of bed load and the interaction between the 
bed load and the suspended load. The domain was modified in stages to reflect both erosion and 
deposition. Once a flow solution had been obtained for a particular stage, erosion and deposition 
were computed based on sediment continuity. The computed values were then used to modify 
the bed ensuring that the maximum change in bed elevation was restricted to 10% of the water 
depth. A new grid was then generated for the domain and the solution process repeated. Since 
the process was computationally demanding in terms of time, the bed was modified only 10 
times. The resulting scour hole was thus not at equilibrium. Even though results from the 
numerical model compared well with physical model data, the study was inconclusive as to 
whether or not the procedure would be able to compute the maximum scour depth correctly since 
the equilibrium scour hole did not develop. 
Inspired by Olsen & Malaaen's study, Richardson & Panchang (1998) simulated flow around a 
bridge pier using the CFD model FLOW-3D on a SUN UNIX workstation with a 32MB RAM. 
The aim of the study was to assess the reliability of the predicted flow fields in estimating scour 
and to determine any significant difficulties associated with the process. The 3D Navier-Stokes 
equations for unsteady flow were solved using both the Prandtl mixing length model and the 
RNG k-8 model for turbulence modelling. For all the simulations, a non-uniform relatively 
coarse grid generated within a rectangular coordinate system was employed. The cell sizes were 
made relatively smaller in the vicinity of the pier and the free surface was tracked using the 
volume of fluid method. Temporal evolution of the scour hole was not simulated. Rather, three 
scenarios investigated by Melville & Raudkivi (1977) in the laboratory were modelled; namely 
the flat bed stage, an intermediate hole stage, and the equilibrium hole stage. Cones were used in 
the numerical model to represent the shape of the scour holes and sand particles were tracked 
within the holes using a Langrangian approach. Results from the numerical simulations were 
compared to the laboratory results and observations. Discrepancies in some of the results were 
attributed to a number of factors including the level of refinement of the mesh, laboratory 
difficulties in measuring and computing values, differences in the scour geometries, and 
differences in the techniques used in constructing the contours of the estimated values. In 
general, the study indicated a good quantitative and qualitative agreement between the predicted 
numerical and experimental flow fields. It was also noted that the particles behaved as expected 
in both holes and was concluded that it would be possible to perform detailed simulations of 
flow fields near bridge piers for different flow conditions. Thus, it was inferred that the 
maXImum scour depth could be estimated through repeated simulations of scour holes of 
different sizes. 
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The study of Olsen & Kjellesvig (1998) also stemmed from Olsen & Malaaen's (1993) work. 
The research was performed because the cost of computational time had decreased, allowing 
transient conditions to be modelled and the scour hole to develop to equilibrium. An ffiM-370 
workstation was used to solve the unsteady RANS equations employing the k-E model for 
turbulence closure. The study involved the modelling of a hypothetical case using a relatively 
coarse adaptive structured non-orthogonal grid. Symmetry boundary conditions were applied and 
the location of the water surface was calculated by extrapolating the pressure from the inner 
cells; with the reference pressure level being specified at the downstream boundary where the 
water level was fixed. For the sediment transport, the bed and suspended loads were determined 
using Van Rijn's (1987) shear stress formula and a convection-diffusion equation respectively. 
In computing the critical shear stress, Brook's (1963) formula for slope correction was applied. 
Realistic patterns in the bed movement were observed when the numerical results were 
compared with results from physical model tests. It took approximately 9 weeks to calculate 
1.5million seconds of computational time. The resulting maximum scour depth was compared to 
estimates from four empirical formula presented by Chitale (1962), Shen et al. (1969), Jain 
(1981) and Garde et al. (1993). It was concluded that the numerically estimated scour depth 
corresponded well with the estimates from the empirical formula. The numerical model predicted 
a scour depth of 1.5m whilst the empirical formula estimated 2.2m, 1.9m, 2.2m, and l.4m 
respectively. 
Yen et at. (2001) combined a 3D hydrodynamic model and a scour model to simulate the flow 
field and bed evolution around a pier. Large eddy simulation of the Navier-Stokes equations was 
employed for predicting the flow and bed shear stress fields for the flat bed conditions. In order 
to save simulation time, the flow field was not recomputed as the bed deformed. Instead, the bed 
shear stress field computed for the flat bed was modified progressively as the bed deformed. It 
was assumed that the velocity profile near the pier was logarithmic and a Taylor series expansion 
was applied to the profile to obtain a relationship between the shear and mean velocities before 
deformation and the shear and mean velocities after the bed had deformed through a given 
distance. This allowed a relationship between the bed shear stresses before and after 
deformations to be developed. It was also assumed that scouring took place in the form of bed 
load and so Van Rijn's (1986) bed load transport formula was used in conjunction with a 2D 
sediment continuity equation to simulate the evolution of the scour hole. The effects of bed-slope 
on the critical and effective bed shear stresses were accounted for and scour due of the downflow 
in front of the pier was estimated using modified submerged vertical jet flow scour equations. At 
each time step, the increase in scour depth was computed as the sum of the scour depths 
estimated from the jet flow equations and the bed-load transport formulae. The final scouring 
equations had constants that needed to be calibrated and this was done using experimental data 
from Ettema (1980). Lin's (1993) physical model experiments were simulated and there was 
good agreement between the physical model results and the numerically predicted scour depths. 
Ali & Karim (2002) used the general CFD code, FLUENT 4.3, to predict the flow fields around 
a circular cylinder for rigid beds and scour holes of various sizes. The flow and domain 
parameters were based on physical experiments performed by Yanmaz & Atinbilek (1990). 
Evolution of the scour hole was not modelled. A non-uniform structured grid was employed for 
all the cases and, in each case, the resolution of the grid was refined in the vicinity of the 
cylinder. The symmetry condition was applied and grid sizes were kept small to avoid grid-
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dependent solutions. The flow fields were predicted by solving the RANS equations for unsteady 
flow. For closure, two variations of the k-e turbulence model were examined; namely the 
standard k-e model and the RNG k-e model. FLUENT 4.3 did not have a routine to model the 
free surface and so a rigid-lid approach, in which the water surface was approximated as a 
frictionless wall, was employed. Results from the two turbulence models were similar. The 
various stages of the experiments were also physically modelled by Ali & Karim (2002) using 
plastic moulds coated with sand. Results from these physical models were compared with results 
produced by FLUENT and it was observed that the numerical model was able to predict some of 
the essential flow features like the downflow in front of the cylinder, flow separation along the 
sides of the cylinder, and the horseshoe vortex. It was concluded that the predicted flow fields 
corresponded well quantitatively with the experimental data. The agreement between the bed 
shear stress field predicted by FLUENT 4.3 and those computed from the experimental near-bed 
velocities was however only fair. It was noted that boundary shear stress alone did not account 
for sediment transport but also, turbulence played a significant role in the scouring process. It 
was further concluded that perfect results would be difficult to achieve as there were factors that 
could not be modelled directly using the numerical simulation e.g. the turbulent bursts and the 
fluctuating water level. Based on the bed shear-stress distributions predicted by FLUENT, Ali & 
Karim (2002) used the sediment continuity equation to derive an expression for the variation of 
the scour depth with time. This expression was calibrated and verified against various laboratory 
and field results. 
Armitage & McGahey (2004) simulated open channel flow about a vertical weir, an abutment 
and two piers using the commercial CFD solver CFX 4.3. The aim of the study was to 
investigate into the use of the Movability Number criterion for scour prediction. The RANS 
equations were solved for each case using a relatively coarse grid. Since there was no free 
surface routine in CFX 4.3, a moving wall approach was used i.e. the free surface was 
represented by a wall whose velocity was set equal to the expected surface velocity. It was 
believed that the moving wall boundary condition suppressed the formation of some of the 
vortices and also raised some local pressures. Of the turbulence models offered by CFX 4.3, it 
was found that the Low Reynolds Number k-e and the Standard k-e models gave the best 
predictions of the turbulent shear stresses for the two- and three-dimensional flow-fields 
respectively. FORTRAN subroutines had to be written in order to estimate the bed Movability 
Numbers. Equation 2.52 was used for slope correction and the scour potential at any point was 
defined as the difference between the Movability Number at the point and the critical Movability 
Number. A positive scour potential was considered to indicate the likelihood of scour. Results 
from the simulations correlated reasonably well with laboratory results on incipient motion and 
scouring. It was thus concluded that there was potential in the use of the Movability Number 
approach in CFD for scour prediction. 
Salaheldin et al. (2004) employed the commercial CFD code FLUENT 5 to simulate turbulent 
flow around circular piers in clear water. The study evaluated the performance of different 
turbulence models; namely the standard k-e model, the RNG k-e model, the realizable k-e model 
and the Reynolds stress models. For each scenario, the RANS equations for unsteady flow were 
solved using an unstructured grid. The grids were generated in GAMBIT 1.3 and each domain 
was split into two phases; the first phase representing the water flowing in the channel and the 
second the region of air on top of the water. It was determined that the initial ratio of the air 
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depth to the water depth should be one-third or larger to prevent the top boundary from having 
any effects on the flow. The bed adjacent cells were sized such that the laws of the wall were 
applicable but computation in the laminar sub-layer was avoided. The volume-of-fluid model 
was used for the free surface and the cell sizes were made smaller in the region where the surface 
was expected to improve solution accuracy. Both flat-bed and equilibrium scour conditions were 
simulated. Upon comparing the predicted velocity and bed-shear stress fields with experimental 
results, it was judged that the standard and RNG k-e models could be used to predict the flow 
field around a pier even though they overestimated the near-bed velocities and the area of scour 
initiation. The use of the Realizable k-e model was discouraged as it performed poorly i.e. it 
resulted in large overestimations of the near-bed velocities and the area of scour initiation. The 
Reynolds Stress Model performed better than the k-e models (it gave satisfactory results for the 
velocity and bed shear stress fields) and was regarded as a better option for scour estimation at 
pIers. 
Stemming from the research performed by Armitage & McGahey (2004), Cunninghame (2005) 
investigated the use of the Unit Stream Power for predicting incipient motion and simulating 
scour hole development. In the study, the commercial CFD code FLUENT 6.2 was employed to 
solve the RANS equations for steady flow. The standard k-e model was used for turbulence 
closure and the symmetry boundary condition was applied for the pier simulations. The grids 
used for these simulations were structured in the vertical plane but unstructured in the horizontal 
plane. Each grid's resolution was refined close to the pier and in the region of the expected free 
surface. The free surface was modelled using the Volume-of-Fluid method and Armitage's 
(2002) slope correction factor was applied to the critical unit stream power values for scour 
estimation. The model predicted all the relevant flow features such as the downflow and bow 
wave at the upstream face of the pier, flow separation about the sides of the pier, eddying in the 
lee of the pier, and the initial development of the horse shoe vortex. It was concluded that the 
estimated region of scour initiation was consistent with theory. Flow in a developed scour hole at 
a semi-circular abutment (experimental work by Unger & Hager, 2005a) was also simulated. The 
computed flow patterns appeared realistic but it was noted that the Unit Stream Power model did 
not give a good estimation of scour at the abutment. Simulation of the bed development for 
clear-water scour hole evolution at a pier was performed manually and in stages. For a particular 
stage, the flow field was computed and the scour and deposition calculated manually according 
to the applied stream power at the bed. The nodes on the mesh representing the bed were then 
moved vertically (in accordance with the computed scour and deposition) to create a deformed 
boundary, which was thereupon used to generate a new grid. Once the new grid had been 
generated, a new flow field was computed and the bed development procedure repeated. Even 
though the initial movement of the hole was as expected, the procedure was discontinued before 
an equilibrium scour hole could develop because it was tedious. It was concluded therefore that 
the procedure had to be automated. 
Nagata et at. (2005) described the various numerical models for scour prediction developed prior 
to the year 2000 and commented that although the models were able to predict the general flow 
features, the results were not entirely satisfactory because of three reasons. The first reason was 
that some of the models assumed a hydrostatic pressure distribution which was unrealistic within 
the vicinity of the hydraulic structures where strong downflows and vortex systems were present. 
Secondly, most of the models assumed that there was local isotropic turbulence (e.g. the standard 
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k-s model where the coefficients are supplied as constants). According to Nagata et al. (2005), 
this assumption is not suitable for flow simulations where three dimensional flows are dominant. 
The last reason was that most bed deformations were modelled using a sediment continuity 
equation coupled with a bed load transport formula based on shear stress. This approach included 
the assumption of a local equilibrium of sediment transport over a one-step length scale of 
particle movement. It was stated that a non-equilibrium condition of sediment transport was 
dominant around the structures since influencing factors such as the near-bed flow and the local 
bed slope changed rapidly. A three dimensional model that addressed these issues was hence 
developed by Nagata et al. (2005). For flow prediction, the RANS equations were solved using a 
non-linear k-sturbulence model, equivalent to the RNG model, for turbulence closure. A moving 
grid system was used to ensure that the numerical grids conformed to the bed and water surfaces. 
The bed deformation model incorporated the effect of non-equilibrium sediment transport by 
calculating the volume of sediment pickup, the trajectory of sediment motion, and the volume of 
sediment deposition. A stochastic model was used to predict sediment pickup and deposition, 
and sediment movement was calculated using a momentum equation for sediment particles. The 
equations were used to predict the time required for a group of sediment particles to be deposited 
once they were picked up and the location of deposition. The temporal changes in the bed 
elevation were obtained from the computed volumes of sediment pickup and deposition. The 
water surface level was computed using updated pressures for a time step; with the reference 
level located at the downstream boundary. The grid intervals were varied in the vertical plane in 
response to the estimated water surface profiles. Due to limitations in computer memory, particle 
pickup rates were only computed after a number of time steps whereas the momentum and 
sediment deposition rates were computed for each time step. The ideal procedure would be to 
track particles being picked up at every time step. Physical model experiments were simulated 
using the numerical model and, comparing results, it was found that the numerical model 
reproduced the flow fields and the scour geometries with sufficient accuracy. 
3.5 Summary 
This section has looked at CFD and the various components of a CFD model. The equations 
governing fluid flow were presented and the problem of turbulence closure was explained. The 
different types of grids and turbulence models were described. Concepts behind model 
calibration and verification were explained and the chapter was concluded with a summary of 
previous attempts made at modelling local scour around bridge piers. 
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Generation of physical data for model validation 
It w,~~ s!~!~J in Ch~pter -I t h~t all numerical modds have to be vali Jatcd 1l,inS rcliahlc physical 
data. Ph,sical nperilll~nts \\<!r<! th<!r<!fore performed at lhe hydraulics laboratory of the Civi l 
Ensinccri ng u~partm~n l lOf the \ Tni\'<!rsit} 0 f Cilpe Town. Results for tile ~xrx:riments \\ere useu 
to assess the perf"nnance of th" nUlll~rical mudd thal w~, J~\'elop~d in fLl"ENT. The S~lUp 
used for (h~ exp<!riments arc shown in Figllm -1.1. The ~xperilll ~nt' w~rC carri~u OlL( III a !llLlllC. 
A I;IIS<! !loor was ~r<!ated in the flll lTIC using plywood 10 facili(a(e the p laccm~nt ofsanJ only in 
(he tes( r~sinn. A sm~1I s<:ak mlKkI of ~ pi~r was crcateu using a pcrspex lLIbc. \Valer \\ as 
pumped fnom u sump inlo .1 stilli ng [-,~sin from \\· h~re i t fl(l\wd into the flum~ to (he test rcgion. 
l'1'Om the tes( region, (he water "xikJ the !lume o"cr ~ tilil gat~ illld into ~ dra i nil g~ st nldur~ 
"hich kd it bock into the , ump. ['he pathway of water is li lusl ral~u m Secli on -1.2 Th~ 
~~perimcnts were perform~J for var,ins flo\\ condi tions. Duc (0 luck of (imc, only four 
experim~nts \Y<!", performed . Loch c\periment was run lllllil an cqlli lihrium scour hole 
Je,~ l opeJ. Th~ apparatus used aoo the proccdurcs adoptcd arc ue,cribcd in grealer de!uil in 
Sections -1 .3. -1.4 ilnu -15. A >umm~ ry of the experiments and the results thm wcrc obta incd arc 
prc,cn(ed in Section -1.6. 
4.1 Setll r 
\ _l>()1,h wei r 
T"rboJlen ce ,or>lro! 
pipe, 
riume 
rigu rc -I- I : Ex [lCrimcnta I srtu Jl (not d ra" n 10 sea Ie) 
U'i"g IIw MOI'ubilily Num ix.'" Iv ~",.M local clcur-wulet . cow- m ril'ers 











..j. ,2 Palhwa:y ol'watcr 
The pathwll} that the \val"r 10<11" tlllring th~ ~"perimel1lS is outlined in sLcps as follows: 
St~p I: rh~ ""ter "as plLmped fmm ,I MLmp to a stillitlg tank through transmission pipes. 
St~p 2: I he wm~r llow"d in lo the slilling l'lllk lirst and then into the flume. 
i ~\II1;: the .\f,~·ahrl"y .~'wnl'<,'· In "".)lM local clear_h'meF .m",' in Fn"".., 











Slep 4: The waler e~l l ed thc flumc ovcr'l tall g~te inlo il relurn ~hanncl "hich directcd it hack to 
th~ sump_ 
4.3 Flume setup 
Thc cxperinl~nh ,>,-cre carri~d out in a straight 13.7\1\ long. O.6 1m wide and O,55m d~ep tilting 
flume, The main fram~ of the flume was made of sted. I h~ side " 'alls were m~dc of sm(l<>lh 
transpare nt glass. A layer ofgbss \\'~s also glu~d 10 the hed ofth~ l111me_ Steel rail, were I",cd at 
th~ top of the Ilun,.,.. A sar,,1 spre<-l<kr WilS pla<;~d on the r~ i ls in il ~1imner "uch Ih~1 il could glide 
~Iong th~ length of the l111me_ The hed slope of the flumc \'a, maintamed ~t 0" for all the 
cxperiment"_ Attachcd to Ihe up,treilill end of the flum~ "a, a 212m x 1.2m x 1.3m ,tilling tank. 
Waler Irmll a sump "as pumped into thc tank. lrom whenc~ it flo\led into flumc. Vah'cs. fixed 
at vari<>lLs points on th~ suppl, line from the punlp to the tank. wcre used to regulate the tlll\v. A 
tail gme was COllll~cted at 11"1(' dowllstream ~Ild ofth~ fhullC. Ihis gate was alsoll~d to c<mlml 
flo" conditions in the flume. Wilter fl owing out ofth~ Ilume \\~S diredcd back into the sunlp via 
~ rellll"n cha~l1 c1 
4.3. 1 Scour rc-gioll 
Two falsc ll,,,,rs were placed on the t,,:d of Ihe flumc' to creme a reccss ill thc regioll where 
scouring was ~xJXcted to o,:cur under tl1l"huknt flo'>l conditions. Ih~ upstr~am falSt' floor ,, ~s 
lined "ith a thin layer or sand. Ihis "a, done to ensure an approprimc \lpstr~am kd roughness. 
"hich would give ri", to the required flo\\ conditiolls m th~ pier , Th~ dowllstre~m f~lse 110m 
~ns\lfcd thm the "mer s\lffac~ lc\-clthroughout thc t~st region r~~1ilin~d n.irly constant. Unlike 
the llpstre~m fill~ Iloor. it WilS not com~d with ,~nd_ The reces> was 1.52nl long x O.61m \\ide x 
O.20m deep as it \,as e'limilted thatthl' maximunl ~cour depth would llOt ~xcccd O.20m. The p ier 
was represented by a cylindrical tut>~. "hich mad~ ofpoerspoex glass, I his cylinder WilS plileed at 
the centre ofthc recess and glued to the glass at the oollom ofth~ flum e. Simd "as thcn placed in 
the recess. around toc cylinder. to repre~1ll th~ riwr kd, The r~ce" \,as filled ll1l1il th~ sand 
sllrf:lCe \\'~ s flush with the thin layer of S<llld th~t \\,IS glued onlo Ihc' llp~trc'am 1;11se floor 
(ilin~ the ,lfUl'abiiit) \umber In "wdel inc~/ clcar-... aler .",mr in r;,-crj 










Figure ,,\ -2: Sn,] pshOls of SCOll r I'eglon and platform ,etup 
..\.3.2 Contamilwtion lind turhulenc!' control 
Watn from the sump W,IS p<.LSscd through a 'and filter. This ,erved tW0 pUrp0S~;L The main 
pllrpO"~ 'H"~ 10 liller oul an)"' COni<lminants th <lt wer.: in the "ater. The '><lnd (iHer also ,aved as a 
form of n:gllialor "hieh enslIred that II", ilow of "aler through the piJlt', into the slilling lank 
was fairly sl~ady. V,'aler flovv'ing into lh~ t1umc from , lilling tank firsl had 10 go o'er a v-nolch 
weir f0r measur.:menl purPOS\!s, A lUrl>uknce control slructure WJS plJc~"(1 just d0wnstream of 
th~ weir. TIl<' stroc ture ~ol1sisk"(1 of20mm di"mcter pipes aIT"ngeu in ia)"'ers aeross tl", "iuth of 
the t1um e_ Fach pipe wa~ <lppmxim:.ud) l 'iOmm lon;)_ Weighb were plac~u on the top lmcr to 
hol c1th~ piJlt's in place_ The pipes "~r~ to ensur~ thaI ~ddi~s gel1<'raled h} til(' 110w over the wcir 
"ere controjj~J anJ tl~ st",amli ll('S of ilow approaching the test r~gion were as parnlld as 
possibk, 
/)smg (he' ,l/a'-obi/ify ,\ limber Iv ",ode/It'<' ,,/ clear- ..... aler s<'our iJl "i,-en 











Figun- 4-3: Contamination control 
Figu re 4-4: TUI'bu lcllcc cUlltr,,1 st ructurc 
!\ ,ll1~11 weir w~, con,tructed in toc return ehannclthat led water from the nume hack into the 
SUll1p. The purpose ofthi, weir w~s to ~Ilow sediment that had occn transported from toc test 
region in the tlume to sdtk in we drainage structure before tile water e ntered the sump. lhis 
I,ould serve 10 rllt.:r th~ w~t ~1 and ~l ,;o permi t the re-use of sediment for subsequent 
~xperiments. The w~ir lVas construct.:d using connele cubt:s . The cubt:s w~r~ !IlT~ng~d so th~ 1 
there were spaces with in the structure throllgh \I·hid, tll<: wat~r could nov.. TIl<: Slructun.:: Was 
wr~pr>ed in shooe cloth. Addition~1 weights had to be placed On the ~tructure 10 pre l'ent toc 
pressure ii.>rces ft"ln pushing It down the ch~J\Oel. 
U.ing II:" .Ifmmhilin· .\·wn~,~· t" mnde! local dew'_watel" "<.·()~r in ci,·,,,., 










iI."",,' d ,an",,1 
• 
'-igur\' "' ,:-: Wcir in rt'lu r n ehannrl 
.fA Mcas uring cquipment 
4,". 1 Flow 1IIc-:lsllring Nlllipnu' 1I1 
, 
• '0" rate measur"menls .... ,,'" c;\rri ~J "" I IlSin;: an d~clroll1c flow ralc mcler "lid ;1 '_ 'lOt~h weir. 
I'vr c;,.;h c,qlCrim~'ll, IlK- now rme, (I, O\Cf the l_lIolch "elr "as determined u)in;:lhc follo\ling 
"'lualioll (I .)ons, 2003): 
Figu r~ ", ,6: F.o" mc."uring device< 
I '1nJ,! tl ... Mm'.",,,,,,, \u ........ '" _1/""", .-1<=_", ... ", ,,"'''' '" ",·cn 












4.-1.2 Scour measuring equip ment 
It w~s impemth~ lhHt th~r~ were 110 ~xtert1a1 disturbances to thc flow during thc experiments, A 
la .. ,<~r poink"- w~s us~d in conjundiGll ,,;th J rule to m~H,ure the extenb of th" ,;co'" hole thm 
dcvdop~d, Th<: laser point<:r was allJched to a ri g. whIch eo<dd glide O\W \he rai ls on th" I1tll11" 
(s.ce Figure 4-7). The rig l""rmi\1ed the la",r pointer to h€ moved in bolh horimnlal and \ertical 
directions. I ilC extents '\ere JlK:asllfed <II 00, 300. 6W & 'f()" 10 th~ appro<lehing now r~spccti\cly 
(See i'igure 4-8). Care was taken to ensure thaI the laser pointer wa~ ahva)s vcrtical and thc 
r"adings \\er~ \ak~n at loc~tions "h~r~ th~ water surfac" was fairly horizontal. 1 his \\"as done to 
pr~\ent rdraction orth" la,er beam. There w~~ no di~tinct line indi~ming th~ extent ofth~ s~our 
hole. Locatiol1 of Ih~ ex\elll~ "as thll~ ba.<.ed on lll<' ~~perimenkr'~ judp.emenl and ~o yielded 
only approximate valu~s. Scales wcre stuck onto Ihe inside of the cylinder at angle, the "amc a.~ 
thos~ Hbo\'~, A periscope was used to take readings of the scour depths from within the c} linder, 
The peri >cope was ma<k Old 01'1\\0 90mm x 50mm mirrol~ and an 80mm diameter. 1m long 
po"ln lui>e, Th i ~ is ~hown in til<' Figl1re 4-'), OnL~ the experiment \\'~S stopped and the "~ler had 
been allowed to drain, a depth gauge vern ier was used to d~t~mlln~ til<' m~ximum scoUl'deplh. 
Figure 4-7: I .aser pu;nter rig 
f low direct ioll 
/ Pie' 
I 
Figure 4-S; ,\nglcs at which the ClIents uf tbe scour bole .. c r~ mca~urctl 
Using In, ,\fm'"niliry SlIm""r 10 morM Iix'al d~"'·",,"er ,\·(,01iT In Tiw,s 









wnFigure -1_9: I'niscopc fo r sconr delHI! measuremenT 
4.5 Experimental methods 
4.5.1 False floors 
rhe false floo rs wae erealed using pl ywood to allow 1; '1" the constrw;tion of the 8edim~nt h1l8in . 
Both l100rs \\~r~ at The Same l...: ighl. Tk heigh! ".a.~ selected 10 !Illow l;lr approplime scour 
depths 10 fully dC\Tlop, f\ ramp. with a.u "'I'prosilllalt slope ,,1'1 :3. was lixed lO Ihe up81ream end 
o i" the upstream floor and t h~ flume bed, this \'as to provide tl sm(JOth lransilion nf' lhe water 
Irom the flum e hed onto the floor. A similar ramp I\as placed at the do\,nstl"Cam end of lhe 
downstre!lm floor 10 ellSure lhat the water exi ted smooThly from the lest region IlitholLt a ffecling 
the flo" depth. The length of the upstream floor lIas 6.1m and that nflhe dollnsTr~am floor WaS 
1.91m_ Thes.: lengths were 10 ensure the pro per d~,elopment of the required flow profile at the 
Test region. 
The lil lse 11'"1"" were fixed to and support~d b} hollow substructul"Cs, Wlk:n the apptlftltus lIas 
initially run. some 01' the Wllk,- l10wed O\W tk>ors __ hi 1st some filled th~ spaces within the 
substruetul"C _ Ai r waS (hus lnlpped jusl underneath lhe 110<)"", As the \,-lIter Ie"d henclith lk 
upstream floor rose, the air pressul"C callsed it lO 1100It and mo,e out ofplll~e, It was thus de~ided 
thm hoks be dri lkd into the flnor to allow lht trapped!llr 10 es~ape_ In the 8uhsequenl run. lhe 
trJPped ai r " -as ah le 10 ~scap~ bm unfortunately lh~ Iloor waS still hl.oytlnL It waS tkn de~idcd 
thal the region hcneath the floor h~ completdy sealed of using silicone. The idea was to prevent 
walc'r from enlering the region hclle!lth the floor so that the \,arer pressure abov~ would hold it in 
place. Tht prohlcm wilh this appro!lch was lhat water still j;lund ils W!ly hcneal h the floor 
through \ery sm,]ll ere, ices that ,,·ere esposed in lhe si liwn ~. The rat~ of in 111 IX ol'water into lhe 
region "as howe\'~r mUch slm\er and the trapped air managed 10 es~ape lhrollgh lhe Same 
ere' ices_ j he silicone held tlk: floor in place :!.\ lhe water Ie",l beneath il rose and e,cntually the 
region bel<m was eomplelely filled Il ith water. This last setup WtlS lhlls uscd for the n:pcrimcnts 
as il was acknowledged lhat il would oc extremd) difficult to complctd, prnent water from 
flowi ng in to lhe region withill the 8uhslructuTe. 
I/'i.tg tm' Movabilily ,\ IO",ber lu moJd l(Kol chwr->l'wer ,en",. in ri''''"S 









wnFigure .t - W : [i l,stream false nnnr indic'lting fhr sUPll'lrf ,frucfurr 
45.2 Spre:l ding s:lnd 
Th~ sand us~d for til<: ~xp<:rimenls had to be lllliform. eohcsionlcss ~nd non-ripple limmng. 
According 10 Meh ille (I '¥l7J . s~nJ is considered 10 bc un ,(,mn when [hc g"omc·trk standard 
de l'iation i, lc" th,m 1.3. The ,and is also non-ripple forming when the median diameter is 
greater than O.7mm. Quartz]tie sand wa, used for th~ ~xrcri1ll~nls. 1 he sand was si~wd through 
two s iev~ s of siz~s O.S and n.IiSmm r~ srccti, dy . Sand retain~d on lhe 0.65mm s i e\'~ W(lS used 
for thc exrcrimems . Particle sizes lhus ranged bct\Ve~n 0.65 to 0.8mm "ith ~tl a\~rag~ 01 
O. 725nml (Chien & Wan. I Y9'J). The approach ~mploFd by Lyons (2003) 10 determine "h<:lh~r 
or not lhe sllnd "~s unifoml ~nd non-ripple foml;ng wa' employed. This is ~ C<Jll,cnali \c 
~rproa<:h "hi<:h ,~'i'um~s lhat the I im; Is O/i5 :Illd O. 8mm ~orrcspond to d 15.9 and d" " cc'sJll'cli I'd ~ . 
A b",ollieiric >lanJard Jn ialion of 1. 11 "a, obl"incd "hen Lquation ~.2 1 was applkd. indicating 
the sand wa, uniform. Also. Equation 2.1'J ,idded a median diamc-tc-r of O.725mm "hieh 
impl i~d ! h~t til<: ><lnd would not fOl"lll ripples. 
Figure .t- l l ; ~"nd spreader 
(.', in:,; ,''', Mowbilily .\'Ym",'r 10 m"Jd lowl ,I,'w-wa'," scnw in .hws 











It was required that the roughness of the upstream floor be the same as that in the test region. A 
uniform layer of sand was glued to the top of the floor. The sand used was the same as that used 
for the tests. A sand spreader designed by Lyons (2003) was employed for this activity. The sand 
spreader was made up of a PVC bucket which had metal sides connected to a moveable frame. 
This moveable frame had wheels which permitted it to move along the rails on the flume. The 
bucket had a spring-loaded gate that was controlled with a push rod connected to a cam-bar. The 
gate could open to a maximum of 2.8mm. 
Movement of the spreader over the rails was controlled by a reversible 12V DC motor. The 
motor provided a maximum speed of 64rpm at 12V. The motor was controlled by a stabilized 
variable dual DC power supply which could provide 0-30V at 3A. Connected to the motor was a 
50mm drum. Attached to this drum was one end of a steel wire which had a total length of 
approximately 7m when completely unwound. The other end of the wire was attached to a 
bracket on the flume located a distance away from the spreader. The winding action of the steel 
wire around the drum due to the rotation of the motor gave rise to the motion of the spreader in 
the direction of the bracket. Once the spreader got to the bracket, the wire had to be unwound (by 
reversing the polarity of the power supply) and the spreader rolled back manually. 
The potential difference was varied and various speeds of the spreader were considered for 
spreading the sand. After a couple of trial spreader runs, it was determined that a power supply 
of 10V at 3A would provide the required thickness of sand when the spreader was run twice. 
Once this was determined, the surface of the upstream false floor was coated with a layer of 
varnish and the sand spread over it immediately to the required thickness. The layer of varnish 
was thick enough for the sand to settle in. The sand spreading was performed on a Friday and so 
the varnish was left to dry over the weekend. 
The sand basin also had to be filled with sand. In order to conserve sand, the regions in the basin 
where scour was not expected to occur were filled with concrete cubes. The basin was then filled 
until the level of the sand surface was flush with the top of the thin layer of sand on the upstream 
false floor. A horizontal line was drawn along the sides of the flume to help identify the required 
level of sand. The top of the sand was levelled using a rectangular board first and then the 
bottom of a scoop (see Figure 4-12) until the surface was smooth and horizontal. This proved to 
be an arduous and time-consuming exercise. The level of the surface was checked using a 
builder's level and a depth gauge vernier. Care was taken not to disturb the surface. 
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t'i:!u I"t' ~- 1 2 : 1'1,' (1, ,,,., 111 "lItl l<·,·dlin~ of 'and 
".5.3 ESlilhlishing flow 
rhc ~c"ur eXI"'r;m~nts were c.:lniC'd Ol<t "lice the OC IUP "a~ "'ady. The ,';t ilni ng of Ihc pump 
nwr~cd doc 1",ginn ing of cadI e\ peruOCnt. The (It "\ entering the 11 "m~ " 11< n!l!ulm~d "itll il gate 
\'R I\e. Initially. lh~ I ~i l gil", wa, ra i""d nn..! wRlcr was "Ilowe..! into the Ilumc ~I il \'cry , milll lIz", 
r,llt.', This "as done (" prev~n l any <igl1ific~nt sedimcntlmnsport ~Ild the bed If,'''' npphng, The 
WiHcr Icve l was "lIowed (" ri,~ 'lo\\'ly until it was aoout 10 to 201\\1\1 I""cr thull Ih~ required 
depth, Tt-.c val\'e \\,~, thell "djll~lcd <.j \lick l) lI~til IIIe reqllired 110" role "as <hOl'>ing on the 
f :';'1J1'No ',.-,...""l1i", "N""'," 10) ",uJrll<X".R dror-.. atcY ,,,_ '" "r ..... 











electronic flow meter. The reading on the meter fluctuated by about ±O.4Vs and so was only used 
as a guide. The final flow rate was determined from the head of water over the v-notch weir 
which remained constant. Once water was flowing through the flume at the required rate, the tail 
gate was adjusted to maintain the flow at the required depth. Achieving this took about a minute. 
Scouring normally started before the desired flow conditions were attained. As the scour hole 
was very small in the initial stages, it was judged that this would not affect the dimensions of the 
equilibrium scour hole that would develop eventually. 
4.5.4 Taking measurements 
Measurements were taken of the scour depth and the extents of the scour hole as it progressed. 
The times at which measurements were taken were dependent on the rate at which the scour hole 
advanced. As explained in Section 3.3.4.2, the scour hole progresses rapidly in the initial stages 
and its growth slows down with time. Readings were taken at short intervals in the initial stages. 
These were spaced out as time progressed. Typically, readings were taken at 5, 10, 15, 30, 45 
and 60 minutes in the first hour of the experiment. Readings were spaced out to 30minute 
intervals afterward. This interval was increased as the experiment progressed, with the increase 
being dependent on the rate of scour hole evolution. The clear water scour hole approaches 
equilibrium asymptotically and so it was difficult to know when to stop an experiment. It was 
thus necessary to define a point at which an equilibrium hole was deemed to have been reached. 
The approach adopted by Melville & Chiew (1999) was employed. In this approach, the time to 
equilibrium was defined as the time at which the scour hole developed to a depth at which the 
rate of increase of scour did not exceed 5% of the pier diameter in any 24hr period i.e. 
(4.2) 
where dse is the equilibrium scour depth in mm, t is the time in hours and bp is the pier diameter 
in mm. The diameter of the pier that was used for the experiments was 100mm. The experiments 
were therefore stopped (equilibrium was deemed to have been reached) when the increase in the 
scour depth was less than 5mm within any 24hr period. The times to equilibrium for the 
experiments ranged between 40 to 77hrs. It was noted during the experiments that the maximum 
scour depth occurred a short distance away from the cylinder. The periscope readings however 
gave the scour depth right next to the cylinder. Measurements taken at the end of the experiments 
indicated that the average percentage difference between the read values and the actual 
maximum depths was about 3 %. 
4.6 Criteria for flow selection 
Three criteria were used to select the flow rates and depths that would be modelled. The criteria 
were developed based on considerations of the local Reynolds number, the particle Reynolds 
number and the physical space available for the equilibrium scour depth. These considerations 
and the criteria are presented in the following paragraphs. 
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According to French (1998), fully developed turbulent flows occur when Rex> 106 (See Section 
2.2). Since the experiments were being performed for fully developed turbulent flows, the mean 





Taking x as the length of the platform (x = 6.1m) and substituting v with 1O-6m2/s, the first 
criterion for flow selection was obtained as follows: 
Q Q 
U ----->O 164 
A 0.61h . 
where Q is the flow rate, A is the cross-sectional area of flow and h is the depth of flow. 
(4.4) 
The particle Reynolds number had to be considered for the experiments as well. For turbulent 
beds, the criterion developed by Armitage & McGahey (2003) requires that: 
u.ks > 6.23 
v 
(4.5) 






For uniform flows, the bed slope, S, may be replaced with the friction slope, Sf. The square root 
of the slope, SI/2, may be obtained from Manning's equation, as follows: 
2 




Where p is the wetted perimeter and n is Manning's coefficient. Since the side of the walls and 
the bed are of different roughness, the equivalent Manning's coefficient may be determined from 
(Chow, 1959): 
B n3/ 2 + 2hn3 / 2 ( )
2/3 
c b g 
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where nb and ng are the Manning's roughness for the bed and the side walls respectively and Be is 
the channel width. For the glass side walls, ng was assumed to be 0.010 (Armitage, 2002). The 
value for nb was obtained from Strickler's relationship for shallow flows (Nalluri & 
Featherstone, 2001): 
ks 1/6 (0.000725)1/6 
n =-= =0012 
b 26 26 . 
Substituting Equations 4.7 and 4.8 into Equation 4.6 yields the following condition: 
Substituting the appropriate values and simplifying resulted in the second criterion: 
Q(O.OOI +0.002h)2/3 




The flow rates and depths that were chosen for the experiments had to satisfy both Equations 5.4 
and 5.11. Also, the flow conditions had to be such that the scour hole was not greater than O.2m. 
This constraint was due to the amount of space that was available in the recess (the depth of the 
recess). The third criterion was therefore: 
d, <0.2m 
(4.12) 
The equation presented by Melville and Coleman (2000) was used as a guide in the estimation of 
ds for the selected flows. This equation is as follows: 
(4.13) 
Where the K's are empirical expressions accounting for the various influences on scour depth. Kh 
accounts for flow shallowness, which represents the effects of the depth of flow in relation to the 
pier width; KJ accounts for flow intensity, which represents the effects of the mean flow velocity 
in relation to the threshold velocity; Kd accounts for the effects of sediment size or coarseness; 
and K t accounts for the time effects. For the equilibrium scour depth, K t = 1. The other factors 
were determined as follows (Melville & Coleman, 2000): 
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For 0.7 <Bc1h < 7, 
Kh = 2(hBc)1I2 
(4.16) 
For B Id50 > 25, 
Kd= 1 
(4.17) 
Table 4-1 shows the flows that were modelled and the values that were obtained when Equations 
4.4, 4.11 and 4.12 were applied. 
Table 4-1: Flow rates and mean flow depths for modelled flows 




o Q h >0.164 
Q(O.OOI +0.002h)2/3 
(m3/s) 7 > 0.0012 
.61 -
h6 
1 0.0114 0.095 0.196 0.00200 
2 0.0104 0.085 0.200 0.00205 
3 0.0114 0.075 0.250 0.00257 
4 0.0125 0.076 0.270 0.00278 
4.7 Summary of experiments 
A summary of the experiments that were undertaken is presented in Table 4-2. 
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Table 4-2: Summary of physical experiments 
Experiment Q(m3/s) h(m) U(m/s) dso (mm) n Sf u. (m/s) Uc(m/s) te(hrs) dse(mm) 
No. 
1 0.0114 0.095 0.196 0.725 0.011541 5.73xlO-7 0.00073 0.3202 77 68 
2 0.0104 0.085 0.200 0.725 0.011579 5.39xlO-7 0.00067 0.3148 56 61 
3 0.0114 0.075 0.250 0.725 0.011619 7.44x10-7 0.00074 0.3087 40 104 
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proportional to the overflow height raised to the power 2.5 (See Equation 4.1), the error range in 
flow rate estimation was estimated to be between 1.63 - 1.75%. 
Mean flow depth measurements were taken using a rule along the sides of the flume. It is 
estimated that the error in taking the measurements were also to the order of 1 mm. The flow 
depths ranged from 75 - 95mm implying that the percentage error ranged between 1.1 - 1.3%. 
Using the maximum percentage errors, the total error estimated in determining the mean flow 
velocity was 2.05%. 
Measurements of the scour depth were taken from within the cylinder. It was noticed after each 
experiment that the maximum scour depth did not occur right by the cylinder but rather it 
occurred a short distance away from the cylinder. The difference in the read maximum scour 
depths and the actual maximum scour depths was roughly 2mm. The scour depths that were read 
ranged from 68mm - 113mm. The percentage errors for the maximum scour depth readings 
therefore ranged from 1.8% - 2.9%. 
The extents of the scour hole were estimated using the laser pointer. Care had to be taken to 
ensure that refraction was prevented. Values read at the end of every experiment before and after 
the flow was stopped predicted roughly the same value. The location of the extents was selected 
based on the experimenter's judgement and the error is estimated to be to the order of 2mm. In 
addition, the distance from the pier to the extent was determined using a rule and so an additional 
error of Imm was estimated. The total error in determining the extent of the scour hole at any 
particular time was therefore estimated to be in the order of 3mm. 
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Procedures adopted for numerical modelling 
5.1 Current research 
This section outlines the numerical methodologies that were adopted for the research. The 
current research stems from those carried out by Armitage & McGahey (2004) and 
Cunninghame (2005). Results from these were encouraging enough to suggest that the 
Movability Number approach could be used to predict the maximum scour depth in clear-water 
scour with a fair degree of accuracy. The current research was therefore based on the Movability 
Number approach. It focused on the automation and improvement of the bed adjustment routine 
that had been developed. All the simulations were performed using an Intel P4 chip with a clock 
speed of 2.8GHz and 2GB RAM. The procedures adopted for the research are described in the 
following sections. These procedures, which include grid generation, boundary conditions 
specified, definition of fluid properties, models employed, solvers controls etc, are crucial as 
they dictate the level of accuracy ofthe solution. 
5.1.1 Computational grids 
The grids used for the simulations were generated in GAMBIT 2.2.3. Since the flow about a 
cylinder is thought to be fairly symmetrical, only half of the domain was modelled. The 
computational domain was divided into two main sub domains, with each sub domain 
representing an expected phase of fluid (i.e. air or water). The domain boundary representing the 
bed was divided into two zones; namely a de orming zone and a non-deforming zone. The 
deforming zone was the zone close to the pier where scouring was expected to take place. This 
zone would be modified to reflect scour as the simulations progressed. Similarly, the sub domain 
representing water was further divided into two regions; a deforming region and a non-
deforming region. This was necessary as it was expected that the section of the grid within the 
vicinity of the pier and near the bed would have to be modified as the simulation progressed to 
conform to the deforming bed. The general layout of the domain is shown in Figure 5-1. 
Unstructured grids were employed for all the simulations; each grid was unstructured in the 
horizontal plane but structured in the vertical plane. These are shown in Figure 5-2. The vertical 
dimensions of the domain were selected such that the expected ratio of the initial depth of air to 
the initial depth of water was one-third or greater. Salaheldin et al. (2004) found that this ratio 
was necessary to prevent the boundary at the top of the domain from having an effect on the 
flow. Cunninghame (2003), found that mixing of air and water occurred in long domains when 
the air occupied less than two-third of the domain depth. Different vertical dimensions were tried 
to assess if there would be any differences in the solutions. Cell sizes of the grid were kept small 
to avoid grid dependent solutions. The cell sizes ofthe bed-adjacent cells were selected based on 
the type of wall treatment that was used for the simulations. The sizes were specified such that 
the points at which the flow variables were determined (cell centres) fell within the range 
11.225< l <300. 
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considered to be for the developed flow. During the simulations it was found that this 
arrangement resulted in the correct prediction of the mean flow depth at the test region. 
In developing each grid, an unstructured face mesh was first created in the horizontal plane. This 
mesh was then extruded in the vertical direction to create volume meshes with prismatic or 
hexahedral cells. An example of the grids used is shown in Figure 5-2. 
symmetry plane 
pier 
flume side wall 
Figure 5-2a: Horizonal section through computational grid 
top of domain 
j 
level of expected 
free surface 
/ 
Figure 5.2b: Vertical section through computational grid 
5.1.2 Numerical solutions 
The CFD solver, FLUENT 6.2 (double precision segregated solver) was employed for all the 
numerical simulations. FLUENT is a finite volume based program written in the C language and 
is generally employed in modelling fluid flow and heat transfer in complex geometries. 
FLUENT offers interactive menu-driven interfaces which aid the user in accessing the necessary 
functions and in post-processing. The functions used, the specifications made and procedures 
that were employed in FLUENT in order to obtain the solutions are described hereafter. Most of 
the approaches used were similar to those employed by Cunninghame (2005). 
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5.1.2.1 Boundary conditions 
Being able to accurately describe the boundary conditions to any domain is an essential part of 
the quest to obtain a good solution to a problem. Care has to be taken when specifying the 
boundary conditions as specification of the wrong conditions will lead to the solution of another 
problem altogether. The boundary conditions employed for the simulations are described in the 
following paragraphs. 
Inflows & outflows 
The flow inlets and outlets of the domains were all specified as velocity inlets. At these 
locations, point profiles of the velocity, the turbulent kinetic energy, its rate of dissipation, and 
the volume fraction of water were specified. Point profiles of the water velocity were estimated 
from the equation presented by Rooseboom (1992) for flows influenced by the channel 
sidewalls. This equation is as follows (McGahey, 2001; Cunninghame, 2005): 
(5.1) 
where y and z are the grid coordinates, Yo and Zo are the distances from the walls where the 
magnitude of the velocity is 0, and h and B are the water depth and channel breadth respectively. 
Yo and Zo are dependent on the wall roughness. It was suggested by Simons & Senturk (1977) 
that the bed roughness could be related to Yo as follows: 
(5.2) 
The bed roughness was taken as the mean diameter of the sediment particles (dso = 0.000725m ) 
and so a value of 2.45x10-5 was used for Yo. For the glass side walls, the value of Zo was 
assumed to be 1 x 10-6 (McGahey, 2001; Cunninghame, 2005). Typically, 120 coordinates were 
selected for each inlet or outlet and the point velocities determined using Equation 5.1. Selection 
ofthe coordinates was based on the expected velocity gradients. The point values of k and &were 
obtained from the estimated point velocities. They were related to the point velocity as follows 
(McGahey, 2001; Cunninghame, 2005): 
where R is the hydraulic radius. 
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The volume fractions of water were specified such that the level of the incoming flow was the 
same as the expected mean depth. The velocity distribution of air at the inlet was specified such 
that the air velocity at the air-water interface was approximately equal to the velocity of the 
water surface. The air velocity was made to gradually reduce as it approached the top boundary. 
It was ensured that the velocity and water level profiles for the inlets and outlets were the same 
to satisfy mass conservation across the domain. The point profiles were specified in text files as 
required by FLUENT. These were loaded into FLUENT when the boundary conditions were 
being specified. Details needed in the text files include the number of points, the x-y-z 
coordinates of each point and the corresponding parameter values. FLUENT assigned the 
parameter values at the inlet and outlet boundary adj acent cells based on the nearest point value. 
Walls and symmetry planes 
As mentioned earlier, the flows about cylinders are considered to be fairly symmetrical and so 
only half of the flume was modelled. This approach was adopted by Olsen & Melaaen (1993), 
Olsen & Kjellesvig (1998), Ali & Karim (2002), Armitage & McGahey (2004) and 
Cunninghame (200S). It was used to reduce computational expenses. The plane of symmetry was 
in the x-y (vertical) plane and passed through the centre of the pier in the same direction as the 
approaching flow. FLUENT recognizes that some flows are symmetrical and so permits the 
specification of boundaries as planes of symmetry. Once a boundary is specified as a symmetry 
boundary, FLUENT assumes that there is a zero flux of all the quantities across the boundary. In 
other words, the normal velocity components and normal gradients of all the flow variables are 
zero at the boundary. Also, the shear stress at a symmetry plane is zero (i.e. it is slip wall). 
The flume side walls, the pier, the channel bed, and the top of the domain were specified as wall 
boundaries. They were all specified as stationary, no-slip boundaries. The effects of wall 
roughness are significant in turbulent boundary flows. FLUENT accounts for wall roughness 
effects by modifying the law-of-the-wall. The law-of-the-wall modified for roughness in 
FLUENT is given as follows (Fluent, 200S): 
(S.S) 
where u· = ct kl/2 , up is the mean flow velocity at computational point p, YP is the distance from 
p to the wall, K is the Von Karman's constant, E is a roughness parameter and Tw is the wall 
shear stress. The term, /1B, accounts for wall roughness and is determined based on the type of 
boundary being modelled, which is in turn dependent on the boundary roughness ks. FLUENT 
estimates the dimensionless roughness height ks+ (ksu' / v) and estimates /1B using one of the 
following formulae: 
k; ~ 2.2S (hydraulically smooth flows): 
/1B=0 
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2.25 < k; ::;; 90 (transitional flows): 
AB =!In(k; -2.25 + Csk;] X sin {0.4258(ln k; -0.811)} 
K 87.75 
(5.7) 
ks+ > 90 (fully turbulent flows): 
(5.8) 
where Cs is a constant dependent on the type of wall roughness. The values of Cs and ks were 
specified for each simulation. The default value of Cs (0.5) was used in each case. According to 
Fluent (2005), the use of this value with the k-8 turbulence models reproduces Nikuradse's 
resistance data for pipes roughened with tightly-packed, uniform sand-grain roughness. There is 
no clear guideline in the selection of a value for Cs. The roughness height, ks, for the channel bed 
was taken as the mean particle diameter (dso = 0.000725m). The value of ks for the pier, side 
walls and the top of the boundaries were specified as o. 
5.1.2.2 Operating conditions 
The operating pressure set equal to the atmospheric pressure (101325Pa) and the reference 
pressure location was selected such that the operating pressure coincided with the water surface. 
A value of 9.81m2/s was used for the acceleration due to gravity. Default values recommended 
by FLUENT for the properties of water and air were used. The density and viscosity of air were 
given as 1.225kg/m3 and 1.7894x lO-5kg/ms respectively. For water, 998.2kg/m3 and 1.003x10-3 
kg/ms were used respectively. 
5.1.2.3 Models employed 
Fluid flow model 
Automation of the bed adjustment procedure required that a user defined function be written in 
FLUENT to perform the task. The nature of the user-defined function that was adopted was such 
that only transient conditions could be modelled. Therefore, the unsteady time averaged Navier-
Stokes equations and the continuity equation were solved for all the simulations. These equations 
were presented in Section 3.1.1. 
Multiphase models 
In FLUENT, mUltiphase flows are generally categorised into four regimes; namely gas-liquid or 
liquid-liquid flows, gas-solid flows, liquid-solid flows and three phase flows (which is a 
combination of all the three phases). The scour phenomenon that was modelled falls under three 
phase flow; the free surface flow generally falls under gas-liquid flows whereas the sediment 
laden flow falls under liquid-solid flows. There are currently two main numerical approaches for 
solving multiphase flows; the Euler-Lagrange approach and the Euler-Euler approach. The 
Euler-Lagrange approach is a discrete phase approach in which the fluid is treated as a 
continuum and the dispersed phase (particles, bubbles or droplets) is tracked through the flow 
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field. Exchange in momentum, mass and energy between the phases is accounted for. The 
discrete phase model in FLUENT based on this approach is based on the assumption that the 
dispersed phase occupies a low volume fraction. In the Euler-Euler approach, the different 
phases are normally treated as interpenetrating continua. Conservation equations are solved for 
each phase. The volume fraction of each phase in a cell is computed for each step. The sum of 
the volume fractions per cell should be 1. Constitutive relationships obtained from empirical data 
or the kinetic theory (for granular flows) are used to close the conservation equations. 
FLUENT provides four models based on the Euler-Euler approach. These are the Volume of 
Fluid (VOF) model, the Mixture model, the Eulerian model, and the Wet Steam model. The VOF 
model is a technique used to track the interface between fluids of concern. It is applicable two or 
more immiscible fluids. A single set of momentum equations is shared by the fluids but the 
volume fraction of each fluid is tracked in each cell of the domain. It is recommended by Fluent 
(2005) for stratified flows, free-surface flows, filling, sloshing, the motion of large bubbles in 
liquids, etc. The Mixture model is similar to the VOF model but is designed for two or more 
phases which may be either fluid or particulate. It is recommended for particle-laden flows with 
low loading, bubbly flows, sedimentation, and cyclone separators. Here, the momentum equation 
for the mixture is obtained by combining the individual momentum equations for all phases. 
Unlike the VOF model, the Mixture model allows the different phases to move at different 
velocities by utilizing the concept of slip velocities. The Eul rian model is the most complicated 
of the four models and solves momentum and continuity equations for each phase. The equations 
are coupled through the use of pressure and inter-phase exchange coefficients. These are 
dependent on the type of phases involved i.e. whether granular or non-granular flows are being 
modelled. Kinetic theory is applied to obtain the properties for granular flows. The Eulerian 
model is recommended for bubble columns, risers, particle suspension, fluidized beds etc. The 
Wet Steam model is particularly for modelling wet steam flow. It involves the use of the 
compressible Navier-stokes equations and two transport equations for the liquid-phase mass-
fraction and the number of liquid-droplets per unit volume. More information on the models is 
provided in Fluent (2005). 
Free surface modelling 
The free surface in the current model was tracked using the VOF model. As stated previously, a 
single set of momentum equations is solved for all the phases. A continuity equation is solved for 
the volume fraction of one or more of the phases in order to track the interface. For a phase, q, 
the continuity equation is given as: 
(5.9) 
where mqp is the mass transfer from phase q to phase p, mpq is the mass transfer from phase p to 
phase q, Saq is a source term, pq is the density of q, aq is the volume fraction of q in the cell and 
v q is the velocity of q. If there are only two phases, the volume fraction of the other phase is 
determined using the constraint a p + aq = 1, where ap is the volume fraction of p in the cell 
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In each cell that contains different phases, the properties appearing in the transport equations are 
obtained using a weighted average approach using the volume fractions. For example, for a cell 
containing two phases,p and q, the dynamic viscosity is estimated as follows: 
(5.10) 
where ap and ap are the volume fractions of p and q respectively, and Jlp and Jlq are the dynamic 
viscosities of p and q respectively. 
Modelling scour 
Examination of the guidelines for the selection of a multiphase model indicates that the ideal 
model to use in modelling a sediment laden flow like that which occurs at a bridge pier is the 
Eulerian model. The implications, however, suggest that it will be a while before it would be 
practical to use this model. Firstly, additional cells would have to be created to accommodate the 
sand bed. The depth of the bed layer would have to be greater than the depth of the expected 
scour. Selection of this model would mean that different sets of continuity and momentum 
equations would have to be solved for each phase i.e. air, water and sediment. It would thus take 
much longer to solve a particular time step compared to the solution of free surface flow over a 
rigid bed using the VOF model. Using a time step of length O.ls on a computational grid of 
approximately 110,000 cells, it took approximately 45 minutes of real time to simulate lOs of 
free surface flow over a rigid bed. The time taken to achieve equilibrium scour holes in the 
laboratory ranged between 48 to 72 hours (2 to 3 days). This implies that solving just one set of 
momentum and continuity equations for the same duration on a rigid bed would take 
approximately 12960 to 19440 hours (540 to 810 days) in real time. It would thus be impractical 
to use the Eulerian model for scour prediction with the computational capacity that was 
available. 
Turbulence model 
It can be noted from the discussion on the previous experiments that most of the previous models 
that were used to predict flow fields about cylindrical piers used some form of the k-c model for 
turbulence closure. The k-c model has been presented in Section 3.1.1.2. According to Olsen 
(2000), the standard k-c is mostly used because of the universal nature of its constants. 
Salaheldin et al. (2004) found that both the standard and the RNG tended to overestimate the 
area of scour and the near-bed velocities but the results were good enough to suggest that they 
could be used in scour prediction. The most promising model was found to be the RSM. It 
however solves seven transport equations for the Reynolds stresses as compared to two by the k-
c model. Hence, since the computational expenses of the k-c model is less than the RSM, it was 
decided that the k-c model would be used in the initial stages of the research whilst the 
automated bed deformation procedure was being developed. The decision was made to examine 
the scour holes produced by both the k-c model and the RSM if there was time. The RSM has 
also been presented in Section 3.1.1.2. The various types of turbulence closure models have been 
described by Cunninghame (2005) and Fluent (2005). 
The RSM and k-c models are mainly valid in the turbulent region. A suitable procedure must 
thus be used to adequately model the region near the boundary where viscous effects are of 
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importance. There are generally three options offered by both the RSM and the k-s model for 
treatment of the region near the boundary. These are the use of standard wall functions, non-
equilibrium wall functions and by what is known as "enhanced wall treatment". These options 
may be grouped into two categories based on the type of wall modelling approach employed; 
namely the wall function approach and the near-wall model approach. In the wall function 
approach, the need to completely resolve the inner region with a mesh is avoided through the use 
of semi-empirical formulae. These semi-empirical formulae, referred to as wall functions, are 
used to represent the region and account for the influence of the wall on the solution variables of 
the wall-adjacent cells. Turbulence models are thus not modified to account for the effect of the 
wall. Wall functions consist of laws-of-the-wall for mean velocity and temperature, and formulae 
for near-wall turbulent quantities. The wall function approach is ideal for flows with high 
Reynolds numbers since they produce reasonably accurate results and save computational 
resources (owing to the fact that the viscosity affected region is not resolved). In the near wall 
modelling approach, the turbulence models are modified in the viscosity affected inner region 
allowing the entire region to be resolved with the mesh. The near-wall modelling approach is 
recommended for flows with low Reynolds numbers and flows where the assumptions made for 




17777 ////. '/////1 ~//////. ,/////1 ~//// 
Wall function approach Near wall model approach 
Figure 5-3: Wall treatment approaches 
As the names suggest, the standard and non-equilibrium wall functions fall under the wall 
function approach. The main difference between the two options is the set of equations that are 
used to represent the viscosity-affected region. Standard wall functions are based on the 
assumption of constant-shear and local equilibrium. In the non-equilibrium wall functions 
approach, the effects of pressure gradient and departure from equilibrium are partly accounted 
fOf. It is recommended fOf modelling flows with complex features such as separation, 
reattachment, and instances where the mean flow and turbulence are affected by severe pressure 
gradients and rapid changes (Fluent, 2005). 
Enhanced wall treatment is a type of near-wall modelling approach in which the model used is 
dependent on the level of refinement of the mesh. For near-wall meshes that are sufficiently fine 
for the resolution of the linear sub-layer (l ::::::0.1), FLUENT employs a two layer model. The two 
layer model involves the division of the entire domain into two regions; the viscosity affected 
region and a fully turbulent region. The normal transport equations for the k-s models and the 
RSM are solved in fully turbulent region. For the viscosity affected region, however, a one-
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equation model (by Wolf stein, 1969) is employed. The transport equation of k is solved but e is 
specified using an algebraic equation. A different equation is also used to determine fit. The use 
of a fine near-wall mesh has implications on computational costs. Computational costs may be 
excessive when the near-wall mesh is fine everywhere. In such cases it is often desirable to have 
a blend of fine and coarse near-wall meshes. For this scenario, FLUENT is able to combine the 
two layer approach with enhanced wall functions. The enhanced wall functions are applied to the 
intermediate meshes (meshes whose near-wall computational nodes fall into the viscosity 
affected sub layer but are not fine enough to resolve the region) and coarse meshes (meshes with 
the the near-wall computational nodes falling within the log-law layer). The enhanced wall 
functions used in FLUENT are obtained by blending the linear and logarithmic laws-of-the-wall 
into a single wall law that is regarded as valid for the entire region (linear, buffer and turbulent 
regions). This method ensures that solutions on grids with fine and coarse near-wall meshes 
possess the accuracy of the two layer approach for the fine near-wall regions but do not 
compromise significantly on the accuracy of the solution obtained for the relatively coarse near-
wall regions. 
The wall function approach was employed for all the experiments. Since the solutions involved 
turbulent boundaries, there was no need to resolve the linear region. The wall-adjacent cells were 
sized such that computation of the boundary adjacent variables was done in the log-law layer. 
Cunninghame (2003) studied the effect of the near-wall c ll sizes and the different approaches 
on the estimation of the shear stress profile for flow in an infinitely wide channel. The k-s model 
was employed. The enhanced wall treatment and standard wall functions were examined. The 
results indicate that, for flows in infinitely wide channels, the standard wall functions can 
produce satisfactory results. The results also showed that the shear stress profile was affected by 
the level of refinement of the near-bed cells. An important outcome of the study was the fact that 
even though the depth profile generated was generally satisfactory, the value of the shear stress 
estimated at the bed level was only fair. Unfortunately, the Movability Number approach is 
dependent on the variables at the bed. It was therefore anticipated that there would be some error 
in the estimation of scour. 
5.1.2.4 Discretization schemes 
The Finite Volume Method has already been introduced in Section 3.1.2. Various schemes are 
available in FLUENT for obtaining the discretized versions of the governing equations. The 
different schemes are described by FLUENT. Some are also described by Versteeg & 
Malalasekera (1995). The options available for the models that were employed were the FIRST 
ORDER UPWIND, the SECOND ORDER UPWIND, the POWER LAW, the QUICK (quadratic 
upstream interpolation for convective kinetics), the THIRD ORDER MUSCL (Monotone 
Upstream-Centered Schemes for Conservation Laws) and the MODIFIED HRIC (High 
Resolution Interface Capturing). 
The FIRST ORDER UPWIND scheme assumes that the cell-centre value holds for the entire 
cell. The value at the face of each cell is set equal to the centre value of the upstream cell. The 
SECOND ORDER UPWIND scheme is more accurate than the FIRST ORDER UPWIND 
scheme. Interpolation ofthe face values ofthe cells is obtained from a Taylor series expansion of 
the cell-centre values. The POWER LAW scheme interpolates the value at the face of a cell 
through the exact solution of a one-dimensional convection-diffusion equation. The QUICK 
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scheme utilizes a three-point upstream-weighted quadratic interpolation for the estimation of the 
cell face values. It is particularly more accurate on a structured grid aligned in the direction of 
flow. Under such conditions, it is regarded as a third order scheme. The THIRD ORDER 
MUSCL scheme is obtained by blending the SECOND ORDER UPWIND scheme and the 
CENTRAL DIFFERENCING scheme (which interpolates the value at a face using the cell 
centre values of the cells that share the face). The MODIFIED HRIC option was only available 
for the VOF model and is particularly meant for interface tracking. It is a scheme which uses a 
non-linear blend of upwind and downwind differencing for face value determination. The 
QUICK scheme was employed for all the models as it was it believed that it would yield more 
accurate results, particularly for the grid being used. 
5.1.2.5 Pressure-velocity coupling 
The pressure and velocity fields are generally unknown prior to the solution of a particular flow 
field. For incompressible fluids, inspection of the RANS equations reveals that they all contain 
each of the flow variables (velocity and pressure components). The continuity equation, on the 
other hand, contains only the velocity components. A way of solving the equations (momentum 
and continuity) is to discretize the equations in such a way that they can be solved together. 
According to Shaw (1992), some Finite Element codes have been developed this way but the 
approach results in large matrices which require a large amount of computational effort to 
produce a solution. The other approach is dependent on the fact that most of the terms in the 
RANS equations are functions of the velocity components and so makes the RANS equations 
desirable for use in the determination of the velocity field. The solution of RANS equations 
alone however requires that the pressure field be known. Unfortunately, it is not known and it is 
a normal procedure to determine it as part of the solution. The key to the solution of the 
equations lies in the fact the correct solution to the momentum equations must satisfy the 
continuity equation. In other words, if the correct pressure field is applied to the momentum 
equations the velocity field that is determined has to satisfy the continuity equation. Iterative 
procedures are normally used to obtain a solution. Generally, the velocity and press,ure fields are 
guessed initially and the discr tized momentum equations are solved to obtain a new velocity 
field. A pressure correction equation derived from the continuity equation is then used to 
estimate a pressure correction field which is in tum used to update the pressure and velocity 
fields. The updated fields are then used as the initial values for the next iteration. The iterations 
are continued until a converged solution is obtained, at which point the correct pressure and 
velocity fields are deemed to have been determined (Shaw, 1992; Versteeg & Malalasekera, 
1995). 
Various schemes have been developed for the coupling of pressure and velocity. Differences in 
the schemes arise from the nature of the pressure correction equations, the stages at which 
pressure correction is computed and the number of times the pressure and velocity fields are 
corrected in a single iteration. The schemes offered by FLUENT for iterative time advancements 
include SIMPLE (Semi-Implicit Method for Pressure-Linked Equations), SIMPLEC (SIMPLE-
Consistent) and PISO (Pressure Implicit with Splitting of Operators). The PISO scheme is 
recommended by FLUENT for all transient flow computations and was employed for all the 
simulations. Jang et al. (1986) illustrated the computational efficiency and robust convergence 
behaviour of the PISO algorithm for problems in which the momentum equations were not 
coupled to scalar variables (Versteeg & Malalasekera, 1995; Fluent, 2005). 
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5.1.2.6 Pressure interpolation 
FLUENT's default scheme for pressure estimation at the cell faces performs pressure 
interpolation using the momentum equation coefficients. The scheme cannot be used in cases 
where the pressure profile has large gradients at the cell faces as it results in over- or under-
estimation of cell velocities. Problems are faced when the default scheme is used for flows with 
large body forces, such as strong swirling flows. Alternative schemes provided by FLUENT in 
such cases are the LINEAR scheme, the SECOND-ORDER scheme, the BODY-FORCE-
WEIGHTED scheme and PRESTO (Pressure Staggering Option). The different schemes are 
described by Fluent (2005) as follows: 
LINEAR scheme - the face pressure values are determined as the mean of the pressure values in 
the neighbouring cells. 
SECOND-ORDER scheme - the face pressure is reconstructed using the same approach 
employed in the SECOND-ORDER UPWIND scheme i.e. the face pressure values are estimated 
through a Taylor series expansion. This scheme is better than the LINEAR scheme but cannot be 
used for flows with discontinuous pressure gradients (e.g. free surface flows modelled with the 
VOFmodel). 
BODY -FORCE-WEIGHTED scheme- the face pressure is computed by assuming that the 
normal gradient of the difference between the pressure and body forces is constant. The scheme 
works well for buoyancy and axisymmetric swirl calculations. 
PRESTO- it is sometimes necessary to employ a staggered grid when estimating the pressure 
field. This is because problems are sometimes encountered when an attempt is made to use a 
regular grid to estimate some pressure distributions (highly non-uniform pressure distributions in 
particular). Issues pertaining to staggered grids and their use are discussed by Versteeg & 
Malalasekera (1995). The PRESTO scheme uses the discrete continuity balance for a staggered 
control volume about the cell face to compute the face pressure. The scheme is available for all 
meshes. 
Pressure interpolation in the simulations was performed using the PRESTO option. 
5.1.2.7 Under-relaxation 
Due to the nonlinear nature of the governing equations that are solved, it is usually necessary to 
control the change in the values of the variables. Control of the change in variables during the 
solution process is achieved through the use of 'under-relaxation factors'. The computed changes 
are reduced by multiplying them by the factors. For example, the new value of a variable rjJ is 
computed as follows: 
(5.11) 
Where rjJold is the old value of rjJ, a is the under-relaxation factor and /1rjJ is the computed 
change in rjJ. 
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The default under-relaxation factors specified in FLUENT were used for most of the simulations 
as they produced stable solutions. For some simulations, however, solution behaviour was 
unstable and the under-relaxation factors for pressure, momentum, k, and 8 had to be reduced to 
values between 0.2 and 0.5 as recommended by Fluent (2005). 
5.1.2.8 Solution initialization and convergence criteria 
Initialization of the flow variables is a part of the solution process that needs to be done with 
prudence. The initial flow field that is guessed affects the rate at which a solution is attained or 
convergence is reached. Convergence is achieved much faster when the initial flow variables are 
close to the actual solution. Initialization of the flow variables for each simulation was performed 
taking the expected mean flow depth and velocity into account. Since flow was predominantly in 
one direction (x-direction), the initial flow velocity in each cell was given a value slightly less 
than the mean flow velocity and specified to be in the x-direction. The lower value was to ensure 
that the velocities in the near-bed cells would also converge faster. The volume fraction of water 
in each cell was also specified. The volume fractions of water in the cells below the expected 
water surface level were set equal to 1 and the values in those above were set equal to zero, 
representing the water in the channel and the air layer on top. 
The flux imbalance of a variable summed over all the cells in a domain and scaled by the flow 
rate through the domain is referred to as a scaled residual. The convergence criteria were based 
upon the scaled residuals for each variable. Convergence was assumed to be achieved once the 
scaled residual for each variable was less than 10-3• 
5.1.3 Bed deformation model 
For each simulation, it was assumed that bed deformation occurred in stages and flow conditions 
at each stage were steady. The unsteady RANS equations were solved iteratively at each stage 
until equilibrium conditions were attained (i.e. flow conditions were constant). Once equilibrium 
was attained, scour potentials at the bed were computed and the bed was deformed accordingly. 
The process was repeated until an equilibrium scour hole developed (i.e. the scour potential at 
each point on the bed was less than or equal to zero for successive stages. 
Automation of the bed deformation process required that a User-defined function (UDF) be 
written to access the flow variables, compute the movability numbers, and to adjust the grid. 
UDFs in FLUENT are written in the C programming language and are use to enhance its 
standard features. Besides the normal C syntax, FLUENT provides additional macros to facilitate 
the programming and use ofCFD objects as defined in FLUENT. Knowledge of these macros is 
necessary for accessing and manipulating the flow variables and the grid. The UDFs are written 
in text files and saved with the extension .c. The FLUENT 6.2 UDF manual provides the 
necessary information on the use ofUDFs in FLUENT. 
The dynamic mesh model in FLUENT was employed for the automated grid deformation 
procedure. This model is used in simulations where the shape of the domain changes with time 
due to motion on the boundaries. The motion on the boundaries mayor may not depend on the 
solution at a particular time step. The domain is divided into moving and non-moving regions 
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and the description of the motion is specified on either face or cell zones of the moving regions. 
There are generally four 'DEFINE' macros that can be used in FLUENT to control the behaviour 
of a dynamic mesh. These are DEFINE_CG_MOTION, DEFINE_GEOM, 
DEFINE_GRID_MOTION, and DEFINE_SDOF_PROPERTIES. The DEFINE_CG_MOTION 
is for centre of gravity motion. The user provides FLUENT with the linear and angular velocities 
at each time step and FLUENT updates the node positions on the dynamic zone using the 
velocities. The node position update is based on solid-body motion. The DEFINE_ GEOM macro 
is used to specify the geometry of a deforming zone. FLUENT by default facilitates the 
definition of node motion along a planar or cylindrical surface. Node positions are updated by 
apply a solid-body motion equation and so relative motion between the nodes is not possible. 
The DEFINE_GRID_MOTION is used in situations where relative motion between nodes is 
required. The position of each node is updated independently. The last macro, the 
DEFINE_SDOF _PROPERTIES is used to specify custom properties of moving objects for the 
six-degrees of freedom (SDOF) solver. The SDOF solver computes the linear and angular 
velocities from the force balance on a solid body. The computed velocities are then used to 
update node positions. 
Accurate simulation of the scouring process required that relative motion occurred between the 
nodes. It was necessary that the movement of each node occurred independent of the other 
nodes. The sediment angle of repose was the only thing that imposed a constraint on the relative 
movement of the nodes. The appropriate macro for the task at hand was therefore the 
DEFINE_GRID_MOTION macro. The macro has five arguments; the name of the UDF, a . 
pointer to the domain, d, a pointer to the structure that store the dynamic mesh attributes, dt, the 
current time, time, and the time step, dtime. The variables d, dt, time and dtime are passed by 
FLUENT to the UDF. Thus, the UDF had to be developed about these variables i.e. access to the 
cells, faces, nodes and their variables were through the variables. 
As explained in Section 5.1.1 each domain that was used in the simulations had to be divided 
into a deforming zone and a non-deforming region. The deforming region was kept close to the 
region where scour was expected. The aim was to enable cell loops, estimation of Movability 
numbers and bed adjustments to be performed only in the necessary regions. This would avoid 
any problems with memory allocation and reduce the time taken by the UDF to perform the bed 
modification. 
The nodes were moved in the vertical direction to reflect scour. The extent of movement was 
dependent on the scour potential at the node. The definition of scour potential employed by 
McGahey (2001) & Cunninghame (2005) was used. According to the definition, the scour 
potential, , is given by: 
Q = Mn -If/Mnc 
(5.12) 
where Mn is the movability number at a point on the bed, Mnc is the critical movability number 
on a flat bed and If/ is the slope correction factor. According to this criterion, a positive value of 
Q indicates the extent to which scour is likely to occur. 
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Deposition was not modelled as it would require particle tracking of some sort and hence 
increased computational demands. It was believed that this would not significantly affect scour 
estimates since deposition occurred mainly downstream of the pier and did not considerably 
affect the flow distribution upstream. 
Two relationships were examined for the movement of bed nodes. The first one approximated 
bed movement using a linear relationship between the scour potential (and hence the movability 
number) and the depth of scour. The vertical movement, ~y, was estimated as: 
(5.13) 
where Cscour is a translation factor. Its value was estimated based on the value of O. For each 
bed modification stage, Cscour was determined so that the maximum displacement at any node 
was less than or equal to a user-specified value, ~y max • The purpose of ~y max was to restrict node 
movement in order to avoid the risk of distorting the true shape of the scour hole as it progressed. 
The UDF required that the user specified a scour potential limit, 0limit. At each bed deformation 
stage, the largest scour potential on the bed, Olargest' was determined and if 0largest ~OUmil' Cscour 
was estimated as follows: 
~Ymax 
Cscour = 0 
largest 
(5.14) 
The estimated value of Cscour would then be used to estimate the bed deformations at all the 
nodes. In this way there would be relative movement between the nodes with the maximum 
displacement occurring at the location with the largest scour potential. In instances where 
0largest < 0Umit' ~Y max was multiplied by the factor 0largest /OUmit to obtained a new maximum 
displacement, ~Ymaxl' Equation 5.14 was then employed to estimate Cscour but this time ~Ymax 
was replaced with ~Ymaxl' The idea was to mimic the scouring process and gradually reduce the 
maximum displacement (bed movement) as the scour potential values approached zero (i.e. 
~Ymax ~ 0 as 0largesl ~ 0). 
The second relationship for bed movement was based on Equation 2.54 which relates the 
Movability Number to the intensity of motion. It was assumed that the intensity of motion, I, was 
directly proportional to the depth of scour and the following relationship was obtained: 
(5.15) 
where Cscour is the constant of proportionality. The assumption was made because the number of 
particles being transported from an area is proportional to the scour volume and so if the area 
remains constant, the number of particles transported within a given period has to be 
proportional to the scour depth that results within that period. Substituting Equation 5.15 into 
Equation 2.54 yielded: 
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Mn = If/[ 0.2405 + 0.0066 In ( Cscour!1y) + 0.204 ~J 
(5.16) 
where Mn is the Movability number, d is the particle size and h is the depth of flow. Making !1y 
the subject gave the following relationship for node displacement: 
1 [Mn d ] -- --0.204--0.2405 -InC 
0.0066 h scour 
!1y =e If/ 
(5.17) 
Again, Qlargest and QUmit were determined at each stage. When Qlargest ";i:!QUmit' Cscour was 
estimated as follows: 
1 [Mn/arge.sl d ] ( ) -- ----0.204--0.2405 -In .6.Ymax 
C - 0.0066 If//argesl h 
scour - e 
(5.18) 
Where Mnlargest and If/ largest are the Movability Number and slope correction factor corresponding 
to the node at which the largest scour potential exists. When Qlargest < QUmit' Cscour was estimated 
from Equation 5.18 by replacing !1ymax with !1Ymaxl = Qlargest!Qumit x!1 Y max . 
5.1.4 Slope correction 
Estimation of the slope correction factor, If/, requires that the longitudinal and transverse slopes 
of the bed with respect to the direction of flow be determined. For each bed-adjacent cell, the 
horizontal components of the velocity vector, v x and v z' were first determined to get the 
direction of flow. It was then assumed that the four nodes on the bed face lay on a planar surface 
and the equation of the plane was determined by computing the area normal vector, an, and the 
face centroid, cf • 
~ ______ .. o 
z 
s 
Figure 5-4: Vectors on a horizontal plane and a bed face 
If e = 0 -r and f = q -s are the diagonal vectors of the face (see Figure 5-4), then an was 
computed as follows: 
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The face centroid was also estimated as follows: 
1 
cf =-(p+o+r+s) 4 
The equation of the plane was then determined as: 




where x, y, z are points on the plane, a = anx , b = any' c = anz , and d = -( anxcfx + anyCfy + anzcfz ). 
Once the equation of the plane was determined, a vector on the plane in the direction of the flow 
was obtained using v x and v z i.e. if the starting point of a horizontal vector, W = v) + v zk, is 




Figure 5-5: Longitudinal slope determination 
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The longitudinal and transverse slopes, f3 and r , were then determined from q as follows: 
Longitudinal slope: 





r = arctan(/' J e+e x y 
(5.26b) 
5.1.5 Accounting for angle of repose 
In theory, when the bed slope becomes greater than the angle of repose, (A, the particles begin to 
slide. The sliding continues until the bed slope eventually returns to the angle of repose. To take 
this phenomenon into account, it was assumed that the sliding particles also contributed to the 
scour volume. It is believed that this was a fair assumption since for a bed slope to become steep, 
the rate of scour at the bottom had to be larger than the rate of scour at the top. In such a case, it 
would be safe to assume that the particles sliding towards the bottom would be transported away. 
Once the bed had been deformed using the scour potentials, the maximum angle each cell face 
made with the horizontal plane, ¢max' was checked. If it was greater than ¢r' the nodes were 
adjusted vertically so that the ¢max was equal to ¢r' This ensured that the relative angle between 
any two nodes on the same face was less than or equal to the angle of repose. The node with the 
lowest vertical coordinate was always used as a reference point for the adjustment. The 
maximum face angle was determined from an and the unit vector in the vertical direction, ey as 
follows: 
(5.27) 
To adjust the nodes when ¢max > ¢r' ¢max was set equal to ¢r and the vertical coordinate of an 
was estimated using: 
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The nodes on the face were adjusted so that they lay on the plane which passed through the 
lowest point and had an as the normal. 
anx ........................................ u.::.::·::::t 
..... 
••••• u ••••••••• :+-
~ __ -Hh···J::.···:::::..:::.·.·_.::;;:\,\...~teep face 
old normal \ 
adjusted face 
Figure 5-6: Adjustment of bed slope to reflect sliding 
5.1.6 Adapting the mesh 
Attempts were made to use the adaptive mesh capabilities of FLUENT to modify the mesh 
within the domain as the solution progressed. It soon became apparent that the user had little 
control over the manner in which the mesh was modified. An additional UDF was therefore 
written to modify the mesh. This ensured that the mesh was updated in a desirable way and that 
cell heights were appropriate for the next stage. The structured nature of the mesh in the vertical 
direction was taken into consideration when developing the UDF. Only the locations of the 
nodes were stored for each mesh update stage. It was not necessary to store information on the 
node connectivity as they were implicitly known in the vertical direction. 
Two arrays were used to store the node coordinates and the pointers to the nodes. Two additional 
arrays were also created to store the coordinates and pointers of nodes with the same horizontal 
coordinates. These additio al arrays were used for manipulating the grid. Problems with memory 
allocation were encountered when the number of nodes within the deforming region was greater 
than roughly 115,000. The number of nodes used in the deforming region for each simulation 
was thus restricted to a quantity smaller than this figure. 
The mesh update UDF was called at each stage after the bed had been modified to reflect scour. 
Nodes below half the mean flow depth with the same horizontal coordinates were determined 
and their positions are set according to the following relationship (Gambit, 2004): 
....£..(Xu -0.5) 
r = e N - 1 
(5.33) 
where r is the ratio between two successive node intervals, L is the distance from the bed to half 
the mean flow depth, N is the number of nodes and Xu is a user-specified constant. Half the mean 
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flow depth was chosen as a reference level because it was expected that flow at the point would 
be less affected by the bed and free surface, and so the mesh could be relatively coarser in this 
region. L was estimated as the difference between the vertical coordinates of the highest and 
lowest nodes. The locations of the vertical coordinates of the other nodes (intermediate nodes) 
were specified using a geometric progression i.e. if an represents the nth interval then an was 
estimated as follows: 
a = arnot 
n 
(5.34) 
The factor a was obtained using the definition of a geometric series, which may be written in the 
form: 
N-2 
(1- r) Lark = a - arN - t 
k=O 
N-2 




1 N-t -r 
(5.35) 
(5.36) 
The choice of an appropriate value of Xu ensures that the cells closest to the bed are least affected 
by the bed deformation. The value of Xu selected needs to be less than 0.5 to ensure that cell sizes 
progressively increase from the bed towards the mean flow depth. The smaller the value of Xu, 
the smaller the size of the cells close to the bed and the smaller the effect of bed deformation on 
bed adjacent cells. The value of Xu should be such that bed adjacent cell heights are consistent 
with the wall treatment approach being used. 
Figure 5-7: Illustration of mesh adaptation 
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The numerical models and methodologies employed in the research have been presented in this 
chapter. It began with a description of the grids used and how they were generated. It then went 
on to describe the boundary conditions and the models that were used in FLUENT 6.2. The user-
defined function for bed deformation was explained and the chapter concluded with an 
elaboration on the mesh modification routine. Based on the procedures described herein, 
numerical simulations of the physical experiments presented in Chapter 4 were performed. The 
results of these simulations are presented in the following chapter. 
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Results and discussions 
6-1 
The numerical simulations performed were of the physical experiments presented in Chapter 4. 
Different grids were generated for the simulations and their abilities to predict the expected flow 
fields were assessed. Based on the assessments, an appropriate grid type was selected for the 
scour hole evolution simulations. The performances of both the standard k-e model and the 
Reynold Stress Model in predicting the flow field and the bed Movability Numbers were also 
examined. Simulations were then performed using the chosen grid type and the standard k-e 
model. Results from the assessments and the simulations are presented here. The nature of the 
predicted scour holes and the general trends in their evolution were very similar for all the 
simulations. Hence, even though all the predicted scour depths are stated, presentation of the 
results concentrates mainly on those from one simulation (i.e. simulation of "Experiment 1") for 
brevity. 
6.1 Prediction of flow field 
6.1.1 Grids 
Three different meshes (coarse, intermediate and fine) were examined to determine the influence 
the size of the grid had on the predicted flow field nd hence Movability Numbers. The grids 
used are shown in Figure 6-1. The grids consisted of approximately 127,000, 176,000 and 
286,000 cells respectively. 
Coarse mesh 
Intermediate mesh 
Figure 6-1a: Plan view of assessed meshes - near-pier region 











Figurt' b-I b: Piau vjew of as>c>scd meshc> - near-pier rq:ion 
6 . 1.2 Free surface 
Numerical simula1ions of Expcrimcn1 1 were pcrfomlcc..l for the examination 01 now ficlc..l 
prediction on thc c..Iiiferent grids. 'Ille flow had a mcan flow vdoci1y of O,l %m/s and a mean 
flo\\ dep1h of O.095m. 1 ransient simulations wcrc run using thc standard k-e modd for closurc. 







Figurc b-2a: f)epth contours of free ,urrace 
{/Slltx rhe .llcwuhili(\' ,\ umber IV m"dd 1",,,,1 dear-wUler scour ;'1 river< 











Figu Fe 6-211: f)epth "untours uf free '" rface 
R} and large, the surface contours gClK'ratcd h)' all the grids were ,irllliar The proilies appeared 
to b.> realisti~ and were in agreement with descriptions in literature (Rauukivi, I9<JR; 'v1ehllle & 
C()l~man, 2()()() el~) . The water level lIlcrea>ed at the front of pier du.c 10 an increase in pressure 
and droppeJ along the siJ"" of IlK' pier where the \ciocity had increased due 10 flo", 
acce le ration. All grids displayed this [rend with the finer grid displaying the greatest relath'c 
change in ",ater level between the front and the sicl~s "I' the pi~r rhe ~h,mge in waler level wa.s 
also nf)li~~d il] Ihe laboratory. This is shown in Figure 6-3. 
Figur{' 6-3: Vari,lIion fIf water ,u r"ace around pier 
(/,,"~ (he Mo,'aNlily Number to model 1,,,·,,1 dmr-.wu[', ," ' ()~r in ri'w> 











It was ai<;() nOliceu. hOlh in the numeriC<ll ~il1lLlblion, <lnd [he experiments. thaI the "'<Iter surface 
Inc! was onl} aprrn~imalcl:-' parallel to lh~ channel bed which "<IS llaL It in fad sloped yeT} 
mildl} from the upstream end towards the downstream end. Th<e slope was however slighl 
enough 10 permit the assumption orunironn flow, 
6.1.3 Velocity field on flat bed 
\lcasurcmcnts orlhe ,docil}' field were not taken in the laborator} and w the pr~dided Ilow 
fields had to be comrared (0 observed fields in literature. The predicted ,dnc;!} fields at the 
upslream symmelry plane and 011 the bed for the simulations carried out in the section above are 
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Figur~ 6-4: Veln"';ty Hctor field, in front nfpicr (alnng ')'mmdl)' f1Jan~) ami fin bet! 
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The logarithmic profile of the approach velocity is evident in each case. All the models predicted 
what seemed to be the development of a single vortex in front of and at the base of the pier. The 
pier Reynolds number for this flow was computed to be 19,600. This value was much lower than 
that for the flow Dargahi (1990) used to describe the system of horseshoe vortices in front of the 
pier (Red = 39,000) and so it may be concluded that the flow was not strong enough for all the 
described vortices to develop. Vortex formations similar to those described by Dargahi (1990) 
have been reported by Unger and Hager (2005b). However, their experiments also had pier 
Reynolds numbers between 120,000 and 200,000. Muzzami et al. (2004), found that the shape of 
the primary horseshoe vortex was dependent on the value of Red. For flows with Red ::::;5000, the 
horseshoe vortex was found to be circular in shape. The shape, however, became more and more 
elliptical with increasing Red. Also the vertical dimension of the vortex was found to be 
governed by parameters related to the upstream velocity. The size of the vortex increased with 
the development of the scour hole. As can be seen, the predicted vortices were all elliptical in 
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Figure 6-6: Downflow velocity distribution in front of pier 












All 11K" grids indicat~ a general dO\~nward now in front ofll'\<; pi~r. Again, il is mOre ~vi<.knt in 
the finc grid a, it is more rdined ncar the pier. rhis slIggc>ts that the fine grid would be able t() 
pr(l\'ide ~ better lICC0unt of the effect of the downllow on the scouring process. ,\n cxaminmioll 
of th~ fine b,,-i d indicates th!!t the maximum ,docity of the downflow IS approximately O. 92m/ s. 
which is 46% of the mean approach vdll\:it}'. Brcu>crs & Rmldkivi (I (}\")\) and RllUdkh'; (1998) 
,[ale that the maximum wlocity of the d(l\\'nf1,,\\ is appro~im"-tdy 40'% of th~ mean approach 
velocity inlhc ab,ence ()f ..com. Ahmc<1 & Rajaratmml (199H) ohs~r\'cd from a very limiku 
numocr of data points Ihm the ratio of the maxilllLuli downllow ,clocity to the mean approach 
velocily was approxinultcly 38,}. ami occurred at ubout 35% ofth~ mC!1I1 Ilow <1epth, l' igurc 6-6 
in<1icalcs thallhe ma~imum "docit}' occurre<1 al approximutcly 24'/" of the mean Ilow depth, 
l\one of th~ grids predktcd th~ bow wa\'e which hlls been noted und described by nUIn)' 
cxPt'riment ... 1 rese"fcher'. 11 "liS inleresting to nole th ... t none of paf't'rs consulted on the 
llLulicrieal modelling of scour at picrs rcported the pr~<1iclion ofa bow "me ... l lh~ \\aler surfacc. 
Another flo\\ fcature that most of the lllulicrical models have no( been able to predicl is thc 
\'ortcx street behind the pier (e.g, Olsen & Kjdlesvig, 1998: Yen e/ ai., 2001: ,\li & Karim. 
2002: Amli(age & McGlIhe),. 2003: Cunningham~, 2005). This could be due (0 the fact that the 
cdl si/cs oflhe grids used h ... ,,, nol be~n at a small eJl0ugh scale to caplure th~st' katures. 
A look a( thc vclocily veClors (:r-" plane) close (0 the bed (v - k,l indicales I1ml all th~ gri<1s 
prcdict flow scparation a( approximately --10mm (OAhpl up>tream of the pieL 1hi, now 
separlltion is dlte to the ren . .,.>ed nO\\ at thc base of thc pieL 'J his pallem was also noted in 
results presented b" OJsen & "vlclaecn (1993), Yen ct al. (2001), ,\li & Karim (2002) and 
Cunninghame (2005). Streamlines pl'esented by Raudkivi & Sut!\('rland (1982) for flow ut a 
<1islance of 2mm Jrom ... flal bed with a mean veillCily of 0.25m/s aboul a cylindriclll pier of 
<1iameter 50.Rmm display Ihe sam~ paltern. Also, ailihe gridspredict~d th~ tlow st'paration al the 
,ides Oflhc pier. l"llCY al-;o predicled \ortices in the lee of th~ pier. Th~se vorlices are shown in 
J-igurc 6-7, 'J he coarse and intermcdiate grids only predicted one \ortex dose to thc bed behind 
the pieL The fine grid predict d two vortices behind (he pier: one close lO surface and the other 
near th~ bed. A highl)' lurbulent zone was seen in the lliboratof}'. It is most probable IhOit th~ 
nalure onhe pre<1icted \'ortices i, aJTecte<1 b} the symmdry condition which assumes a /no flux 
of 110" ljuantilies al the boundary an<1 so acls lik~ a wall, If the enlire <1omaln h"d kcn 
Illodelled, imeraction betwecn thc vortices would havc re,"\(cd in dilTeren( il .. ", patterns in the 
region behind the pi~r 
~ - ~_ ---to - ~-
'f'''---.- ~ ,,- .... --
-" ~,, ~. ...~-





Figure 6-7a: no~ pattern in the Jel' of the pil'r 
U,ing the A/(wubii1ly ,VuIIJW"I() m()dell,~,al clear_waler .,cow' ill r;,'ers 












Figure 6-7h: FI"", pallern in the let "r the pitr 
laboratoF) 
It is appment from previous research and tlx' predietl'd results alxl\-e that it would be dit'fieult to 
obwin a grid independent solution to the three dimensional fhw around a circular pier. The 
compuWtion,.] demands required to fully resolve all the observed flow felltures, iocluding th~ 
vorte~ sired, the how "ave et~. is ~x<:essive. D~pending on th~ conditions of flow, some of the 
featurc~ may play an important part in til<: s<:ouring proc~ss e.g_ lor now~ with ~mal1 mean 
depth~. thc howwa\-c Illa} imeract \vLth the hor~e~h<1C \ortex at th~ hase ortlle pier and alTectthc 
devdopmcm of the sCour hoic'_ Consideration mu~t thereforc lx' given to the pertinent flow 
features when generating the grid and analysing the solution. I he downflow and the horseshoe 
\orle~ at the mN' or the pier playa \'ery important mk in the scouring pro<:~ss. All the grid~ 
predicted these feature'~ anu it wa' Ix'liewd that thcy could he' U'leU for the simulations. 
However. consideration also had to be givcn to fact that the bed dcfortnation models would \\ork 
better with cells of smaller sizes. Ihis. together with Ilk' fact thai the fine mesh picked up more 
infornllltion in the lee of the pier, made it a beller option for the seoUl' simulations. 
6.2 Scour prediction by different turbulence models 
It has already been explained in Se~tion 5.1.2.3 thai the wall fun~t ion lIpproa<:h was used filr the 
modelling_ The standanl k-f: model and the RSM wt:'" c~aminc'd using hoth stanuard ami non-
equilihriurn wall fuocl ions_ The flow moue'lied had a mcan llow d.-'pth of O.O~5m and a mean 
approach veloeilj ofO.2mis (Experime'tll 2). 
6.2.1 Flow fildds and muvability numbers 
Figure 6-8 sho\,s the velocity vcctor fields ohtained fol' Ihe KSI'>! and standmd k-f:models with 
hoth standard and non-~quilibl'iwn wall functions. 
UJi"g 'he Mow,bili,y N~mber (0 mOilelloc-al d em'-wille' J C<1W in riv" " 
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k-c - nOIl-equll ibri,,,n "'oli functiolls 
Figul"C 6-8a: Vclodty fields pn-diclcd by diffcn-ut lurbukun models iu front of pic I" 




































L pSfr<am face 
ofpi<,aloo£ 
'}mrn~lr; rla,,~ 
I'ig;urc 6-lIb: Velocity fidtls pretliclt'd hJ .mrt'rt'nilurhult'nc{' ",,,dds in frunl "f pier 
The difference between the standard arl<l n()n-~ql1ilibril1In \\all rlLnCli()n~ b slightl} evident in 
ea<:h ~a>e, The nOIl-equiJihriuJll wall [unctions seem In produce stronger vortices dlim the 
stillldilrd Wiill functions. The I{SM model with non-equilibrium wall [unctions appears to 
produce il stronger vortex and so appc~J's to be a good candidate for use in scour prediction. 
(J111;)r!U11illelj. a i(Mlk :J( the M(,,-abilily Numl">ers predicted by the model (see Figure 6-9) 
indicate ~c()uring in regions where scour "iiIS not obscf';ed in the j~b"'~tnry. 
L \mg Ihe t!omhilil,' .\'um~er /() model heal de,"~"'ater scour In riFcn 











k-£ - darld..-d wall f "".olioo, 
t_ & _ rMm-cquilihtium "..,, 11 functio ns 
Figure 6-9a: \Io""bilit) Numbers predicted hy k-t: mfldd 
"ithin the \ ieinilJ (If the pier 
(;"''''R the ft/ul'nbilily Nomber 10 model I<xul elenr-warer ,call' 1'1 mw" 












Fh::urc 6-'lh: .\1 "'·uhili~· l\Iumbc'." prediftl'oJ h~ RSM 
"i!hin Ihf l·jcin; l) of Ihe p;"r 
(.',m)llm- .1/(,mNlli,· \ ""' .... ". 10 1»(10(/,11.,.',11 d"~""i>I'" .... ~'" m ,.",,",, 












As can be secn in Fil,.'lIrc 6-9 all the models predict an increa,e in Mn near the side wall s <lI'the 
ehannd. F"", th ou~h there WllS a genera l illCrcase in the Mil. the standard wall fl1llctions gave 
\'alucs that impl ied that th~re WllS nO scour ncar the side walls. fhe non-cquilibrium wall 
[unctions on the othcr hand predin~d Sl'CllLrinl' tlCllr th~ sid~ walls. lhis was not obSl:r>.cd in the 
physical cxperiment and ~o the lLSC nI' I'lmdions s~tl,itised to pressllre gradients (no ll-equiliblium 
[unctions) did not app~,u to be reasonahle with in lh is !"gion. I[ow~\"er. non-equilibrium 
conditions exist within the picr vicini ty and the flow i~ inlllLetlCed to a large ~xtenl hy pressurc 
~adiems. The appropriate method to usc close to the picr "ould thercfore he to Cfllplo\ nOn-
~qui l ihrium fllndions. Thc d"cision was made to try both the ~tandard and non-cquilibrium 
functions hy rcstric!ing hed deformations to the rcgionjust close to the pier. Unfol1unatdy_ the 
solution obtaincd for Experimcll1 [ predic led s~ollTin~ from the side wall to regions clos~ to the 
pier mld made it impossible to dcfine a rc,trided Mea "ithm " 'hieh deformation would he 
allow~d (s~e Fi~' lre 6-IO)./ln alternative solution would he to increasc th~ width ofth~ side 
channel to redll~~ lhe inllllcnce ofthc converging Ilow due to tl}!.; constriction, '['his approach 








Fil!U rr 6-1 U: '\Io~' ahili t~ 1\ u m her.< predicted by R!-o.'l \I ith enhan~cd 
wall functi un ~ fur r: ... pcrimcnt J 
Il was also noted thal ),1oyability Numb~rs at tl}!.; first point of 110w separation upstream of thc 
picr were rdati,dy hlgh. The Mn Vlllucs wer~ quite close to the critical value implying thm 
scouring would have oc~llTTed in this region had lhe now been lilly strotlger. S<:ouring was nO[ 
observed at thi s location in the physical modeL Itl general, the ~tandard k-r. model predid~d 
slightly I m'g~T InoVllbility numbers at the picr than thc RSM. Salaheldin el ai, (2003) lound that 
the k-r. models m'erestimated the velocity field n"ar the bed whereas the RS\1 gave satisfactory 
resullS. 
V,lm!!! the I/ombiiit) ,,'-umher 10 mod~II()('uI dcal'_Waier ,'('our m river.> 











63 Modelling Sl'Ollr hole evolution 
6.3.1 Mesh lulartatiun 
The mesh adaptatiol1 fUllction that was wril1 ~n was arrli~d to a 1m' cube Wilh a coar,c mesh to 
examine i r it did inde~j "orkood in t h~ manner intended, Re<,ults for the di flcrent ralios (0. L 0.3 
and OA5) lhat \\ ere Irieu arc sho"n in Figure 6-1 1. ]'h~ int~rior nod~s ha\"~ not be~n shown as 
lh~ me~h "mIlu ht: Jilli~lLlllo make OUI. 
Cells d ose to bed hoy. the 
,;malle", );e ights 10' r 0.1 
Cells clo," [0 bed ho\ e 
la,ge" I>cighl, "ith ' ~ 0.45 
· 11 ·1 1 
" 
Cell> do;,c \0 bed are hi~h"r rl)l' 
r - O,)I""n, - O,1 
Figure 6-11: IlIm.tralion of mesh adaptalion ror di rrerent ra lios 
lh~ mesh adartation wlltinc "orkeJ well lo r (he ~llh~ The Cil,e Wil' il li llie dil"lerenl lor lh~ 
aclual uomains due to th~ units that We re iwing llscd for the modellmg, The function that was 
wrilten was designed to idenlify griu nodes with the sam~ horizontal (x-z) cooruinat<!s and store 
them in an array. 11 he~ame apparent Ihat the precision of the node cooruinates changed upon 
im)XJrtalion into Fl,\ ;FNT e.g. 1"0 nodes Ihal were suppos~d 10 ha\'e Ihe sam~ hori/onlaJ 
coordimMs cOlll J have / vallLcs or O.1256-1-7Qg and 0.12564635. A-, a re, uil. ll~ rouline had 
problems identify ing nodes on lh ~ sam~ \'erli~alline and JiJ not \\ork ~o \\ell. A simple ~(\l lLtion 
to thc problem was (0 examinc th~ imported node, and trlLncat~ (he coonlinale~ 10 an appropriate 
I1Wllb<:r of decimal places. It ap r-:ars thai there is no direct methoJ lor (ruocating Jeeimals in C. 
bin!: Jhe ,Ifm'ahi/ltv Vuml~·r fO model ioc<1i de(Jr-wuJGr .<COUl" i" r;"cl·' 











Thi, '"'' tllU' acbiewd b} multipl}ing tb~ coOl'dinatcs by appropriat~ factors (e,g. 100. 1000. 
Cle) and ,toling Ik re,ults ,!" an integers, This dfecti\'cly cut off the remaining unwanted digits, 
l.lnrnrtunatdy, the liner the Hk"h. the more diflicul1 it is to find an appropriate factor. SillC~ the 
nodes are nluch do<;cr, a gr~<lter deb'T~e or accunl<:} (Humocr of d~cim<ll pl<!c~s) is required to 
identify each node on a vertical line, As soon <I~ the le,d 01' accurdC.y requir~d goe' kyond lhe 
tolerance Inc! of importation. the pmhlem is no longer a trivi<ll one, There wa, therelore a limit 
on the level to which tbe grids being gen"rated could he fined up. 
6.3.2 Scour hole- {'Volution 
A compari<;()n is mad<: hcre belween th~ cvolution or the "our hole in lk laborator} and lhal 
pr~dicted hy the modeL In th" bhorator). <;couring gennally started along lhe side~ or Ih" pier 
and migrated quickly upstream, Figure 6- 12 sho\\s tlk scour depth" along tlk sides of the pier 
during the fin;t Ii homs of LXIJI!riment I. After 5 minutc~. the nlaximum ~oour depth was ahom 
19mm <lnd (Kcuned al an angle of 30' to the plane of symmetry, 1 he next lal'gest SCOUl' depth 
was at 60" to the ~ymmelry plane <lnd 1'.'<1" aboul 16mm, I hi~ was followed b) depths of 12mm 
and 6mm at 'X)" and (j" respc<: li ,dy , The lrend in Ihe rd<ll i'e de~pness 01' th~ ~C.(lur hole al Ihe 
different angles continued unti l after ahout 216minlLlcs into lhe eXPI!rimenl whcr~ lh~ deplh or 
the hole at 0" occame lal'ger lhan that at W'. I'atkms similar to the~e w"re noted in the numerical 
Jnodd. 
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Figure 6-12 : Evolution of scour holl' nl'a r th l' pil'r at 0", JO", 60" and 'JO" I ph~'sical model) 
U,ing Ihe A!(1\'ahilily SlIm"",'1O nwdd !(!<'at d~'"'_\Wller ,'COllY in riwF,' 











TIle colours in lig\ll'e' 6-13 ilIus1J'3k tit,; rdatil'e depths on th~ bc'd prediet~d by the' nume'rkal 
nllldd f"r Fxpcrime'llt 1 US illg tr.c ill1Cnncdi~tc grid. The solution "i~S "bt~ined llsing the 
st,llld"rd k - ;; model "ith s1;.tnd"rd ""ll 1'uncti (MIS and th~ hn~~T n::l"tionshlp I" r hed dd'onnation. 
The colours ,aT), IT-om Ted to d'Tp hlue which corresp<lmlto the highest and lo\\es t del'ations 
respl'Ctivd). Scouring did in raet start from th .. , sides and migrate upstream. Toc naturc or the 
migration upstream was ho\\ewr not tlk' same as that observed in the physical model. rhc 
numeric31 model did not predict scam 3t the symmetry plane (0°) when the maximum scour 
depth '''IS ~t 20mm (See 6.13d). In the physical modcl h"we'~'er, the depth at the point (0") ",IS 
~Iread} gr~ "tcr thiln omm when the maximum ",",OlLr d~pth \ns at 20mm. AIS{). the m~ximum 
SCOUT depth at this point occurred at ~bollt 6t)" i nsle~d 01'30" (Figure). This tITnd p<-',-sistcd fOT a 
"hile before' the maximum dt'pth ~\entuall) shiftcd to the 30" position. It can lx' nOkd from 
fig\ll'~ 6-13 thm the scour depth m the 'X)" mark was greata than that at toc S) tnll"letry plane but 
~\'entu~lIy l)C<:~me sm~lkJ'. This crossover aClllally occuue'd "he'n tllC m<Jximum >Cl)Ur d~pth 
was "hout 45mm (at 3{Y') which is '-Iuite dose to the physicill r~su lts. "here the crosso\'er 
occurred" hen the max imum S(;our depth wa~ ~ppnlx imiltely 4 ~mm (also at 30"). 
ri, - umm ri, - 90111) 
d,- 470101 
Figure b-B: Iho\ut ion of Sl'our hole pr~dktcd by num erical mudd 
(i'In'; Ih~ Jlo.-ab,lity Sumhcr 10 mode//oe"/ c1ear-waler ",cow if) rr\w.' 











Thc ScOur hole Mopped ad,~ncing once ~ll the scour potentia ls had become equal to or less than 
z,'ro, Figur~ 6·1 4 ~hows thc bed ro.,lo,abilily NumbcTS lur Ihe sil11ul~l~d ~quilibrium scour hok 
(E>;p<:riment 1), It is clear lhat tlle' Movabi1it} Number:-, within toc scOur holc are mUch lower 
th~n the critical \' alu~ of 0.17 for a llat bcd. It i~ thu, ea~ily di~cm\Cd that lk ~mur pOlential 
\alues "ere zero or less after th~ application of the slope correction factor, lhc r~gion sloping 
upwards ~long the imrnediate side ofth~ piel' has Mo\"abilitj Numbers between 0.14 and 0.16, 
TI,e slope howcH'r is in a direction opposite to that of toc flow and so the critical Movability 






Figure 6- 14: Movability Numhen. at equilihl'ium seOUl' hole 
'l1,C ~Igorithm LL>cd 10 pcrlunll the simulations was stmctured so th<1' the behaviour of the 
prediLled maximum '""our deplh would mimic Ihe profik 01' obser1 .. ~d m~ximum scour depth, 
with time. This "as done hy reducing the rale of change 01' deplh with the scour polential. The 
aim was to a\"oid th~ risk of distortion of the Scour hole a~ it appmach~d cquilibrium. Figure 6-
15 i, ~ plot of the ma>;imum scour depths at lal'ious boundary adjustment steps, ' Jh~ cUrie is 
simi lar lO thal dc!.<:ribcd in Seclion 2,6.3.2 luI' ckar-wJwl' scour. 'I he m~in diff~rence is that this 
curl'e riscs 10 a dclinile \'~Iuc wh.:rel\S the Ih~oretical cUJ"\'e ~pprt)achcs the ma>;imum seour 
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H gure 6-15: VaJ'iaJion of maximum ~coUl' depth" ilh boundary adju,tm ent 
( i> ing Ihe .I10 ... "N/il), Sumner 10 model h:v/ clmr-wvler <,-,our in river.' 












Contours of equilibrium scour hole - laboratory Contours of equilibrium scour hole - FLUENT 
Figure 6-16: Contours of equilibrium scour holes from laboratory experiment 
and numerical model (Experiment 1) 
Figure 6-16 shows the contours of the equilibrium scour holes from both the physical and 
numerical models for Experiment 1. The numerical model under-predicted the maximum scour 
depth. The numerical model predicted a maximum scour depth of 50mm whereas the physical 
model gave a depth of 68mm. It took approximately 115hours of real time for the equilibrium 
scour hole to develop on the computer as compared with the 77hours for the physical 
experiment. The maximum scour depth predicted by the model occurred at an angle 
approximately 30° to the channel centreline. This was in agreement with the location of the 
maximum scour depth in the physical model. The shape of the scour hole predicted by the 
numerical model was howe er not in concurrence with that observed in the laboratory indicating 
that the estimation of the movability numbers at the bed was inaccurate. This was confirmed by 
results from the numerical simulations for the other experiments. For Experiments 2, 3 & 4, the 
model predicted scour depths of 50, 78 & 71 mm whereas the actual scour depths were 61, 104 & 
113mm respectively. Cunninghame's (2003) study has already been mentioned in Section 
5.1.2.3. It looked at the accuracy of different modelling approaches in predicting the near-bed 
flow field using the standard k-8 model. Results from the study are shown in Figure 6-17. It can 
be noted that none of the modelling approaches that were assessed correctly predicted the shear 
stress at the bed (not even the standard wall functions with 30 < y+ < 300). It is evident that for 
an accurate scour hole to develop, scour prediction at the bed has to be accurate. In order for the 
developed model to be a viable option for scour prediction, a suitable modelling approach that 
will accurately predict the near-bed flow field needs to be found. Unfortunately, due to lack of 
time, the Reynolds stress model could not be assessed for its potential in predicting scour. 
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Figure 6-1 7: l li~tri !Jution of s h ~ar stress wilh d~pth for d iffHfllt wa II models 
(Cuuniugh am~, 21J1JJ) 
6- 1 g 
A look ~l th~ \ 'elocity field at angks 0' and '10" (Figure 6-18) indicate that even though the 
model picks up the hor'C shoe vortex in front of the pier. the vonex Joe, not wrnp around the 
pier and so il8 ~ni:c ls ~r~ nol fell ~ I ong Ill<: sides ~nd the hack oftllC pier , This could e"pl!lin why 
lhe extenl 0(' the 8cour ho le does not extend furt lK-r behind the pie r, l Onger & lIager (2005a) 
round thai the jWT>eshoe vortex bec~me notice~hlc only atkr lIbout 10 minutes into their 
experiments, It lS helie\c'J lhal d'ihe ~cour hole ill Ihe s i nlul~lions had de,-doped correct ly, the 
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Iltook long~r li)r th~ >cour hole to deve lop in the casc of the exponential dclormation mo<kl than 
lor tJot;, lin~3r modd, It look approximate ly % hours of rc~l ti'ne to attain a scour depth of 44mm 
for eXj"lt;'riment I wh~r~Js it took only 90 hour; using the linear relationship, This was ex~'<:ted 
as the relative movemcnt hclwe~n the nod~, I'or th~ ~xp(ln~nlial model "a, expected 10 be larger 
than that for toc linear modeL Hie res"lt, obt3in~d llsing lh~ exponential relalionsh lp lilr h~d 
del'omlation did nOI diffcr by much from Ihose oht3ined using Ihe lin~ar relationship_ ThlS i, 
,ho",n in Figurc 6- 1<), It shov.s the 'exronential' scour hole at 3n intcnneuiate SlJgc wJot;,rc it is 
m th~ SJm~ d~plh as tIlt:' "linear' scour hole. 1l0lh holes have almost the S<lme shape and l'<lirly 
similar ex!Cnts, Lnfortllnmd;, dmmg lh~ simulalion wilh the ~>;p(lllelltbi model, the extents of 
the hole began 10 distorl undcsirably anu lh~ simlllJlion hllil to lJt;, slopf";'u_ Continuing lh~ 
simulatioll with a visibly \\Tong scour pattcrn Jlld hcncc luong 110\\ field was poin!l~",_ Th~ 
dil'kn:nc~' in the eXlell1S lend 10 indicate that toc exrolk::ntial rclmionship is more scnsitive to 
lh~ m~sh than th~ llllcar relationship, It is believed tha( the exroocntial relation,hip \\ould 
produce mllCh bcU~>f resul lS Ii" a finer mesh e\'CIl though it might take mnch longer, 
Lnfortlln3kly, the "urrenl m~sh adaptation m"d~l places ~ restriction on the lc'-cl of refinement 
of the g.rid. Inc Sh3pcs proo""cd by both mo<kls ap(J':ar to conllm1 the beli~f lhat the problem 
with the scour estimation by in (he prcuiction of lh~ 110w field, and h~n,,<.> th" :>.fovabil ity 
'\"ll1lJt;,r;. at the bcd, 
"-'our 1~) l c tJ, - 4-tmm I e'pone'n'i"1 m(>dcl 
Extent, of predict ,d scour hole 
Figure 6·19: S~()ur holes Jlrcdictcd b}' lin~ar and CXJloncntial ddormation modds 
l;\mg [he ,\ /owN!i0' \'umi>L". to moJd local cI,ar_wUlel" ,'cow' In nv<l's 











The numerical simulations were time consuming. Scour hole simulations typically took between 
4 to 9 days per simulation. As a result, simulations could only be performed using the standard 
k-G'model. It is necessary that the use of other turbulence models (RSM in particular) be assessed 
to ascertain whether or not they can produce desirable results. Also ways of improving the mesh 
adaptation routine to allow the use of finer mesh must be found. Recommendations for future 
research into the use of FLUENT 6.2 for accurate clear-water scour prediction are presented in 
Chapter 8. 
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The aim of the research was to develop an automated procedure for the estimation oflocal clear-
water scour at bridge piers. The commercial CFD code FLUENT 6.2 was customized to achieve 
this aim. User-defined functions were written to reflect and control the scouring process. The 
functions were responsible for the deformation of the bed face mesh and the adaptation the 
domain mesh to the deformed boundaries. Scour estimation was based on the Movability 
Numbers at the bed. Nodes on the bed which had Movability Numbers greater than the expected 
critical values were displaced vertically and the location of the interior nodes were modified to 
maintain the integrity of the mesh. 
The developed routine was examined against laboratory results from experiments that were run 
at the Civil Engineering hydraulics laboratory of the University of Cape Town. Only four 
laboratory experiments were performed due to time constraints. The resulting scour depth 
profiles were compared to those measured by Ahmed (1995) and Melville & Chiew (1999). The 
profiles were in good agreement the measured ones. They were however slightly different. 
Whereas the experimental profiles were consistently higher than that proposed by Ahmed 
(1995), they were consistently lower than the profiles suggested by Melville & Chiew (1999). 
The results were consistent and were considered to be good for model validation. 
For the numerical simulations, grids with different degrees of refinement were assessed; namely 
a coarse grid, an intermediate grid and a fine grid. The standard k-8 model and the Reynolds 
stress model were employed for turbulence closure. The wall function approach was used for 
each simulation. Both standard and non-equilibrium wall functions were examined. It was found 
that the flow patterns for all the grids were largely similar. The main difference was that the fine 
grid predicted two vortices in the region behind the pier whereas the coarse and intermediate 
grids predicted only one. For the flat bed, the standard k-8 model predicted higher rates of scour 
than the Reynolds stress model but the general scour pattern was similar. The non-equilibrium 
wall functions appeared to generate stronger vortices in front of the pier but could not be used 
since they predicted scouring in regions on the bed where scouring was not observed in the 
laboratory. 
Linear and exponential expressions for node movement were assessed for the bed modification. 
Initial results seem to indicate that both expressions are sensitive to the level of refinement of the 
grid. Hence, another dimension is added to the problem of attaining a grid independent solution. 
A grid that may offer an independent solution to the flow field may not necessarily offer an 
independent solution to the bed deformation. Preliminary results indicate that the resulting scour 
holes from both relationships are not much different in shape or extent. The exponential 
relationship appeared to be more sensitive to the grid refinement and also took longer than the 
linear relationship in predicting a particular scour hole. Both relationships will be more reliable 
when the mesh is relatively fine. Unfortunately, the current mesh adaptation routine places a 
restriction on the level of refinement of the grid. 
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Preliminary results from the numerical simulations are encouraging. The scour hole does in fact 
develop within the vicinity of the pier. The hole starts from the sides of the pier and migrates to 
the front as it grows deeper. It continues to grow deeper until all the Movability Numbers on the 
bed are eventually less than the corresponding critical Movability Numbers. The hole then stops 
growing and an equilibrium scour hole is deemed to have been attained. Even though the 
numerical model appears to pick up some of the essential patterns in the development of the 
scour hole, it is evident that the scour hole that develops is inaccurate. This is most likely due to 
inaccurate estimation of the bed Movability Numbers. The modelling approaches employed need 
to be reviewed to improve the accuracy of the model. 
There is considerable promise in the developed model. Once a trustworthy approach for 
estimating the bed Movability Numbers is found, this option for scour estimation will be a very 
useful alternative given the current crop of high end machines that are available. 
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Recommendations for future research 
8-1 
It is evident that the Movability Number approach is a viable option for scour prediction. It has 
been shown that commercial CFD codes with adequate flexibility and functionality may be 
adapted for use with this approach. The use of FLUENT 6.2 with this approach has been 
demonstrated. It is however subject to limitations. Results produced by the model are not very 
satisfactory but do indicate a considerable amount of potential in the approach. The following 
recommendations are given for future research: 
• There is the need for exploration into the appropriate modelling approach that will 
accurately predict the scour potential values on the bed. Cunninghame (2003) studied 
various modelling approaches for flow in an infinitely wide channel using the k-c model and 
found that standard functions with wall cells having a y + = 0.9 gave the best prediction of the 
shear stress profile followed by standard wall functions with y + = 31. The predicted values at 
the bed were however not the same as the theoretical value. Also, the conditions that were 
modelled were different from the flow conditions that develop within the vicinity of the pier. 
It is therefore suggested that a detailed study should be performed on the effectiveness of 
different modelling approaches in predicting the flow fields within the vicinity of the pier 
for both flat bed and scour hole scenarios. 
• The current mesh adaptation routine places a restriction on the degree to which a mesh may 
be refined. The bed deformation models are dependent on the level of refinement of the 
mesh at the regions where scour is predicted. It is recommended that different methods of 
modifying the mesh be found to permit further refinement of the mesh within the near-pier 
regIOn. 
• Investigations into the possibility of using non-equilibrium wall functions must be 
performed. Ways of restricting their influence on the bed to the near-pier region must be 
found. This will enable their use in scour prediction and provide information on whether or 
not they produce better results than the standard wall functions. 
• The entire domain must be modelled without applying the symmetry condition. It is evident 
that the symmetry condition affects the nature of the flow behind the pier. However, it is 
uncertain how this affects the flow upstream of the pier. A detailed study should be carried 
out on the influence of the symmetry condition on flow prediction. The study should be able 
to confirm if the use of the symmetry condition is justified. 
• Finally, the maximum amount of deformation per stage and its corresponding scour potential 
value are specified by the user. An investigation into the optimum maximum deformation 
and its corresponding scour potential value which yield the best results needs to be 
performed. This will serve as a guide for future users who wish to use the developed 
approach for scour prediction. 
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Sample user-defined functions 
Mesh update routine 
#include "udf.h" 




currentTimeStep = N_TIME; 
if ((currentTimeStep-l) % 400 == 0 && currentTimeStep > 2000) 
{ 
Node *v; /*pointer to node*/ 
Node *globalNodeID[20000]; /*to store global node IDs*/ 
Node *uniqueGlobalNodeID[20000]; /*to store unique node IDs*/ 
real nodes[20000] [4]; /*to store face node coordinates*/ 
A-I 
real uniqueNodes[20000] [2]; /*to store unique node coordinates*/ 
int n = 0; /*counter*/ 
int nn 0; /*counter*/ 
int 11 = 0; /*counter*/ 
int kk = 0; /*counter*/ 
int count; /*counter*/ 
int count2; /*counter*/ 
int rom = 0; /*counter*/ 
int x, Z, xx, ZZ, no, noo; /*counters*/ 
int i, j; /*counters*/ 
real t; 
int tt; /*index*/ 
int 1, Ill; /*indices*/ 
Node *ttt; /*index*/ 
real ratio, lastLength, distance; /*parameters-exponential eqn*/ 
real userRatio = 0.35; 
Thread *ct = DT_THREAD(dt); /*cell thread*/ 
cell_t c; 







v = C_NODE(c, ct,n); 




nodes(mm] (0] = NODE_X(v); 
nodes[mm] [1] = NODE_Y(v) *100; 
nodes(mm] (2] = NODE_Z(v); nodes (rom] [3] 0; 





Message("no = %g\n", count); 












/*sorting of id's according to which value is minimum*/ 
for (nn 
{ 
Oi nn < count: nn++) 
x nodes [nn] [0] *170i 
count2 = Oi 
z = nodes [nn] [2]*170i 
/*read unique values*/ 
for(kk 0 i kk < count; kk++) 
{ 
xx = nodes [kk] [0]*170; zz nodes [kk] [2]*170i no nodes [kk] [3] i 
if (xx == x && zz == z && no == 0) 
{ 
uniqueNodes[count2] [1] = nodes [kkJ [lJ i /*store y value*/ 
uniqueNodes[count2] [0] = kki /*store position*/ 
uniqueGlobalNodeID[count2] = globalNodeID[kk] i /*get 
corresponding global node pointer*/ 





forti = Oi i < count2 - 1: i++) 
{ 
for(j = Oi j < count2 - 1 - i: j++) 
{ 
if (uniqueNodes[j+1J [1] < uniqueNodes[j] [1]) 
{ 
t = uniqueNodes[j] [lJ i 
tt = uniqueNodes[j] [O]i 
ttt = uniqueGlobalNodeID[j]: 
uniqueNodes[jJ [1] = uniqueNodes[j+1J [lJi 
uniqueNodes[j] [0] = uniqueNodes[j+1] [O]i 
uniqueGlobalNodeID[j]= uniqueGlobalNodeID[j+1J i 
uniqueNodes[j+1] [1] = ti 
uniqueNodes[j+1] [OJ = tti 
uniqueGlobalNodeID[j+1] = ttti 
ratio = exp(((uniqueNodes[count2-1] [1] -
uniqueNodes[O] [1])/(count2 - l))*(userRatio - 0.5)): /*ratio for 
mesh*/ 
lastLength = (uniqueNodes[count2-1] [1] - uniqueNodes[OJ [1]) * (1 
- ratio) / (1 - pow(ratio, (count2-1))) i 
/*modify mesh according to the geometric progression*/ 
for (i = 1i i < count2 - 1i i++) 
{ 
distance = lastLength * pow(ratio, (count2 - i - l))i 
v uniqueGlobalNodeID[i]i 
1 uniqueNodes[i-1] [O]i 
III = uniqueNodes[i] [O]i 











NODE_Y(v) = (nodes [I] [1] + distance)/100; 
nodes [Ill] [1] = nodes [I] [1] + distance; 
Message ( "new y = %g\n", NODE_Y(v)) i 
Bed deformation routine - exponential model 
#include "udf.h" 
DEFINE_GRID_MOTION(check, d, dt, time, dtime) 
{ 
int currentTimeStepi 
currentTimeStep = N_TIMEi 
if (currentTimeStep % 100 
{ 
/*parameters*/ 
o && currentTimeStep > 10) 
Thread *t = DT_THREAD (dt) i 
face_t fi 
Thread *cti 
cell t Ci 
Node *Vi 
int n = Oi 
int XXi 
int rom = Oi 
real gridMotion[10000]; 
Node *globaINodeID[10000]; 
real ron, phi; 
real slopeCorrection; 
real txy, tzy, tres, ustar, settlingVelocitYi 
real deformationConstant, maxScourPotential, scourPotentiali 
real maxMn, maxSlopeCorrectioni 
real nni 
real NV_VEC(centroidRef), NV_VEC(transverse) i 
real NV_VEC(faceNormal),NV_VEC(vecPlane), NV_VEC(newPoint)i 
real alpha, betai 
real a,b,e,ki 




phi = 0.6i /*angle of repose*/ 
maxAllowableScourPotential = 0.015i /*value of Mh corresponding 
to maximum allowable deformation*/ 
relativeRoughness = 0.00853; /*ratio of mean particle diameter to 
mean depth * / 
maxDeformation = 0.002;/*maximum deformation per stage*/ 
settlingVelocity = 0.10i/*settling velocity*/ 
/***************************************************************/ 
/*set deforming flag on adjacent cell zone*/ 
SET_DEFORMING_THREAD_FLAG(THREAD_TO(t)) i 
/***************************************************************/ 
/*loop for determining the maxScourPotential and corresponding Mn 
and slopeCorrection*/ 
begin_f_Ioop(f,t)/*loop over all faces on boundary*/ 
{ 
c = F_CO(f,t);/*cell next to boundary face*/ 
ct = THREAD_TO(t) i/*thread of cell next ot boundary face*/ 











/*compute movability number*/ 
txy = (C_MU_L(c,ct) + C_MU_T(c,ct)) * (C_DUDY(c,ct) + 
C_DVDX (c, ct) ) ; 
tzy = (C_MU_L(c,ct) + C_MU_T(c,ct)) * (C_DWDY(c,ct) + 
C_DVDZ(c,ct)) ; 
tres = sqrt(txy*txy + tzy * tzy); 
ustar = sqrt(tres/C_R(c,ct)); 
ron = ustar/settlingVelocity; 






k a * centroidRef[O] + b * centroidRef[2] + e * 
centroidRef[l]; 
/*get line on the plane in the directio  of the vector*/ 
newPoint[O] = centroidRef[O] + C_U(c,ct); newPoint[2] 
centroidRef[2] + C_W(c,ct); 
A-4 
newPoint[l] (k - a * newPoint[O] - b * newPoint[2]) / e; 
vecPlane[O] C_U(c,ct); vecPlane[l] newPoint[l] 
centroidRef[l]; vecPlane[2] = C_W(c,ct); 
/*angle vector on plane makes with the horizontal*/ 





alpha = fabs(atan( transverse [1] / 
(sqrt(transverse[O]*transverse[O] + transverse[2]* 
transverse[2])))) ; 
/*slope correction*/ 
if (beta < phi && alpha < phi) 
{ 
slopeCorrection = sqrt (cos(beta)*(l -






scourPotential = ron - 0.17 * slopeCorrection; 
if (scourPotential > maxScourPotential) 
{ 
maxScourPotential = scourPotential; 
maxMn = ron; 
















if (maxScourPotential >= maxAllowableScourPotential) 
{ 
} 
deformationConstant = ((maxMn/maxSlopeCorrection) - 0.2405 
- 0.0066 * log (maxDeformation) - 0.204 * 
relativeRoughness)/0.0066; /*determine deformation 
constant*/ 
else if (maxScourPotential < maxAllowableScourPotential && 





deformationConstant = ((maxMn/maxSlopeCorrection) - 0.2405 
- 0.0066 * log(maxDeformation/maxAllowableScourPotential * 
maxScourPotential) - 0.204 * relativeRoughness)/0.0066; 
deformationConstant 0; 
/***************************************************************/ 
begin_f_loop(f,t)/*loop over all faces on boundary*/ 
{ 
c = F_CO(f,t) ;/*cell next to boundary face*/ 
ct = THREAD_TO(t);/*thread of cell next ot boundary face*/ 
/*compute movability number*/ 
txy = (C_MU_L(c,ct) + C_MU_T(c,ct)) * (C_DUDY(c,ct) + 
C_DVDX(c,ct)) ; 
tzy = (C_MU_L(C,ct) + C_MU_T(c,ct)) * (C_DWDY(c,ct) + 
C_DVDZ (c, ct) ) ; 
tres = sqrt(txy*txy + tzy * tzy); 
ustar = sqrt(tres/C_R(c,ct)); 
mn = ustar/settlingVelocity; 
Message ("mn = %g\n", mn); 
/*slope correction*/ 
/*compute equation of face plane ax + bz + ey - q 0*/ 
F_CENTROID(centroidRef,f,t) ; 
F_AREA(faceNormal,f,t) ; 
a -faceNormal[O] i 
b -faceNormal[2]; 
e -faceNormal[l]; 
k a * centroidRef[O] + b * centroidRef[2] + e * 
centroidRef[l]; 
/*get line on the plane in the direction of the vector*/ 
newPoint[O] = centroidRef[O] + C_U(c,ct); newPoint[2] 
centroidRef[2] + C_W(c,ct); 
newPoint[l] (k - a * newPoint[O] - b * newPoint[2]) / e; 
vecPlane[O] C_U(c,ct); vecPlane[l] newPoint[l] 
centroidRef[l]; vecPlane[2] = C_W(c,ct); 
/*angle vector on plane makes with the horizontal*/ 





alpha = fabs(atan( transverse [1] / 
(sqrt(transverse[O] * transverse [0] + transverse[2]* 
transverse[2])))) ; 
/*slope correction*/ 

















slopeCorrection = sqrt (cos(beta)*(l -
(tan(beta)/tan(phi))) * cos (alpha) * sqrt(l -
(tan(alpha)*tan(alpha))/(tan(phi)*tan(phi)))) ; 
slopeCorrection = 1; 
Message("slopeCorrection = %g\n". slopeCorrection); 
/*set deforming flag on adjacent cell zone*/ 
SET_DEFORMING_THREAD_FLAG(THREAD_TO(t)) ; 
if (mn >= 0.17 * slopeCorrection)/*criterion for 
incipience*/ 
{ 
f_node_loop(f.t.n)/*loop over face nodes*/ 
{ 
v = F_NODE(f.t.n) ;/*node pointer*/ 
if (NODE_POS_NEED_UPDATE(v) && NODE_Z(v) < 
0.25) 
{ 
globalNodeID[rom] = v; 
A-6 
gridMotion[rom]= exp((mn/slopeCorrection -
0.2405 - 0.0066 * deformationConstant -





for (xx = 0; xx < rom; xx++) 
{ 
NODE_Y(globalNodeID[xx]) -= gridMotion[xx]; 
/***************************************************************/ 
adjustAngles(f. t. phi); 
modMaxAngles(f. t. phi); 
/*-------------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 
/*Function to adjust angles of relative nodes to ensure the maximum angles 
are less than the angle of repose */ 
void adjustAngles(face_t f. 
{ 
Node *v; 
int n = 0; 
int ii = 0; 
int jj. kk; 
real max = 0; 
real min = 0; 
Node *pointer[4]; 
Thread *t. real phi) 












real nodes [4] [3]; /*to store coordinates of nodes on a face*/ 
real angle, difflnY; /*variables for ensuring that face angles are less 
than angle of repose*/ 




watch = 0; 
max = 0; 
min = 0; 
begin_f_loop(f,tl 
{ 
ii = 0; 
f_node_loop(f,t,n) /*get node coordinates*/ 
{ 
v = F_NODE(f,t,n) ;/*node pointer*/ 
nodes[ii] [0]= NODE_X (v) ; 
nodes[ii] [1]= NODE_Y(v); 
nodes[ii] [2]= NODE_Z(v); 
pointer[ii] v; 
ii++; 
/*check angles node vectors make with horizontal plane*/ 
for (jj = 0 ; jj < 4 ; jj++)/*loop over nodes*/ 
{ 
for(kk = 0 
{ 
kk < 4 ; kk++)/*loop over nodes*/ 
if(kk > jj)/*check two different nodes without 
repeating check for the same nodes*/ 
{ 
angle = atan((nodes[jj] [1] -
nodes [kk] [l])/(sqrt(pow((nodes[jj] [0]-
nodes [kk] [0]) ,2) + pow( (nodes[jj] [2]-
nodes [kk] [2]) ,2)))); 
if (fabs(angle) > max) 
{ 
max = fabs(angle); 
} 
if (fabs(angle) < min) 
{ 
min = fabs(angle); 
if (fabs(angle)*10000 > phi*10000) 
/*check if angle is greater than angle of 
repose*/ 
{ 
difflnY = (sqrt(pow((nodes[jj] [0]-
nodes [kk] [0]) ,2) + 
pow ( (nodes[jj] [2]-
nodes [kk] [2]) ,2)) l * tan(phi -
0.001) ; 
if (nodes [ j j] [1] < 





v = pointer [kk] ; 
NODE_Y(v) = nodes[jj] [1] + 
diffInY; 
nodes [kk] [1] = NODE_Y(v); 
watch = 1; 
v pointer[jj]; 













Message ("max = %g\n", max); 
Message ("min = %g\n", min); 
}while(watch != 0); 
NODE_Y(v) = nodes [kk] [1] + 
diffInY; 
nodes[jj] [1] = NODE_Y(v); 
watch = 1; 
A-8 
/*-------------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 
/*Function to ensure that maximum plane angle is less than angle of repose*/ 
void modMaxAngles(face_t f, 
{ 
Node *v; 
int n = 0; 
int ii = 0; 
real max = 0; 
real a,b,e,k; 
Thread *t, real phi) 
real node[4] [3]; /*for nodes of plane*/ 
real NV_VEC(centroidRef), NV_VEC(faceNormal); 
real NV_VEC(vecOne), NV_VEC(vecTwo); 
real watch; /*watch to check if all angles are less than angle of 
repose*/ 
do{ 
watch = 0; 
max = 0; 
begin_f_loop(f,t) 
{ 
/*compute equation of face plane ax + bz + ey - d 0*/ 
f_node_loop(f,t,n) 
{ 
v = F_NODE(f,t,n); 
node[ii] [0] NODE_X(v); node[ii] [1] 










node [0] [2] 
node [0] [1] 
node [1] [0] 
node [1] [2] 
node [1] [1] 
node[2] [0] ; 
node [2] [2] ; 
node [2] [1] ; 
node [ 3] [0] ; 
node [ 3] [2] ; 
node [3] [1] ; 
NV_CROSS(faceNormal,vecOne,vecTwo) ; 
centroidRef[O] ( node [ 0] [0] + node[l] [0] 
node [3] [0] ) /4 ; 
centroidRef[l] (node[O] [2] + node[l] [2] 
node [3] [2] ) /4 ; 
centroidRef[2] (node[O] [1] + node [1] [1] 
node [3] [1] ) /4 ; 
+ node [ 2] [0] 
+ node [2] [2] 
+ node [2] [1] 


















k a * centroidRef[O] + b * centroidRef[2] + e * centroidRef[l]; 
if (acos(e/sqrt(a*a+b*b+e*e)) > (phi + 0.01)) 
{ 
} 
Message("angle before = %g\n". acos(e/sqrt(a*a+b*b+e*e))); 
e = sqrt((a*a + b*b) * cos(phi) * cos (phi) / (1 -
cos(phi)*cos(phi))) ; 
if (node[O] [2]< node[l] [2] && node[O] [2]< node[2] [2] && 
node [ 0] [2] < node [ 3] [2] ) { 
k = a * node[O] [0] + b * node[O] [1] + e * node[O] [2]; 
if (node[l] [2]< node[O] [2] && node[l] [2]< node[2] [2] && 
node [1] [2] < node [3] [2] ) { 
k = a * node[l] [0] + b * node[l] [1] + e * node[l] [2]; 
if (node[2] [2]< node[l] [2] && node[2] [2]< node[O] [2] && 
node [2] [2] < node [3] [2] ) { 
k = a * node[2] [0] + b * node[2] [1] + e * node[2] [2]; 
if (node[3] [2]< node[l] [2] && node[3] [2]< node[2] [2] && 
node [3] [2] < node [ 0] [2] ) { 
k = a * node[3] [0] + b * node[3] [1] + e * node[3] [2]; 
f_node_loop(f.t.n) /*get node coordinates*/ 
{ 
v = F_NODE(f.t.n) ;/*node pointer*/ 
NODE_Y(v) = (k - a * NODE_X(v)-b*NODE_Z(v))/e; 
watch = 1; 
} 
end_f_loop(f.t) 
Message ("max1 = %g\n". max); 
}while(watch != 0); 
Using the Movability Number to model local clear-water scour in rivers 
Appendix 
